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Abstract

In the mammalian embryo, between 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation, the cells of the
inner cell mass evolve from a uniform aggregate to an ordered structure with two distinct
tissue layers - the primitive endoderm and epiblast. It was originally assumed that cells
differentiated to form these layers in situ, but more recent evidence suggests that both cell
types arise scattered throughout the inner cell mass, and it is thus proposed that the tissue
layers self-organise by physical mechanisms after the specification of the two cell types.
We have developed a computational model based on the subcellular element method to
combine theoretical and experimental work and elucidate the mechanisms that drive this self-
organisation. The subcellular element method models each cell as a cloud of infinitesimal
points that interact with their nearest neighbours by local forces. Our method is built
around the introduction of a tensile cortex in each cell by identifying boundary elements and
using a Delaunay triangulation to define a network of forces that act within this boundary
layer. Once the cortex has been established, we allow the tension in the network to vary
locally at interfaces, modelling the exclusion of myosin at cell-cell interfaces and consequent
reduction in tension. The model is validated by testing the simulated interfaces in cell
doublets and comparing to experimental data and previous theoretical work. Furthermore,
we introduce dynamic tension to model blebbing in primitive endoderm cells. We investigate
the effects of cortical tension, differential interfacial tension, and blebbing on interfaces,
rearrangement, and sorting. By establishing quantitative measurements of sorting we produce
phase diagrams of sorting magnitude given system parameters and find that robust sorting in
a 30 cell aggregate is best achieved by a combination of differential interfacial tension and
blebbing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Self-Organisation,
Embryogenesis, and Cell Sorting

The application of physics to embryology began over a century ago with Wilhelm Roux, who
coined the term “developmental mechanics” [1–3] and attempted to explain development
as a physical process. However, despite some interest from the great minds of 20th century
physics [4–6], it was not until recent years that physical processes and physical reasoning
came to prominence as an important consideration in understanding biological systems,
including development. The field of biological physics is now well established and is helping
to transform biology into a quantitative, predictive science [7–10].

Embryogenesis is one of the great mysteries in biology and a subject to which this
rising field of physical biology has recently begun to turn its attention. The purpose of
this project was to apply physical reasoning and computational modelling to shed light on
the self-organisation of stem cell tissue layers within the early mammalian embryo. It is
proposed that in this process, an initially random distribution of two cell types is produced
by stochastic transcriptional noise, and that physical differences in these cells then drive their
separation into two distinct tissue layers. We aim to show how this process is governed to a
large extent by physical mechanisms.

The background of inner cell mass development will be introduced in a manner that
is accessible to physicists. With this background understanding, a variety of theories that
have previously been proposed to lead to cell sorting by physical mechanisms are reviewed.
Theoretical modelling work on the mammalian embryo is limited, but examining past work
on modelling cellular systems demonstrates the limitations of most previous approaches,
which will, in turn, lead into a discussion of how modelling can be improved and applied to
cell sorting in the inner cell mass.



2 Introduction to Self-Organisation, Embryogenesis, and Cell Sorting

1.1 A Definition of Self-Organisation

The concept of self-organisation arises in a great many different fields [11], from physics
and biology [12], to computing, or the social sciences. Self-organisation is typically the
result of non-equilibrium systems; biological cells being a classic example of such a system.
Self-organisation is a fundamental principle underlying much of biology. It can be seen
in systems ranging in scale from the folding of proteins [13], to the dramatic patterns in a
murmuration of starlings [14, 15].

Broadly, we can think of self-organisation as the formation of some macroscopic order
from disordered components by the action of simple rules defining the interactions between
these components. These interactions provide the local communication that can lead to
global order. Although we can form such an intuitive understanding of what the phrase
means, a precise definition of self-organisation can be difficult, and was addressed in detail
in W. Ross Ashby’s seminal work “Principles of the Self-Organizing System” [16]. Ashby
points out that most “organisations” that a system may produce are bad ones with respect
to some purpose, and that in biology we may think of self-organisation as “changing from
a bad organisation to a good one”. This again hinges on the definition of “good”, which
may depend on context, but could, for example, include the orientation of a set of cells that
allows normal development of an embryo. Thus, for our purposes, self-organisation is the
rearrangement of cells from an orientation in which development is not possible to one in
which development of the embryo can proceed correctly.

1.2 Blastocyst Formation

We are interested in an example of self-organisation that occurs in the mouse embryo
between 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation (E3.5-4.5). The following section describes the
development of the embryo up to 3.5 days after fertilisation, specifically the formation of the
blastocyst structure. The early development of the mouse embryo has been well studied and
the physical mechanisms driving blastocyst formation are well understood [17].

Embryogenesis begins with the fertilisation of an oocyte (egg cell) to form a zygote, which
is a single, large cell containing all genetic material necessary to produce a full organism.
Soon after fertilisation, the zygote cleaves into two daughter cells. Subsequent division of
daughter cells forms an aggregate of 8 cells [18]. These divisions involve proliferation of
nuclei and separation of pre-existing cytoplasm - no growth occurs and the total size of the cell
aggregate does not change significantly from the size of the zygote but the nucleus/cytoplasm
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Fig. 1.1 Simplified diagram of embryogenesis from the post cleavage stage to the
early blastocyst. a, Post-cleavage 2 cell stage. b, Morula, roughly 8 to 32 cells. c,
Early blastocyst, 32-64 cells [20].

ratio increases dramatically. This 8 cell aggregate undergoes a process of compaction to
reach a stage known as the morula [Figure 1.1] [19].

The cells in the morula continue to divide until, around 3.5 days after fertilisation, the
embryo consists of up to 32 cells and has entered the blastocyst stage [Figure 1.1 and Fig-
ure 1.2] [17, 21]. During the process of blastocyst formation, the cells begin to excrete a
fluid which forms multiple small fluid-filled cavities [22, 23] within the embryo. Over time,
these cavities coalesce to form a larger cavity known as the blastocoele, surrounded by a
tissue called the trophectoderm [24], formed from cells called trophoblasts [Figure 1.2]. The
membranes of these cells form tight junctions to create a boundary that seals and protects the
blastocyst, helping to maintain the blastocoele fluid at a higher pressure than the external
environment. If this seal is broken the blastocyst will collapse, indicating the importance of
the fluid pressure in maintaining the spherical structure [25]. The trophectoderm is the first
“extra-embryonic” tissue to develop. Embryonic tissues at this stage are pluripotent, meaning
their cells have the capacity to form any cell type in the foetus, but these extra-embryonic
tissues lose that pluripotency in their differentiation to a specific extra-embryonic cell type.
The formation of “extra-embryonic” tissues is characteristic of mammalian embryogene-
sis [26, 17].

Trophectoderm cells are allocated by polarised division along the radial axis of the
morula, with the outer daughter cells from such a division forming trophoblasts [27]. Those
daughter cells at the inner edge of the division axis do not lose their pluripotency and are
allocated to a tissue known as the inner cell mass (ICM) that forms an aggregate at one pole
of the blastocyst [Figure 1.2] [28]. It is this inner cell mass that will be of primary interest to
us.
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Fig. 1.2 Confocal microscopy image of 5 mouse embryos. Embryos A, B and
C are in the blastocyst stage, and the blastocoele, trophectoderm and inner cell
mass can clearly be seen. Embryos D and E are in the morula stage. Image
courtesy of Berenika Plusa.

Fig. 1.3 A confocal image of mouse blastocyst with membrane-localised mCherry
fluorescent protein. The empty fluid filled blastocoele, and the cells of the inner
cell mass are all clearly visible. Scale bar is 50µm. Image produced by Ayaka
Yanagida in our group.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 Blastocysts at 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation in which PDGFRα

(characteristic of primitive endoderm) is labelled with green fluorescent protein.
a, E3.5, with primitive endoderm marker positive cells distributed throughout
ICM. b, E4.5, with primitive endoderm marker positive cells localised around
the boundary with the blastocoele. Images courtesy of Berenika Plusa.

1.3 Lineage Specification in the Inner Cell Mass

Once the ICM has formed, from about 3.5 days after fertilisation, its constituent cells
differentiate into two distinct cell lineages: the epiblast and the primitive endoderm. The
epiblast cells are those from which the foetus will develop, and are described as pluripotent
because they have the capacity to form any tissue of the final organism. The primitive
endoderm is the second extra-embryonic tissue. It forms a protective layer between the
epiblast and the blastocoele, and will eventually produce the yolk sac.

Lineage specification within the early embryo is characterised by differential expression
of transcription factors [29–31]. The precise function of these transcription factors is not
relevant to this project - for us they simply serve as markers for each lineage by virtue of
their expression being mutually exclusive. Specifically, epiblast cells are characterised by
expression of the pluripotency factor Nanog [32, 33], Sox2, and Oct4 [34], while primitive
endoderm cells are characterised by expression of PDGFRα [30], Gata4 [35], Gata6 [36, 37],
and Sox17 [38–40]. Most notable among these are Nanog for epiblasts and Gata6 for
primitive endoderm. It is also worth noting that the initial fate decisions made by cells in
the inner cell mass produce “precursor” cells that have been shown to retain some degree
of plasticity, such that if transplanted into another embryo they can switch to the other
type [41], lending further credence to the idea of cells moving within some continuous state
space between epiblast and primitive endoderm. However, this is also beyond the scope of
the current project, and once the blastocyst reaches 4.5 days after fertilisation, these fate
decisions are observed to be fully determined.
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Fig. 1.5 Simplified diagram of fate acquisition and sorting in the inner cell mass.
a, Ground state inner cell mass cells.
b, "Salt and pepper" distribution of epiblast and primitive endoderm precursors.
c, Self-organised epiblast and primitive endoderm layers.

The observed positions of the primitive endoderm and epiblast cells within the late stage
ICM [Figure 1.4b], when cell phenotypes are clearly visible, led to an initial assumption that
the two lineages differentiated in situ, driven by environmental cues such as proximity to
the blastocoele or trophectoderm [42]. More recently, it has been found that in the early and
mid-stage blastocyst, before observed formation of distinct primitive endoderm and epiblast
layers, expression of these transcription factors is distributed throughout the ICM in a mixed
but mutually exclusive manner [36] [Figure 1.4a]. This suggests that the process of lineage
specification is stochastic [43] and precedes the emergence of physically separated epiblast
and primitive endoderm. Thus it is proposed that the initial "salt and pepper" distribution [27]
of cells in the inner cell mass eventually evolves into distinct layers by self-organisation [44].

The evolution of the inner cell mass between 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation is shown
in Figure 1.5. Figure 1.5a shows a blastocyst containing an aggregate of undifferentiated
blastomeres that make up the inner cell mass at E3.5. Figure 1.5b shows how an initial
disorganised "salt and pepper" distribution of two cell lineages is formed before the physically
segregated tissue layers become evident, as shown in Figure 1.5c. Note that the change from
diffuse to solid colours indicates that fate decisions are locked in by E4.5.

It has been proposed that the physical properties of epiblast and primitive endoderm cells
differ [45, 46]. We propose that it is these physical differences that lead to self-organisation
of the tissue layers by physical processes. This fits with the self-organising framework
proposed for earlier stages of embryo development [47]. The questions that remain are:
precisely what mechanisms drive this process, and how do we formulate these into a model
that will realistically describe the inner cell mass and help further our understanding of
embryogenesis? Although earlier processes described in Section 1.2 are well understood, the
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precise mechanisms of inner cell mass self-organisation have not been well studied [17], so
this project was an initial attempt to formulate a hypothesis for what drives these processes.

It is worth noting that epiblast and primitive endoderm cells are observed to self-organise
as an aggregate, without extra-embryonic tissue. In this case, the cells form a spherical
aggregate with epiblast cells moving to the centre and primitive endoderm moving to the
outside [48]. For the purposes of our simulations we start out modelling this in vitro system.

1.4 Physical Mechanisms of Tissue Self-Organisation

The self-organisation of cells into distinct tissue layers can be regarded as analogous to the
separation of oil and water [49, 50]. However well oil and water are mixed, they will always
eventually separate into two distinct layers. The forces governing this behaviour are the
differing strengths of hydrogen bonding for oil and water molecules, and gravity, which
breaks the symmetry of the system. The analogy to primitive endoderm and epiblast cells,
which are seen to separate into distinct layers from an initial random distribution, is clear,
and we will now discuss the analogous forces that could drive the separation of primitive
endoderm and epiblast cells.

We identify two factors necessary for cell self-organisation: differing mutual affinities
between cells and one or more energetic mechanisms to drive the kinetics.

1.4.1 Sources of Differing Mutual Affinity

When Townes and Holtfreter [51] first demonstrated the spontaneous separation of mixtures
of embryonic cells in vitro, they proposed that such behaviour was driven by the cells’s
differing "affinity" for one another. We now understand that this is a critical component of
cell sorting; when cells are able to rearrange, a difference in mutual affinity between two
cell types will drive them to self-organise. Two primary mechanisms have been proposed to
change the mutual affinity of cells. These are differential adhesion and differential interfacial
tension.

Differential Adhesion

Malcolm Steinberg was first to propose that differing affinity could arise from differential
adhesion between the surfaces of cells [52–54]. This is now known as the Differential
Adhesion Hypothesis (DAH) and is a widely studied mechanism for cell sorting. The idea is
simple: that in a random distribution of cells, those with strongest mutual adhesion would
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Fig. 1.6 Diagram showing a mixed aggregate of cells of types A (blue), B (green),
and C (red), and the resulting sorted aggregate predicted by the differential
adhesion hypothesis where the mutual adhesion of type A is greater than that of
type B, which is itself greater than that of type C.

draw together and force the other cells with weaker mutual adhesion to the outside of the
ball of cells.

Steinberg describes the DAH as the "spontaneous progressions of motile and mutually
adhesive cell populations toward configurations of minimal interfacial (adhesive) free en-
ergy" [55] in which stronger adhesions will tend to displace weaker ones. He also explains
how, with further analogy to oil and water, sorting by differential adhesion should tend to
form clusters of more adhesive cells within an aggregate of less adhesive cells, and that these
clusters will steadily coalesce and move to the inside of the aggregate [55]. It is possible
to speculate that the process should be transitive such that if cell type A is more mutually
adhesive than cell type B, and B is more mutually adhesive than C, then tissue comprising
cells A, B and C should form with C on the outside, A in the centre and B between the two
[Figure 1.6]. Steinberg clarified that proposing this kind of transitivity does not assume an
identical physical or chemical means for adhesion between different cells or in different sys-
tems, but simply that there is a thermodynamic scale of adhesion intensity whose underlying
details are not relevant.

This process can be viewed from another perspective. Cell adhesion leads to an effective
surface tension for the tissue as a whole (note that this is not the same as cell surface
membrane tension but rather is analogous to the surface tension of a liquid arising from
the mutual attraction of its molecules). Lower cell adhesion leads to a lower tissue surface
tension and vice versa, so we can rephrase the sorting rules as: the tissue with lowest "surface
tension" will be found to envelope a tissue of higher "surface tension" [56, 57]. The DAH
model also predicts minimisation of the global surface area of cell aggregates, which is
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observed in the tendency of irregularly shaped tissue fragments to steadily take on a more
spherical shape [58], as with liquid droplets.

Going beyond this simple explanation, it is possible to be more precise with the mathe-
matics of DAH. If there are two cell types in an aggregate, A and B, the manner of sorting
will depend on their relative adhesive strengths. If adhesion between A and B is stronger than
between A and A or between B and B (AB > AA > BB) then a mixed salt and pepper distri-
bution will be formed. If like cells adhere more strongly than unlike cells (AA > BB > AB)
then sorting will occur, with the cells with the stronger mutual adhesion (A) collecting on
the inside of the aggregate and those with the weaker mutual adhesion (B) moving to the
outside. We can also consider cases in which one type of cells may adhere to themselves
most strongly, but also to the other type of cell more strongly than that type of cells adhere to
themselves (AA > AB > BB). In this case if the average of like to like adhesion is greater
than the like to unlike adhesion then the cells will sort out, otherwise they will not. In other
words, sorting if (AA+BB)/2 > AB, no sorting if (AA+BB)/2 < AB [59].

Cell adhesion can be measured by atomic force microscopy. One cell is attached to the
probe tip and this cell is then brought into contact with another. The probe is then pulled
away and the force applied by each cell onto the other can be measured until the two cells
separate [60]. Cell adhesion can also be measured by observing the overall deformation of
an aggregate of cells when centrifuged.

Some have questioned the DAH, arguing that the analogy between adhesive cells and
liquid molecules, though appealing, is fallacious [61]. Most of the arguments raised are
technicalities concerning the precise nature of adhesion between cells compared to attraction
between molecules. For example, it is possible that "unsticking" two cells is not precisely
the inverse of sticking them together in the way that moving two molecules towards and then
away from each other is movement within a conservative potential. Such details may indeed
cause cells to behave differently from molecules in a liquid, and these may be factors that
need to be considered in the precise formulation of any modelling attempt. However, such
details do not necessarily make the general hypothesis that differential adhesion could lead
to cell sorting invalid.

Although the differential adhesion hypothesis is a widely established framework for
understanding cell sorting [18], it has been shown that differential adhesion is not sufficient
to explain in vitro sorting of epiblast and primitive endoderm cells [48] since the two cell
types adhere to one another equally.
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Fig. 1.7 Two dimensional diagram of cell doublets showing the effect of changing
interfacial tension on contact angle and interface area.

Differential Interfacial Tension

The Differential Interfacial Tension Hypothesis (DITH) or Differential Surface Contrac-
tion (DSC) Hypothesis was initially proposed as an alternative to the DAH [61]. We can
summarise the two basic postulates of the DITH as follows: the cell surface membrane is
differentially contractile, and can have different tension values in different regions over the
same membrane; secondly, the cell membrane is most contracted and has the highest tension
when in contact with the surrounding medium (not other cells) and least contracted when in
contact with other cells of the same type. Similarly to the DAH, inequalities to describe the
relative tensions for which sorting occurs can be formulated fairly straightforwardly [62].
Figure 1.7 shows how a reduction in interfacial tension between two cells in a doublet
results in an increased interfacial area, increased contact angle, and hence increased mutual
affinity. It is this mutual affinity that allows differential interfacial tension (DIT) to drive
self-organisation in a cell aggregate.

Cortical tension is the force generated within cells across their surface and parallel to
the surface, produced by the cell cortex. The cell cortex comprises a dense network of actin
microfilaments and myosin motors just inside the cell surface membrane [63, 64]. Tension
is produced by a number of processes, including myosin II activity, cross linking, network
structure, and active movements of the internal cell cytoskeleton, which transfer forces to
the cell surface membrane [65, 66]. Actin fibres attach to the cell surface membrane via
localised bundles of transmembrane proteins known as cadherins and integrins. The action
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of myosin motors on the actin cortex changes the local tension of the fibre network [60],
and by pulling the cadherin and integrin transmembrane protein bundles together, changes
the effective tension of the cell surface in that local area. This allows cells to vary the local
tension in their surface membrane [67].

Cortical tension can be measured by cutting the cell membrane with a laser (laser ablation)
and measuring how quickly the cut edges of the membrane contract [68, 69], by probing the
cell surface with an atomic force microscope [60, 70], or by applying force-balance analysis
to 3D image stacks [71].

Cortical tension has already been shown to be important in critical cellular processes
such as shape changes [72], motility [73? , 74], tissue mechanics [75], and adhesion [76].
Notably for us, the importance of cortical tension has been widely claimed in studies of
morphogenesis [67]. These studies often focus on the importance of cortical tension in 2
dimensional epithelial tissues. Notable such systems are the maintenance of the dorsoventral
compartment boundary in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc [77, 78], Drosophila germ-band
extension [79], germ-layer organisation in zebrafish [80], and in Xenopus and C. elegans
gastrulation [81, 82]. Generally this work can be divided into three categories: boundary
formation, boundary maintenance, and shape changing. Sorting in the inner cell mass is an
example of boundary formation, but lessons from boundary maintenance can be illuminating.
For example, boundary maintenance in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, where a boundary
between dorsal and ventral tissue layers is initially formed by a biochemical gradient, but
then maintained as a sharp boundary by tension forces [77]. This is a good example of the
differential interfacial tension hypothesis.

Experimentally, it has been shown that actin and myosin accumulate around the the dorso-
ventral boundary of the drosophila wing imaginal disk, and that this compartment boundary
fails in mutants with faulty myosin [78]. This suggests a role for actin and myosin, and hence
cortical tension, in the boundary maintenance. It has also been shown that treating cells with
blebbistatin, an agent that stops myosin motors from working, prevents cell sorting [66]. It is
now understood, on the basis of experimental and computational work [77], that the cortical
tension of cells in the wing imaginal disc increases at interfaces between unlike dorsal and
ventral cells, and it is this local increase in tension at unlike cell-cell interfaces that maintains
the boundary between the two tissue layers [78, 83, 84]. Local changes in cortical tension
at cell to cell interfaces change the area of those interfaces, and thus the relative mutual
affinity of the two cells. Increasing the tension at unlike cell interfaces in the Drosophila
wing imaginal disc minimises the contact area between the two cell types, resulting in spatial
segregation and a sharp boundary.
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Fig. 1.8 Diagram outlining the linear force balance model of cell doublet contact
angles, as presented in Maître 2012 [88]. Adhesion is reframed as a tension force
ω acting to pull the interface vertices apart.

Having considered the effects of DIT in a two dimensional system such as the Drosophila
wing imaginal disc, it is also illuminating to note its relevance and importance to systems
closer to the inner cell mass. Notably, it has been shown that local variation in cortical
tension is responsible for internalising the first set of internal cells in the morula [85], and
thus establishing the first distinction between cells that will produce the inner cell mass, and
those that will produce the trophectoderm. This work overturned previous assumptions that
oriented cell division established the inner cell layer [45], and showed that local variations in
tension act to organise the system after randomly oriented cell divisions. The parallels to the
inner cell mass are clear, and it seems reasonable to speculate that similar forces might be at
play.

Furthermore, it has also been shown how differential interfacial tension can drive com-
paction of the morula [86] and allocation of cells to the inner cell mass tissue [87] by reducing
tension at cell-cell interfaces. This work validates differential interfacial tension for processes
earlier in the embryo, and introduces a framework for testing the relative affinity of cell
types. This is done by measuring the the contact angles of cell doublets [Figure 1.7]. Such
measurements are contextualised within a theoretical model of cell doublet contact angles
presented in Maître et al. 2012 [88], and outlined below.

The two factors contributing to the equilibrium interface between two cells are their
mutual adhesion and their cortical tension. In the theoretical model, the complex statistical
mechanics problem of how adhesion affects this interface is simplified so that it can be treated
as a one dimensional problem of two points - the edges of the interface - acted upon by forces
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.9 In vitro cell doublet images. a, Epiblast-epiblast cell doublet. b, Primitive
endoderm-primitive endoderm cell doublet. Images produced by Ayaka Yanagida
in our group.

parallel to the interface [Figure 1.8]. The adhesion component is reframed as a tension force
ω acting to pull the points apart. Also considered are the effects of the cortical tension at the
cell-cell interface, γc, and the cortical tension away from the interface, γm. From Figure 1.8,
it is then straightforward to formulate Equation 1.1, which predicts the contact angle θ .

2γc = 2γm cos(θ/2)+ω (1.1)

It is then assumed, based on experimental results [89, 90, 88], that in the high tension
limit adhesion is insignificant and can be neglected, and thus Equation 1.1 can be simplified
to Equation 1.2.

θ = 2arccos(γc/γm) (1.2)

The reduction of tension is proposed to occur by the exclusion of myosin from the cortex
at cell interfaces, caused by the adhesion acting between the cells [88]. This suggests a passive
mechanism that allows morphogenesis to proceed without active movements by the cells
involved, and provides the coordination needed for complex morphogenesis [67]. Doublet
experiments done directly with inner cell mass embryonic cells support the existence of
conditions required for sorting by differential interfacial tension [Figure 1.9]. Specifically, it
is observed in experiments performed within our group by Dr. Ayaka Yanagida that epiblast-
epiblast doublets have a typical contact angle of 106°, primitive endoderm to primitive
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endoderm doublets have a typical contact angle of 77°, and epiblast-primitive endoderm
doublets have a typical contact angle of 67°. Thus we might expect epiblasts to have higher
mutual affinity than primitive endoderm, which have still higher mutual affinity than primitive
endoderm and epiblast pairs. We set out to investigate whether these conditions are sufficient
to explain sorting in the inner cell mass using a computational model. This model will be
calibrated using doublet experiment data, and compared to the linear force balance doublet
model for validation.

1.4.2 Energetic Mechanisms Driving Kinetics

Although it is always important to consider the timescales of any process, little exists in the
literature describing precise timescales for lineage specification, cell sorting, cell deformation
and so on. However, we have noted from movies of embryo development [Figure 1.10]
that thermal motion is not the major contributor to cell movement, but rather the cells seem
to move over much longer timescales. This begs the question: if thermal motion is not a
significant factor in the system, what provides the perturbation needed to force the system
out of equilibrium, leading to rearrangement and sorting? In order for cells to self-organise,
differing mutual affinities are necessary but not sufficient; there must be movement of cells
to rearrange the system. This can be achieved without active cell movement by introducing
energy into the system, which will drive the system to reorganise to a new steady state. In
our cell system, we hypothesise two mechanisms that could drive rearrangement.

Division

When two cells divide, their surface area to volume ratio is increased. This increase in
surface area brings with it a corresponding increase in surface energy arising from cortical
tension. This introduction of potential energy drives the system to rearrange to a new steady
state, with the cells in a new orientation. Thus we might expect that a high cortical tension
might be required in order to drive rearrangement. Division has been proposed as a driver of
rearrangement in other systems [91] and is something that can be tested with respect to the
inner cell mass in our model.

Figure 1.10 shows a C. elegans embryo, with images taken at intervals to show how cell
division in this system appears to coincide with cell rearrangement.

Blebbing

It has been shown in recent experiments within our group that primitive endoderm cells, but
not epiblast cells, bleb quite dramatically on a timescale of minutes [Figure 1.11, Figure 1.12].
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Fig. 1.10 Time sequence of a C. elegans embryo showing rearrangement due to
cell division. Images courtesy of Magdalena Zernicke-Goetz.

This blebbing corresponds to local fluctuations in the cortical tension of the primitive endo-
derm cells [92]. we hypothesise that these fluctuations may also contribute to rearrangement
of the system, and thus facilitate or speed up the process of self-organisation.

Not only could blebbing increase the extent of rearrangement in systems, but since it
occurs only in primitive endoderm and not epiblasts, it also serves as an additional factor
that could affect mutual affinity, and thus is another potential driver of sorting. Blebbing is a
factor that we will include in our model, and its effects on self-organisation will be tested.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1.11 Time sequence demonstrating blebbing in a primitive endoderm cell
due to local fluctuations in cortical tension. Images produced by Ayaka Yanagida
in our group.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1.12 Time sequence demonstrating lack of blebbing in an epiblast cell.
Images produced by Ayaka Yanagida in our group.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Tissue Modelling

Before approaching the problem of modelling self-organisation in the inner cell mass, it
is worth exploring previous modelling methods that have been applied to other systems.
There exists a broad literature of work using theoretical and computational techniques to
model a great variety of biological systems, with varying levels of success [93]. Many of
these techniques are summarised elsewhere [94–100]; what follows is an overview of those
that were considered for this project. This is by no means a complete list, but merely a
discussion of notable techniques and relevant features to enlighten and contextualise our
work. Some models discussed below are generalised techniques, such as vertex models
or cellular automata, for which we explain the theoretical foundations, whereas others are
branded, self-contained software packages made available for the research community, such
as CHaSTE and PhysiCell.

2.1 Mathematical Modelling

Mathematical modelling has a long history in biology, including the celebrated work of
Alan Turing [101], and the separate field of mathematical biology is now well established,
encompassing everything from morphogenesis to ecosystems and epidemiology. Typically,
mathematical modelling of morphogenesis involves formulating a set of differential equations
to describe a system, often reaction-diffusion equations [102], which must then be solved
computationally. However, such modelling is typically only appropriate where a system
can be treated in the continuum limit, such as treating a tissue as a continuous viscoelastic
material, or modelling the migration of a large number of cells as movement of a fluid.

Notable examples of effective work treating tissue as a continuous material include
explanations of folding in brain cortex tissue [103, 104], folding of epithelial tubes such
as gut and renal tubes [105], and inversion of volvox embryos [106]. Similarly, we can
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find work attempting to solve partial differential equations to explain self-organisation in
developmental biology [107], collective migration of cells [108], long-range hydrodynamic
interactions of microswimmers [109], and material properties of cancerous tumours [110].
All of these systems share tissues or aggregates in which cell-level features are orders of
magnitude smaller than the system as a whole, which renders a continuum limit appropriate.
This is not the case in the inner cell mass, so we are not able to use these techniques.

2.2 Agent-Based or Individual-Based Models

Agent-based modelling is widely used throughout fields ranging from sociology and eco-
nomics to ecology, physics, and the study of complex systems [111–113]. In agent-based
modelling, the most fundamental unit of the simulation is the agent, which in tissue modelling
is typically a single cell. These agents interact, evolve, and move over time according to
some predetermined set of rules. Some of the other methods discussed in this chapter, such
as Biocellion and PhysiCell, are specific examples of agent-based models. Agents may exist
on a lattice or move continuously, in 2 or 3 dimensions. On a fundamental level, agent-based
models are driven by algorithms, not equations, which creates an important distinction with
mathematical modelling [114, 115].

In studying morphogenesis, agent-based modelling has been applied to development
of branching patterns in vasculature [116], C. elegans embryogenesis [117], collective cell
migration [118], epidermal morphogenesis [119], and cancerous tumour development [120,
121], to name but a few. The precise details of all of these systems vary, but in each case the
agent is an individual cell, and these cells form complex patterns over time by interacting
with each other and with some background environment according to a set of rules laid out
to simulate the details of the system in question. These interactions cause the cell to change
fate, experience forces, or otherwise evolve. Examples of typical agent-based model results
are shown in Figure 2.1.

Although agent-based individual cell models have proven successful in modelling mul-
ticellular systems with inter-cellular interactions, our assessment was that they did not
incorporate sufficient integration of macroscopic behaviour with intra-cellular processes for
our intended modelling of the inner cell mass, and thus we are unable to use these techniques.
However, agent-based models of the mammalian blastocyst have been proposed previously,
and these will be discussed later in this chapter [Section 2.10].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.1 Visualisation showing the cross section of necrotic cancerous tumours as
simulated with PhysiCell and Biocellion. Images from Macklin et al. 2016 [126]
and Biocellion home page [123].

2.2.1 Biocellion

Biocellion is a self-contained software package originally developed for modelling cancerous
tumours at the University of Washington [122, 123]. It is a generalised individual, agent-
based model, treating each cell as a single object moving continuously within a background
lattice that models the external environment, such as diffusion of biochemical factors. Its
primary motivation was to provide parallelised simulations, allowing billions of cells to be
run quickly over many processor cores on a large cluster. Consequently, it focuses on the
wrong lengthscales for our systems and does not integrate subcellular physical processes
into macroscopic behaviour. An example of a necrotic cancerous tumour containing a large
number of cells and simulated with Biocellion is shown in Figure 2.1a.

2.2.2 PhysiCell

PhysiCell is another self-contained agent-based modelling tool released as open-source
software by Paul Macklin’s MathCancer group [124]. It was developed as a tool for modelling
cancerous tumours [125, 126]. It is strikingly similar to Biocellion and shares the same
advantages and disadvantages. Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between necrotic cancerous
tumours as simulated with Biocellion and PhysiCell.
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2.3 CHaSTE

CHaSTE is an acronym that stands for Cancer, Heart, and Soft Tissue Environment [127]. It
was developed primarily at the University of Oxford as an attempt to bring industry software
development techniques to bear on tissue modelling in order to produce portable, reliable,
reusable software that could allow biologists with less background in physical sciences or
programming to contribute to computational biology, biological physics, and modelling
without needing to start from scratch and “reinvent the wheel” [128]. The code is written
primarily in C++ and is available to download on an open source license [129]. CHaSTE has
multiple libraries for different capabilities, and is able to run on- and off-lattice individual-
based models, in which each cell is represented by a single object or agent in the simulation,
partial differential equation solvers, and vertex models. Chaste has been widely used to model
a variety of different biological systems [130–132], but does not provide the integration of
intra-cellular and inter-cellular processes that we required for our system.

2.4 Virtual Cell

Virtual Cell is a modelling and analysis platform developed at the University of Connecticut
to solve stochastic partial differential equations and run agent based models of the inner
workings of a cell [133–135]. It is available as open source software [136] and has found
application in, for example, modelling calcium signalling in neurons [137]. However, since
this method focusses exclusively on intra-cellular processes, it is unsuitable for our work on
multi-cellular self-organisation in the inner cell mass.

2.5 Finite Element Models

The finite element method has existed for many years and is a mainstay of engineering and
applied physical sciences [138]. The method has been applied to everything from plate
tectonics [139] to studying the biomechanics of knee joints [140]. The finite element method
is a technique to find the solution for partial differential equations in continuous systems such
as elastic materials, soil, and so on. It involves dividing a continuous domain into smaller
parts, known as finite elements, which can be solved more easily in relation to each other
by eliminating spatial derivatives. This allows the equations describing the system to be
solved approximately at a number of points across an entire system. Essentially by using the
interactions between the elements of a body it is possible to model the behaviour of the body
as a whole whilst capturing local effects on a smaller scale than the whole system.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.2 Diagrams of a single cell modelled with FEM and an FEM model of a
metastatic cell escaping from a cancerous tissue. Images from Brodland et al.
2009 [143] and Brodland et al. 2012 [141].

When applied to biological tissues, there are two broad categories of FEM models. Tissue
level models typically treat the tissue as a whole as a continuous body, whilst individual
cells form the finite elements into which the system is divided [141, 142] [Figure 2.2a].
These typically model a two dimensional system such as an epithelium, or a 2 dimensional
approximation of a more complicated system. Meanwhile, other cell-level models exist to
investigate the behaviour of a single cell, in which the cell itself is divided into finite ele-
ments [143, 144] [Figure 2.2b]. Although efforts have been made to add cell-cell interactions
into these models, the work remains limited [145]. We require inter-cell interactions in our
model, and thus will not emply a finite element model.

2.5.1 FEM/DEM

Drawing inspiration from granular matter research, it occurred to us that FEM/DEM might
be suitable for multicellular system modelling. FEM/DEM originated as an extension of
the more basic modelling tools FEM and DEM (Discrete Element Method). DEM is a very
general form of modelling in which a system is composed of discrete elements or particles,
each of which does not intrinsically change in time. Rather, the system as a whole evolves
in time as the interactions between these unchanging particles causes them to rearrange
with respect to each other and change their interactions with each other. This method is
suitable for modelling gases, granular materials etc, and is distinguished from agent-based
models by the passive nature of the elements. FEM/DEM or Finite-Discrete Element Method
was developed in the 1980s by Antonio Munjiza [146, 147]. The basic idea is to model
the behaviour of individual particles by DEM type methods while allowing each individual
particle to be discretised into smaller elements by FEM methods to allow for deformation
and changes in particle properties. The applicability of such a method to cell dynamics has,
to the best of our knowledge, not been investigated but could be promising.
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Fig. 2.3 Diagram of the immersed boundary method, showing where elastic
boundaries apply elastic forces to an incompressible Newtonian fluid. Image
from Rejniak 2007 [148].

2.6 Immersed Boundary Model

The immersed boundary method [149] was originally developed as a numerical tool to study
blood flow around the heart [150, 151]. The method has since been adapted to model cells,
and has been applied to systems such as cancer development [152, 148], morphogenesis [153],
blebbing [154], endocytosis [155], and the formation of bacterial biofilms [156]. The
immersed boundary method considers cells to be regions of fluid bounded by an elastic
membrane within a continuous fluid, and simulates this system by solving the fluid behaviour
using the Navier-Stokes equation on a fine grid where an additional elastic force term is added
to the equation in regions of the fluid where a boundary is located. Thus the fluid itself is
not treated as discontinuous but it still affected by the presence of these elastic forces arising
from an immersed boundary. The movements of these fluid regions in which the elastic
force is applied correspond to shape changes and movement of the membranes, and thus
cells. This gives the method the great advantage over agent-based models of incorporating
intra-cellular fluid mechanics and cell shape changes into the behaviour of the system. The
method also allows spaces to exist between cells, resulting in discontinuous tissues, and
giving an advantage over vertex models or cellular automata. By also incorporating adhesive
forces between regions of fluids where cell boundaries exist, it is possible to model inter-
cellular interactions and multi-cellular systems [152] [Figure 2.3]. It is also possible to
model growth by introducing a fluid source into the centre of each cell, and division by
applying a contractile ring to the plane bisecting a dividing cell. These features make it a
strong contender for modelling tissue self-organisation in the inner cell mass. We could, for
example, introduce differential interfacial tension by changing the elastic force applied by the
immersed boundary when this boundary forms an interface with another. Whilst this seems
like a promising way forward, we have explicitly set out to produce a 3 dimensional model
of the inner cell mass, whereas most work with the immersed boundary method has been
carried out in 2 dimensions. Although there is no theoretical problem with extending the
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method to three dimensions, the computational cost of solving the Navier-Stokes equation
over a reasonable number of cells in 3 dimensions would escalate rapidly, rendering these
simulations difficult to perform and raising questions over whether these computational costs
warrant the advantages that the immersed boundary method offers. We therefore chose not
to implement the immersed boundary method, and instead to find a more computationally
efficient technique.

2.7 Cellular Automata

Since they were first devised by the great polymath John von Neumann at the Los Alamos
National Loboratory in the 1940s [157], cellular automata have become perhaps of the most
widespread and established modelling technique of all, finding application in almost every
field, from Ising spin models [158] and Conway’s game of life [159], to the first forays into
“artificial life” [160, 161].

At its most fundamental level, a cellular automaton is a regular lattice in which each
point can have one of two or more states, such as “alive” or “dead”. Lattice points change
state according to a specified set of rules, and the system is allowed to evolve over discrete
time steps. Most early applications of cellular automata to biological systems treated a
single cell as occupying a single point within the lattice. A lattice point could then have two
states: occupied by cell or not occupied by cell. This allows coarse grained modelling of
morphogenesis in systems whose scale is much larger than that of an individual cell, such
as vessel morphogenesis and branching [162], slime mould formation [163], or boundary
maintenance [164]. It is also possible to treat cellular flows using lattice gas models, in which
each point in the lattice is occupied by a cell that has not only a location but also a velocity
through the lattice that can be maintained in time [165, 166]. Such models are comparable
to the agent-based models previously described, but rather more limited. Since these early
applications, most cellular automaton models applied to morphogenesis have been cellular
Potts models.

2.7.1 Cellular Potts Models

Cellular Potts models are an adaptation of the original Potts model, a cellular automaton
used to describe Ising spin systems [167, 168]. The number of spin states available at each
state is known as the Q number, with the simple ferromagnetic Ising model described by
q=2. The cellular Potts model is essentially a large-Q Potts model, meaning that each point
in the lattice has a large number of possible states. The method was developed by Graner and
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Glazier precisely for the purpose of modelling cell sorting by differential adhesion [169–171].
The innovation of the cellular Potts model was to treat a connected region of lattice sites
with the same state as a single biological cell. Thus, changing the state of lattice sites does
not indicate a new cell or movement of an existing cell as in original cellular automata, but
rather represents a change of shape or growth of an existing cell. This feature allows cell
growth, shape, and subcellular structure to be included in a model, with these features arising
naturally from the rules established for a simulation. These rules define a Hamiltonian for the
system such that any state of the lattice corresponds to a global potential state. The system
evolves by a Monte Carlo method in which the state of a random lattice point is randomly
altered. This change of state causes a corresponding change in global potential, determined
by the Hamiltonian. The method then draws upon statistical mechanics by calculating the
Boltzmann factor of the new potential state, which results in a probability that can finally
be compared to a random number to determine whether or not the change of state to the
system is accepted. Thus, changes that significantly increase the potential are highly unlikely
to be accepted, whereas those that cause no change in potential are much more likely to be
accepted.

Given this framework, the critical component of a cellular Potts model is the precise defi-
nition of the global Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian will vary from one system to another and
one study to another, but can include components for cell-cell adhesion, volume conservation,
gravity, biochemical interactions, or cortical tension [172]. Over subsequent years, the cellu-
lar Potts model has been used to study many systems, particularly cell sorting by differential
adhesion [173–176], but also systems outside of biology such as foams [177]. The technique
has also been developed into self-contained software packages such as CompuCell [178] for
easy implementation of simulations by biologists with less programming experience.

Despite the widespread use and success of the cellular Potts model, we felt that it was
not the right technique for our model of the inner cell mass. Cellular systems are active and
constantly producing energy in the form of ATP. The use of a global Hamiltonian is artificial
and seems unphysical such systems where energy is explicitly not conserved. Furthermore,
the global nature of the Hamiltonian is incompatible with small scale local effects, such as
blebbing and differential interfacial tension, which we believe to be critical components of
modelling tissue self-organisation in the inner cell mas. In order to avoid “reminiscence
modelling”, we intend to avoid energies and examine forces and dynamics in the system
directly, and thus will not use cellular automata or the cellular Potts model.
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Fig. 2.4 A cellular Potts model of a multicellular aggregate of two differently
sized cell types. Image from Mombach et al. 1995 [173].

2.8 Vertex Methods

Vertex models are another widely used technique in tissue modelling, and can be thought of
as a special case of finite element methods [? ]. The earliest application of vertex methods
described the use of Dirichlet domains to cover an entire tissue with polygonal cells [179].
This is the fundamental idea of vertex methods: a tissue is represented as a lattice of irregular
polygons in which each polygon represents a biological cell; movement of these cells and
morphogenesis of the tissue as a whole arises from the relative movement of the vertices of
these polygons.

The system evolves in time by randomly choosing a vertex and randomly altering it’s
position. A global Hamiltonian is defined for the system, typically including components
that are functions of edge length, corresponding to cortical tension, and cell volume or
area, corresponding to cell elasticity [83]. Some vertex models derive their dynamics from
differentiating the Hamiltonian as a function of all vertex positions. Other vertex models
employ Monte Carlo methods in which a change in the position of a vertex changes the global
potential defined by this Hamiltonian, and, as for the cellular Potts model, this potential
corresponds to a Boltzmann factor that defines a probability. This probability is compared to
a random number to determine whether or not the change in position is accepted. An increase
in the global potential, as defined by the Hamiltonian, corresponds to a small probability
that the change will be accepted, whereas a decrease in the global potential corresponds to a
higher probability that the change will be accepted.
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Fig. 2.5 Vertex model of rosette formation in mouse visceral endoderm. Image
from Fletcher et al. 2014 [97].

Vertex models have been used extensively in modelling systems such as epithelial mor-
phogenesis [97, 99, 180], Drosophila wing boundary maintenance [83, 181, 78, 84], or
Drosophila germ band extension [182]. These systems all share three common properties that
render them suitable for modelling with vertex methods: the cells are tightly packed, forming
confluent tissues with no spaces; the systems are two dimensional; the cells in the system
have fairly regular shapes that can be well approximated by polygons. Although vertex
models have been extended to three dimensions [183], and advanced with the active vertex
model [184] and self-propelled voronoi models [185], they retain a number of significant
drawbacks that render them unsuitable for modelling tissue self-organisation, notably a
reliance on global Hamiltonians as discussed for the cellular Potts model, a requirement
for confluent tissue, and treating cells as polygons. Furthermore, vertex models start with
interfaces between cells as a fundamental component, whereas we wish to model inter-
faces emerging from underlying behaviour in our testing of differential interfacial tension.
Therefore vertex models were deemed inappropriate for our purposes.

Figure 2.5 shows a typical example of a vertex model.

2.9 Subcellular Element Method

The Subcellular Element Method (SEM) was developed by Timothy Newman in 2005 as
a technique to integrate sub-cell-scale processes into multicellular morphogenesis [186].
Although relatively new and not fully explored, SEM has since been applied to a number of
multicellular biological systems [187–190].
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SEM divides a cell into a number of discrete, point like ’elements’, which interact via
local forces that can be tuned based on the underlying physics of the system. Element
positions are updated based on these local forces using over-damped Langevin dynamics. By
also considering local forces acting between elements in different cells, SEM allows a very
straightforward extension from internal dynamics to external dynamics. Treating both inter-
and intra-cellular dynamics as fundamentally similar makes for a parsimonious approach,
unlike in some other techniques that require different mechanisms for inter- and intra-cellular
mechanics. Furthermore, it is straightforward to include properties such as cell growth - by
introducing new elements into cells and allowing the system to relax - and cell division - by
simply defining half of the elements in one cell as now being part of a different cell.

This basic framework can be extended easily, as was done previously to model the effect
of active cytoskeleton remodelling in response to strain on the behaviour of a cell stretched
between two plates [190]. New elements were added in areas of high strain and removed from
areas of low strain to model the formation and removal cytoskeleton filaments in response to
external strain. It has been shown in such studies that SEM correctly predicts properties such
as the microrheology of an individual biological cell [187].

The subcellular element method has a number of advantages for our attempts to model
self-organisation in the inner cell mass. Notably, the integration of intra-cellular and local
processes into multicellular aggregates, emphasis on local forces rather than global energies,
and ability to model growing aggregates on a scale of tens of cells are exactly what we were
looking for in our modelling technique. Thus, we decided to proceed with the subcellular
element method and will discuss it further in Chapter 3.

2.10 Models of the Blastocyst and Inner Cell Mass

Before proceeding, it is worth noting how some of the techniques outlined in this chapter
have previously been applied to the mammalian blastocyst and inner cell mass.

Honda et al. propose a noteworthy vertex model of blastocyst formation [23]. They show
that a simple model with cell surface elasticity, blastocoele growth and external pressure
from the zone pellucida are sufficent to recapitulate full blastocyst development from morula
stage to blastocyst with blastocoele and inner cell mass [Figure 2.6]. Their three dimensional
vertex model begins with a spherical morula into which spaces are introduced between cells
to model represent secretion of fluid into the interstitial space. As the volume of these
fluid-filled spaces is increased over time they coalesce to form a blastocoele. They show that
the formation of an asymmetrical structure with an inner cell mass at one pole is a better
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Fig. 2.6 Cross section of a blastocyst resulting from the vertex model of Honda
et al. Image from Honda et al. 2008 [23].

minimisation of the free energy resulting from external and internal pressure than a simple
spherically symmetric shell of cells surrounding the blastocoele.

The model may not be entirely accurate since it requires external pressure from the
zone pellucida, and it has been shown experimentally that blastocyst formation can proceed
normally when the zone pellucida is removed [191]. However, it seems highly plausible that
the bulging shape of the ICM may indeed be formed in part by free energy minimisation due
to the pressure of the blastocoele. Nonetheless, although this model is extremely interesting,
it deals only with the system leading up to that with which we are concerned.

Meanwhile, Krupinski et al. present an agent-based model that attempts to explain not
only the formation of the blastocyst structure [Figure 2.7], but also, of more interest to us, the
self-organisation of the inner cell mass [192, 193]. Their model treats cells as spherical agents
interacting with their neighbours with elastic forces. Regarding the inner cell mass, they
set out to show how primitive endoderm and epiblast cells self-organise with the primitive
endoderm lying along the boundary of the blastocoele using differential adhesion. They find,
unsurprisingly, that differential adhesion can cause the two cell types to sort into separate
aggregates. However, they find that differential adhesion alone is insufficient to stabilise
the primitive endoderm alongside the blastocoele, and find that this is only achieved by
pressure from the blastocoele on the inner cell mass combined with adhesion of epiblasts to
the trophectoderm [Figure 2.8].

This is interesting work, but as discussed in Chapter 1, it has been shown experimentally
that differential adhesion cannot be the explanation of self-organisation in the inner cell
mass, and there is no experimental reason to suggest increased adhesion between epiblasts
and the trophectoderm. Furthermore, there is significant evidence to show that differential
interfacial tension is an active factor in blastocyst development, and that the conditions
required for self-organisation by differential adhesion exist in the cells of the inner cell mass.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.7 Simulated blastocyst resulting from the agent-based model of Krupinski
et al. Images from Krupinski et al. 2011 [192].

Fig. 2.8 Simulated inner cell mass resulting from differential adhesion in the
agent-based model of Krupinski et al., showing in d how adhesion of epiblasts
to the trophectoderm stabilises the primitive endoderm against the blastocoele.
Image from Krupinski et al. 2011 [192].

Thus, although we agree that the pressure from the blastocoele, perhaps combined with the
geometry of the inner cell mass, may contribute to breaking the symmetry of spherical sorting
to produce a primitive endoderm layer that lies alongside the blastocoele, we feel that it is
incorrect to propose sorting by differential adhesion. The true mechanisms are more subtle
and less obvious, and it is our intention in this work to elucidate those mechanisms.





Chapter 3

The Sub-cellular Element Method

3.1 Theoretical Foundations

The subcellular element method was devised as a multi-scale framework for modelling tissue
dynamics in three dimensions, incorporating both individual cell structures and sub-cellular
features to allow for adaptive shape changes and complex inter- and intra-cell behaviour [186].
The method treats each cell as a cloud of infinitesimal points that interact with their nearest
neighbours via local forces. Thus the behaviour of a cell emerges entirely from the behaviour
of underlying elements. Nearest neighbour interactions occur between elements in the same
cell and between elements in different cells, allowing both inter- and intra-cellular behaviour
to be modelled with the same mechanism. Figure 3.1 shows a 2 dimensional diagram of
two SEM cells. Elements are shown as green circles, with dotted black lines showing
nearest-neighbour interactions. The two dotted red lines show inter-cell nearest neighbour
interactions.

The nearest neighbour interactions between elements take the form of a Morse poten-
tial [194] [Equation 3.1], which is repulsive at short distances, attractive at longer distances
and approximately harmonic around an equilibrium position. For later work, it is worth noting
that the potential can be broken into an attractive component and a repulsive component.

V (r) = De

(
1− e−a(r−re)

)2

V (r) = De

(
e−2a(r−re)−2e−a(r−re)+1

) (3.1)
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Fig. 3.1 A 2D representation of two SEM cells, with intra-cellular interactions
shown in black, and inter-cellular interactions in red.

This potential form has historically been used to model inter-atomic forces in molecules
and materials [195]. Figure 3.2 shows the functional form of the Morse potential for radii
between 0 and 1.8 times the equilibrium radius. Basic values used in future simulations are
shown below.
re 12.9
a 30.5
De 2.29

3.2 The SEM Program

The basic SEM code was written in FORTRAN and comprises a total of 27 FORTRAN
modules and several supplementary scripts [Code block 3.1]. The following is a brief
description of the main features of the code.

3.2.1 Data Structures

The basic SEM program is a set of routines to manipulate and update two fundamental data
classes: element and cell. The element data structure is the basic unit of the simulation - the
elements with which a cell is modelled. These are the objects upon which all position update
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ScEM_0_arrays.f90
ScEM_0_input.f90
ScEM_0_ran_array.f90
ScEM_0_useful.f90
ScEM_1_inflexion.f90
ScEM_1_potential.f90
ScEM_1_types.f90
ScEM_2_ageing.f90
ScEM_2_com.f90
ScEM_2_deallocate.f90
ScEM_2_diffusion.f90
ScEM_2_division.f90
ScEM_2_flag_relist.f90
ScEM_2_growth.f90
ScEM_2_identity.f90
ScEM_2_initial_create.f90
ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90
ScEM_2_integrate.f90
ScEM_2_output.f90
ScEM_2_output_final.f90
ScEM_2_pairs.f90
ScEM_2_relist.f90
ScEM_2_resize.f90
ScEM_3_initialize.f90
ScEM_3_iterate.f90
ScEM_master.f90
ScEM_script_clear_data
ScEM_script_create_to_exist
ScEM_script_intel_compile
config_data
elements_config
rng.f90

Code Block 3.1 List of files in the original SEM program
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Fig. 3.2 Plot of the basic Morse potential as a function of equilibrium radius.

type element
integer :: label
integer :: parent
integer :: stage
integer :: type
real*8 :: age
real*8 :: strength
real*8, dimension(3) :: position
real*8, dimension(3) :: velocity

end type element

Code Block 3.2 Definition of the element data class in the original SEM code.

routines act. The original definition for the element class is shown in Code block 3.2. Each
element has a unique label that is used to identify that element in calculations. Also stored
within the data structure is the label of the element’s "parent" cell, which is the unique label
of the cell structure to which the element is allocated. The stage and strength components
control the interaction strength of the element, and are used to steadily increase the interaction
strength of an element from zero to full strength when a new element is inserted into a cell,
allowing for a more gradual relaxation to the new arrangement [Subsection 3.2.5]. The age

component stores the time that has elapsed in the simulation since the element was created,
while the position and velocity components are the crucial 3 dimensional arrays that hold
the position and velocity of that element at the current time. The type components allows
elements to be defined as different types but was not used in the original program. The set of
element structures is stored a one-dimensional array elements of type element, defined in
module ScEM_0_arrays.f90.
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type cell
integer :: label
real*8 :: age
real*8 :: rad_gyration
real*8, dimension(3) :: position
integer, dimension(0:4*ne_cell) :: c_elements

end type cell

Code Block 3.3 Definition of the cell data class in the original SEM code.

The cell data class is a secondary structure that organises sets of elements. A separate
cell structure is created for each biological cell simulated, and all are stored in a one dimen-
sional array cells, again defined in module ScEM_0_arrays.f90. The label component is
the unique identifier of this cell, and corresponds to the parent component of all elements
within this cell. The age component stores the smaller value of either the simulation time
that has passed since either the beginning of the simulation, or since the division event that
produced the cell. The position component is the centre of mass of all elements within the
cell. The c_elements component is a one-dimensional array that stores the unique identifying
labels of all element structures organised into this cell. The zeroth component of the array
is the number of elements within the cell, and all subsequent components are the labels of
these elements. The size of the array exceeds the number of elements it will ever need to
contain in order to prevent potential segmentation faults or the need to resize the array during
a run. A cell will divide [Subsection 3.2.6] when the number of elements it contains exceeds
double the original number of elements, but the buffer is built in to accommodate whatever
margin the number of elements exceeds this value by in the timestep immediately before
division is triggered.

Similarly, a significant buffer is built into the elements and cells arrays in order to
prevent dynamic updating of the array size during a run, which is a slow process. Updating of
the array sizes is triggered when the total number of elements or cells exceeds some fraction
of the array size. These array size updates are handled in module ScEM_2_resize.f90.

3.2.2 Initialisation

The first step in the program is to call the subroutine scem_input, from module
ScEM_0_input.f90, which defines all parameters and initial conditions for the simulation as
global variables. This includes setting the total time for the simulation, typical length scales,
the typical number of elements per cell, parameters for the defining the inter-element poten-
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tial, and basic values such as a value of pi and a 3-dimensional packing fraction. Also defined
are a number of control flags - flag_create, flag_diffusion, flag_growth, flag_division
- whose values control which subroutines are called in future iterations of the program. Once
these parameters are defined, the simulation is initialised by creating the initial system.

The original program incorporated two protocols for initialising the simulations. Both
protocols produce an arrangement of elements and cells that consitute the initial state
of the system to be simulated, and instantiate all necessary classes and arrays. The
module ScEM_2_initial_create.f90 is used to create a de novo system; the module
ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90 is used to initialise simulations with a pre-defined system, for
which all necessary information is read from a small set of files. Both modules are set
up in the original SEM program to create just one cell. Whether the program calls rou-
tines from ScEM_2_initial_create.f90 or from ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90 depends on
the value of integer flag_create, which is set to 0 to use scem_initial_exist and 1 to use
scem_initial_create.

The module ScEM_2_initial_create.f90 is built around Code Block 3.4. This block
is repeated within a while loop until the number of elements created equals the minimum
number of elements per cell. It calls ran_array to create a random 3D position within a
cube of side 2*r_cell where r_cell is the pre-defined typical cell radius. This position
is the possible location of a new element. Subsequently the code checks to ensure that
the new element position is within a radius of r_cell - effectively ensuring that elements
are only introduced within a sphere, not a cube, and that the new element position is not
within distance r_close of any previously created elements. If either of these conditions are
not met, the block starts again with a new random position, but if the conditions are met
an element is introduced at this location, all of its corresponsing data are instantiated, and
the process is repeated for the next element until all required elements have been created.
When this de novo creation routine is used, the time step for subsequent updates is reduced,
to accommodate any relaxation required by the newly created cell, which may not be in
equilibrium and will quickly adjust.

The module ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90 skips the process of creating a new cell de
novo by reading the initial system state from saved files. The file elements_config

stores the initial locations of all elements in the system, and is read with a loop within
ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90 as shown in Code block 3.5.

Reading the system state from file also requires the config_data file, which stores the
initial number of cells, initial number of elements, and initial number of inter-element
interaction pairs in the system, although the first two of those are technically redundant. The
data from config_data is read in ScEM_3_initialize.f90, which takes the initial number
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flag_success=1
call ran_array(ra,1,3,iseed)
pos_1(:)=r_cell*(2*ra(1,:)-1)
if (dim.eq.2) pos_1(3)=0.0
rad_sq=dot_product(pos_1,pos_1)
if (rad_sq.lt.r_cell_sq) then

icount_p=1
do while ((flag_success.eq.1).and.(icount_p.le.icount))

pos_2(:)=elements(icount_p)%position(:)
dx(:)=pos_1(:)-pos_2(:)
dist_sq=dot_product(dx,dx)
if (dist_sq.lt.r_close_sq) then

flag_success=0
end if
icount_p=icount_p+1

end do
else

flag_success=0
end if

Code Block 3.4 Loop that creates pseudo-randomly positioned elements for an
initial cell

open(unit=12,file=’elements_config’,status=’old’)
do n=1,ne

read(12,*)elements(n)%position(:)
elements(n)%label=n
elements(n)%type=1
elements(n)%stage=1
elements(n)%parent=1
elements(n)%age=establishment_time
elements(n)%strength=1.0
elements(n)%velocity(:)=0.0

end do

Code Block 3.5 Loop within ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90 to read element posi-
tion data from elements_config.
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of pairs, elements and cells from the file. If module ScEM_2_initial_create.f90 is used
instead, module ScEM_3_initialize.f90 does not read data from config_data, but instead
sets the number of cells to 1, the number of elements to ne_cell, and estimates the number
of interaction pairs as the total number of elements in the system (which for one cell will be
the same as ne_cell).

Regardless of how the initial system state is initialised, ScEM_3_initialize.f90 performs
a number of housekeeping tasks to set up the simulation. First, it allocates the size of a
number of important arrays according to the initial system size. It then call a sequence
of subroutines, each contained in a corresponding module, as follows: scem_relist(0)

to initialize the sector array (see Subsection 3.2.3), scem_pairs to find all inter-element
interaction pairs (Subsection 3.2.4), scem_identity to set the internal c_elements array of
the cell data structure, scem_com to calculate the centre of mass and radius of gyration of all
cells in the system, and scem_output to save the initial state of the system to file.

3.2.3 Sector Array

The sector array divides the space in which simulations run into an abstract three dimensional
grid. The grid elements have equal lengths of sector_size, which itself is equal to 1.1
times the maximum interaction range for inter-element potentials, r_interaction_max. The
sector array is mostly handled by module ScEM_2_relist.f90, which contains subroutine
scem_relist. This subroutine is initally called from ScEM_3_initialize.f90 with argument
0. The array head has one component for each grid element of the sector array, and in this
instance with argument 0, subroutine scem_relist begins by setting all components of head
to be 0. Subsequently there is a loop over all elements as shown in Code block 3.6. For
each element, the loop calculates the 3 dimensional array ixe, which corresponds to the
specific sector array grid element within which the element is located. ixe is then used to
identify the component of the head array corresponding to this sector array grid element,
and its value is updated to the label of the element. Thus when the loop is completed, the
each component of the head array stores the highest value label of all SEM elements located
within the corresponding sector array grid element. Furthermore, the component of the list

array corresponding to each SEM element is used to store the previous value of the head

array, which is the next highest value element label within this sector array location. Thus
by using the head and list arrays it is possible to find the full set of elements within each
sector array grid element, because head[a,b,c]=n where n is the highest label element in
sector abc, and list[n]=m where m is the next highest label element in sector abc, and so on
until list[m]=0, at which point m is the lowest lavel element in sector abc. This ability is
important for identifying nearest-neighbour interaction pairs [Subsection 3.2.4].
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do n=1,ne
ixe(:)=1 + int((elements(n)%position(:) + x_cen(:))*recip_sector_size)
list(n)=head(ixe(1),ixe(2),ixe(3))
head(ixe(1),ixe(2),ixe(3))=n

end do

Code Block 3.6 Loop over all elements to evaluate each component of the head
array. From ScEM_2_relist.f90.

do n=1,ne
if (list(n).eq.0) then

ixe(:)=1+int((xe_compare(n,:)+x_cen(:))*recip_sector_size)
head(ixe(1),ixe(2),ixe(3))=0

end if
end do

Code Block 3.7 Loop triggered to initiate relisting sector array. From
ScEM_2_relist.f90.

After the initial call of subroutine scem_relist with argument 0, every subsequent call
uses argument 1, and occurs when the flag_relist variable is set to 1 by the module
ScEM_2_flag_relist.f90. Within this module, the subroutine scem_flag_relist checks
whether any element has moved from its previous location by more than a sufficient distance
to warrant rechecking which sectors each element is located within. If this criterion is met,
flag_relist is set to 1 and scem_relist is called again with argument 1. This triggers
the loop shown in Code block 3.7, which for any element that was previously the lowest
label element in its sector, sets the head value for that sector to be zero. Subsequently the
subroutine contines through Code block 3.6.

3.2.4 Interaction Pairs

The module ScEM_2_pairs.f90 contains the subroutine scem_pairs, which is called to find
all inter-element nearest neighbour interaction pairs. These pairs are stored within the
pairs(:,:) array. The first index of this array gives the pair label, and the second index takes
values of 1 or 2, such that pairs(n,1) gives the label of the first element in the interaction
pair, and pairs(n,2) gives the label of the second element in the interaction pair. To avoid
double-counting, the labels are arranged such that the first label always has a lower value
than the second label.
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The subroutine is built around a loop over all elements in the system. Within this
loop, there are two main sections. The first, shown in Code block 3.8, handles the actual
identification of interaction pairs. The second resizes the pairs array to double its original
capacity if the number of pairs counted so far within the loop exceeds some fraction of the
current size of the pairs array.

For the identification of interaction pairs (Code block 3.8), the first step is to identify the
position of the element under consideration and hence calculate its grid position within the
sector array, ixe(:). Using the sector array avoids another loop over all elements within
the system, since the size of the sector grid is such that any element within interaction
range of the current element must lie within the same sector or the 26 surrounding sectors.
Consequently, the next step is to loop over these possible sectors, using the head and list

arrays to identify any elements located within these sectors, and testing each of these
elements to determine whether it falls within sector_size of the current element (where
sector_size=1.1*r_interaction_max). If this condition is met, the two elements are stored
as an interaction in the pairs array.

Following the loop that contains Code block 3.8, the number of pairs in the system is
updated to the total value of icount found in the loop: np=icount.

3.2.5 Growth

Cell growth is handled by the subroutine scem_growth within module ScEM_2_growth.f90.
This subroutine is built around a loop over all cells in the system, nc. For each cell, the
subroutine uses the radius of gyration of that cell to define the radius of an internal core region
within which new elements can be added: r_core=frac_growth*cells(k)%rad_gyration.
The use of a growth core ensures that cells grow from the inside rather than potentially
introducing new elements randomly to the outside of the cell. Once this region has been
defined, the code laid out in Code block 3.9 attempts to place a new element within it. The
first step is to call a random number generator and compare the result to the probability of
placing a new element in a given timestep, prob_new_element. This probability is defined by
the number of elements per cell and a predefined cell cycle time, giving the expected time
taken for one round of cell division prob_new_element=dt*ne_cell/cell_cycle_time. If
the random number is smaller than the probability of placing a new element, the program
begins attempting to place a new element within the cell. This process is controlled by
flag_success, which is set to 1 once an element has been placed. In order to place a new
element, the program randomly selects an existing element within the cell. If this element
is within 90% of the radius of gyration of the cell from the centre of the cell, it is accepted
for use as the "nucleation" point of a new element. A random direction is chosen, and the
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pos_1(:)=elements(n)%position(:)
ixe(:)=1 + int((elements(n)%position(:) + x_cen(:))*recip_sector_size)
do ix=-1,1

do iy=-1,1
do iz=-1,1

nn=head(ixe(1)+ix,ixe(2)+iy,ixe(3)+iz)
do while (nn.ne.0)

if (n.lt.nn) then
pos_2(:)=elements(nn)%position(:)
dx(:)=pos_1(:)-pos_2(:)
sep_sq=dot_product(dx,dx)
if (sep_sq.le.sector_size_sq) then

icount=icount+1
pairs(icount,1)=n
pairs(icount,2)=nn

end if
end if
nn=list(nn)

end do
end do

end do
end do

Code Block 3.8 Code to identify nearest neighbour inter-element interaction
pairs, from ScEM_2_pairs.f90
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new element is placed at 0.6*r_equi in this direction from the nucleation element, where
r_equil is the equilibrium distance of the inter-element interactions. This is followed by
a section of bookkeeping to update relevant components of the elements and cells arrays.
Finally, a block searches for all new inter-element interaction pairs for this new element,
before moving on to the next cell.

New elements are created with the strength and stage components of the element data
structure set to 0. The stage component can take values 0, 1 or 2, to indicate that the element
is "fading in", "steady state" or "fading out" (fading out is not used in the basic SEM).
For "steady state" elements (stage=1) the element will interact with its nearest neighbours
normally. Newly created elements are given stage=0, indicating that they are "fading in".
This causes the interaction potentials experienced by the element to be updated by a factor
given by the strength component of the element. The strength of an element is given by
(age/establishmenttime)2, where the establishment time is the time it takes to fully fade in a
new element. It is a coefficient used to slowly increase the potential interactions of an element
as it fades in. The value increases with time, from 0 to 1, so when an element initially starts
to fade in it does not interact with its neighbours and after the establishment time it interacts
normally. By using this modulation of inter-element interactions, new elements can be made
to steadily interact more and more strongly after they are created, starting with no interaction
and eventually behaving normally. This allows for a slower relaxation to equilibrium and
smoother growth.

3.2.6 Division

Cell division is handled by subroutine scem_division within module ScEM_2_growth.f90.
This subroutine is built around a loop over the number of cells in the system before division,
as shown in Code block 3.10. For each cell currently existing in the system, this loop checks
whether the number of elements in the cell is greater than or equal to double the baseline
number of elements per cell, ne_cell. If this is the case, division is triggered in this cell.

The first step in cell division is identifying the axis along which the cell will divide,
which is done by finding the longest possible displacement vector between any two elements
in the cell, thus identifying the longest axis of the cell. The cell is then divided by a plane
perpendicular to this axis and passing through the centre of mass of the cell. Elements
within the cell are identified as on either side of the plane by taking the dot product of their
displacement from the centre of mass with the long-axis vector. Elements on one side of the
plane are allocated to the new cell, while those on the other side of the plane remain part of
the old cell. Finally, some book keeping sets the age of each daughter cell to zero an resets
the internal element list, c_elements, for each cell.
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do while (flag_success.eq.0)
call ran_array(ra1,1,1,iseed)
rn=ra1(1,1)
m=1+int(rn*cells(k)%c_elements(0))
n=cells(k)%c_elements(m)
pos(:)=elements(n)%position(:)-cells(k)%position(:)
rad_sq=dot_product(pos,pos)
if (rad_sq.lt.r_core**2) then

flag_success=1
ne=ne+1
call ran_array(ra2,1,2,iseed)
phi=2*pi*ra2(1,1)
theta=acos(2*(ra2(1,2)-0.5))
d_pos(1)=0.6*r_equil*sin(theta)*cos(phi)
d_pos(2)=0.6*r_equil*sin(theta)*sin(phi)
d_pos(3)=0.6*r_equil*cos(theta)
if (dim.eq.2) d_pos(3)=0.0
elements(ne)%label=ne
elements(ne)%parent=k
elements(ne)%stage=0
elements(ne)%type=1
elements(ne)%age=0.0
elements(ne)%strength=0.0
elements(ne)%position(:)=cells(k)%position(:)+pos(:)+d_pos(:)
elements(ne)%velocity(:)=0.0
cells(k)%c_elements(0)=n_el_cell_k+1
cells(k)%c_elements(n_el_cell_k+1)=ne

end if
end do

Code Block 3.9 Protocol for placing a new element within cell k, from
ScEM_2_growth.f90
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do k=1,nc_old
if (cells(k)%c_elements(0).ge.2*ne_cell) then

nc=nc+1
do i=2,cells(k)%c_elements(0)

n=cells(k)%c_elements(i)
do j=1,i-1

nn=cells(k)%c_elements(j)
pos(:)=elements(n)%position(:)-elements(nn)%position(:)
max_sep=max(max_sep,dot_product(pos,pos))
if (max_sep.gt.max_sep_old) then

long_axis(:)=pos(:)
end if
max_sep_old=max_sep

end do
end do
x_com(:)=cells(k)%position(:)
c_el_temp1(:)=0
c_el_temp2(:)=0
do i=1,cells(k)%c_elements(0)

n=cells(k)%c_elements(i)
relative_pos(:)=elements(n)%position(:)-x_com(:)
epsilon=dot_product(relative_pos,long_axis)
if (epsilon.ge.0.0) then

c_el_temp1(0)=c_el_temp1(0)+1
c_el_temp1(c_el_temp1(0))=n
elements(n)%parent=k

else
c_el_temp2(0)=c_el_temp2(0)+1
c_el_temp2(c_el_temp2(0))=n
elements(n)%parent=nc

end if
end do
cells(k)%age=0.0
cells(nc)%age=0.0
cells(k)%c_elements(:)=c_el_temp1(:)
cells(nc)%c_elements(:)=c_el_temp2(:)

end if
end do

Code Block 3.10 Algorithm for cell division, from ScEM_2_division.f90.
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allocate(potential_deriv(0:n_bins-1,2))
allocate(pot_deriv_table(0:n_bins))
allocate(r_sq_table(0:n_bins))
do j=0,n_bins

sep_sq=j*d_r_sq
r_sq_table(j)=sep_sq
factor=exp(rho*(1.0-sep_sq/r_equil_sq))
pot_deriv_table(j)=force_amplitude*factor*(factor-1.0)

end do
do j=0,n_bins-1

potential_deriv(j,1) = (pot_deriv_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

potential_deriv(j,2) = (pot_deriv_table(j)*r_sq_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j+1)*r_sq_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

end do
potential_deriv=potential_deriv/damping_element

Code Block 3.11 Defining Morse potential for inter-element interactions, from
ScEM_1_potential.f90.

3.2.7 Interaction Potential

In the basic SEM, only one potential is defined. This takes the form of a morse potential [194]
for diatomic interactions, with repulsion at small separation and steadily decaying attraction
for greater separation [Figure 3.2]. This potential is used for all interactions in the system:
both inter-cellular interactions and intra-cellular interactions. However, the magnitude of
these interactions is varied by means of a coefficient that differs for inter- and intra- cellular
interactions. Values for this coefficient are stored in the rel_strength array, defined in
scem_input. Initially value are set so that inter-cellular interactions have half the magnitude
of intra-cellular interactions.

Within the basic SEM program, the potential is defined by the subroutine scem_potential
in module ScEM_1_potential.f90 [Code block 3.11]. This subroutine is called once at the
beginning of the program and stored the potential data in the potential_deriv array, meaning
that the potential can be looked up rather than recalculated at later stages of the program.

Once potential_deriv has been defined it is used within subroutine scem_integrate.
This subroutine uses a loop over all pairs in the system to calculate the velocity of
each element in the system from its interaction pairs, position, strength value, and the
potential_deriv array [Code block 3.12]. Once this velocity has been calculated, it can be
used to update the position of the element, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.8
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if (sep_sq.le.r_interaction_max_sq) then
fadein_amp = elements(n)%strength*elements(nn)%strength
bin = int(sep_sq*d_r_sq_recip)
r_s = fadein_amp*rel_strength(1, 1, elements(n)%type,elements(nn)%type,

index_intra)↪→

pot_deriv_interp=r_s*(sep_sq*potential_deriv(bin, 1) +
potential_deriv(bin, 2))↪→

elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) +
dx(:)*pot_deriv_interp↪→

elements(nn)%velocity(:) = elements(nn)%velocity(:) -
dx(:)*pot_deriv_interp↪→

end if

Code Block 3.12 Code block within loop over all interaction pairs to interpolate
force and calculate velocities of elements n and nn, from scem_integrate.

3.2.8 Updating

The SEM elements exhibit over-damped Langevin dynamics [186]. Equation 3.2 shows the
Langevin equation [196] for particle dynamics, where x is the position of the particle, U is
the potential field experienced by the particle, γ is a drag coefficient, and ζ is the stochastic
component.

mẍ =−∇U(x)− γ ẋ+ζ (3.2)

In the over-damped regime, where m → 0, Equation 3.2 can be simplified to Equation 3.3.

γ ẋ =−∇U(x)+ζ (3.3)

Thus, the velocity of each element can be calculated by summing the gradients of each
inter-element potential that the element experiences. Note that for our purposes the magnitude
of ζ was found to not have a significant effect on system dynamics and was thus neglected in
our simulations.

Updating the system is handled by subroutine scem_iterate in module
ScEM_3_iterate.f90. This subroutine contains a while loop that performs a set of
commands and increments the system time until the max time is reached. The loop calls
subroutines scem_flag_relist, scem_relist, scem_pairs, scem_ageing, scem_growth,
scem_division, scem_resize, scem_com, and scem_output, which all update stored
information according to the movement of the elments. The loop also calls scem_integrate
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call scem_integrate
forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%position(:) = elements(n)%position(:) +

0.5*dt*elements(n)%velocity(:)↪→

forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%velocity(:) = 0.0
call scem_integrate
forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%position(:) = xe_prev(n,:) +

dt*elements(n)%velocity(:)↪→

forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%velocity(:) = 0.0

Code Block 3.13 Terms to implement a 2nd order Runge-Kutta and update
element positions, from the while loop in ScEM_3_iterate.f90

to calculate element velocities, and applies these velocities to update the element positions,
as shown in Code block 3.13.

Finally, the loop within scem_integrate calls scem_diffusion, which handles the
stochastic component of the Langevin equation by applying a random Gaussian change
to the position of each element.

3.2.9 Data Output

Outputting data from the simulation is handled by scem_output and scem_output_final in
modules ScEM_2_output.f90 and ScEM_2_output_final.f90.

scem_output outputs data as the simulation progresses. Data is written to file at specified
output time intervals, time_out_1 and time_out_2. The positions of all elements in the
system and the positions of all cells in the system are written to files, and a summary of the
current system state is printed to the command line. The elements file stores the positions of
all elements at all output intervals, while a separate file of the form fort.xx where xx is a
number between 30 and 40 is created for each output interval to store the element positions
at that point.

scem_output_final is called only once the simulation has finished, and saves the final
positions of all elements to the elements_final file and the number of cells, elements, and
pairs to the end_of_run_data file.

3.2.10 Auxiliary Scripts

The initial SEM program came with 3 auxiliary shell scripts to perform simple housekeeping
tasks. ScEM_script_intel_compile calls the fortran compiler to precompile all modules
separately and then combine into the ScEM_master binary. ScEM_script_create_to_exist
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takes the elements_final and end_of_run_data datafiles produced by a run of the program
and converts them to the elements_config and config_data files needed to run the final
state of this system as the initial state of a new system with the ScEM_2_initial_exist.f90

module. Finally, ScEM_script_clear_data removes all datafiles produced by a run of the
program.



Chapter 4

Implementation of a Model of Cell
Sorting with the Subcellular Element
Method

The basic SEM program is a powerful tool, and we have already seen how the program
has been adapted and augmented to model other systems [190]. However, it lacks specific
features required for our investigation of tissue self-organisation in the inner cell mass. This
chapter outlines updates made to the program as part of this project.

4.1 Cell Lineages

The first thing to consider is that we require two cell types in the system. This will allow us
to identify two separate populations of cells within the simulations and give them different
properties to study the effect on their organisation. To achieve this, we added another compo-
nent to the cell data structure, which we called fate [Code block 4.1]. This component can
takes integer values of 1 to indicate an epiblast cell or 2 to indicate a primitive endoderm
cell. The use of an integer value rather than boolean leaves open the potential for introducing
any number of additional cell types in future, such as trophoblasts. Adding this component
to the data structure was straightforward but required a significant number of downstream
alterations in the code before it became useful. Because of this, the relevance and use of the
fate component will be clearer after we have discussed additional augmentation of the code.

In order to allocate fates to new cells after division, Code block 4.2 was added to
subroutine scem_division. We also introduce flag_symmetric_division. If this variable is
equal to 1, division is symmetric, meaning cells of type 1 divide to produce two daughter
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type cell
integer :: label
integer :: fate
integer :: triplet_count
real*8 :: rad_gyration
real*8 :: age
real*8 :: volume
real*8, dimension(3) :: position
real*8, dimension(3) :: original_position
integer, dimension(0:4*ne_cell) :: c_elements
integer, dimension(0:2*ne_cell) :: cortex_elements
integer, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: triplets

end type cell

Code Block 4.1 Updated cell data structure definition. Contains a number of
updates to the original definition that will be outlined in subsections of this
chapter.

cells of type 1, and cells of type 2 divide to produce two daughter cells, also both of type
2. Otherwise, division is asymmetric, and an equal probability is given to producing two
daughter cells of the same type as the parent or of different types. It is never possible for a
parent cell to produce two daughter cells both of the other fate. The algorithm uses a random
number to choose between these two equally likely outcomes. This means that after division
there will always be at least one cell of the same fate as the parent, and an equal probability of
the other daughter cell having either fate. In real cellular systems these relative probabilities
for cell fates may be different, which in itself might naturally lead to a form of aggregation of
each cell type, but for the purposes of proving minimal requirements for sorting by physical
mechanisms, this 50:50 probability is an adequate starting point.

As a further level of detail, we could take into account the plasticity of cell fates in the
ICM [41] by treating fate as a vector in a 2D or 3D space. If the vector points along one axis
then a firm fate decision has been made, but anywhere in between would reflect the plasticity
of the cell fate, with the component of the vector in each dimension reflecting the extent to
which the cell is tending towards that fate. This would allow us to model factors influencing
the fate decisions of the cells in the inner cell mass, and how they might influence sorting,
but this was not implemented in the current project and will have to wait for later work.
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if (flag_symmetric_division.EQ.1.OR.intro) then
cells(nc)%fate=cells(k)%fate
cells(nc)%label=nc

else
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(fate_decider)
if (fate_decider.GE.0.5) then

cells(nc)%fate=cells(k)%fate
else

cells(nc)%fate=MOD(cells(k)%fate,2)+1
endif

endif

Code Block 4.2 Algorithm for allocating fates to daughter cells after division,
with a 50:50 chance of symmetric or asymmetric division.

4.2 Boundary and External Pressure

The inner cell mass is bounded by trophoblasts and the blastocoele. This means it will be
necessary to introduce a boundary into our model so that the cells are contained within a
limited space. This will eventually allow us to study the effect of geometry on sorting.

After considering some other possible mechanisms, the method for introducing a bound-
ary to the system that we eventually implemented was to introduce a system-wide potential
field that acted on any element that strayed from a specific region, and applied a returning
force to these elements to keep them within the system boundary. This can be thought of
as a potential well, within which the elements do not directly experience a force from the
boundary.

The algorithm is implemented as subroutine scem_background1 within
ScEM_2_background.f90. This subroutine is shown in Code block 4.3. The first
step is to calculate the total volume of all cells in the system. This total volume is used to
define the volume of the spherical potential well. Once the total volume has been found,
the radius of the potential well is set to 120% of the radius of a sphere with the volume of
the sum of all cell volumes. This ensures that there is only just enough room within the
boundary for the system. Once this radius has been calculated, a loop is performed over all
elements to check whether any elements lie outside this radius from the centre of the system.
Any element that meets this condition experiences a constant force directed radially towards
the centre of the system. The magnitude of this force scales with the magnitude of other
forces in the system.
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subroutine scem_background1
real*8 :: spherical_radius
real*8 :: volume_sum
integer :: n
volume_sum = 0
do n=1, nc

volume_sum = volume_sum + cells(n)%volume
enddo
spherical_boundary_radius =

1.2*(((3.0*volume_sum)/(pi*4.0))**(1.0/3.0))↪→

do n=1, ne
spherical_radius =

DOT_PRODUCT(elements(n)%position,elements(n)%position)↪→

if (spherical_radius.gt.spherical_boundary_radius) then
elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) - 0.1*

stiffness_factor*elements(n)%position(:)/spherical_radius↪→

endif
enddo

end subroutine

Code Block 4.3 Subroutine for applying external boundary pressure due to a
spherical boundary, from ScEM_2_background.f90
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Fig. 4.1 Separate plots of the attractive and repulsive components of the Morse
potential.

We also created a second background potential in the form of a spherical cap, to better
represent the shape of the inner cell mass, using a similar algorithm to that of the spherical
boundary. However, for most implementations of the model so far, we used the spherical
boundary, since sorting is also observed in spherical aggregates of inner cell mass cells that
have been removed from the blastocyst.

The boundary subroutine is controlled by the value of flag_background within module
ScEM_0_input.f90, which allows the boundary to be turned off as necessary.

4.3 Interaction Potentials

In order to more carefully control the behaviour of our simulations, we decided to expand
upon the standard nearest neighbour inter-cell potentials. The standard Morse potential
[Chapter 3] can be broken into an attractive component and repulsive component [Figure 4.1].

By defining these components separately, we are able to change the relative magnitudes
of the two components in interactions and thus tune the interactions between elements
depending on their type. For example, once a cortex has been defined [Section 4.4], we
can change the magnitude of the attractive component for inter-cell cytoplasm-cytoplasm
interactions to be zero, so that the internal elements of different cells are purely repulsive.
This helps to prevent cells from overlapping in space, a problem that was observed with the
basic SEM. To implement this splitting of potential components, we changed the definitions
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!For attractive potential
do j=0,n_bins

sep_sq = j*d_r_sq
r_sq_table(j) = sep_sq
factor = exp(rho*(1.0-sep_sq/r_equil_sq))
pot_deriv_table(j) = -force_amplitude*factor

end do
do j=0,n_bins-1

potential_deriv1(j,1) = (pot_deriv_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

potential_deriv1(j,2) = (pot_deriv_table(j)*r_sq_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j+1)*r_sq_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

end do
potential_deriv1 = potential_deriv1/damping_element
!For repulsive potential
do j=0,n_bins

sep_sq = j*d_r_sq
r_sq_table(j) = sep_sq
factor = exp(rho*(1.0-sep_sq/r_equil_sq))
pot_deriv_table(j) = force_amplitude*factor**2

end do
do j=0,n_bins-1

potential_deriv2(j,1) = (pot_deriv_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

potential_deriv2(j,2) = (pot_deriv_table(j)*r_sq_table(j+1) -
pot_deriv_table(j+1)*r_sq_table(j))*d_r_sq_recip↪→

end do
potential_deriv2 = potential_deriv2/damping_element

Code Block 4.4 Definitions of attractive and repulsive potential components in
scem_potential.
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in subroutine scem_potential. Rather than defining one array potential_deriv, we now
define two arrays potential_deriv1 for the attractive component and potential_deriv2 for
the repulsive component [Code block 4.4]. A sum of these two arrays recreates the original
potential_deriv array, but we can now also combine them with different magnitudes.

Once these two components have been defined, we can use them to calculate a velocity
[Code block 4.15]. Note that we now use an expanded rel_strength array with 6 indices,
allowing a different value for each possible set of element types and cell types in the
interaction (indices 2, 3, 4, and 5), inter- and intra-cell interactions (index 6), and for
attractive and repulsive components (index 1). The rel_strength array is defined within
scem_input and its components are user-specified.

The number of parameters needed to specify all components in the array quickly drops
once we consider various symmetries of the possible combinations of indices. Some values
must by definition be zero, such as intra-cell interactions with different cell type values, which
is impossible. Others are defined to be zero, such as the adhesive components of all inter-cell
interactions involving internal cytoplasm elements. Both adhesive and repulsive components
of all intra-cell interactions (cortex-cytoplasm, cytoplasm-cytoplasm, cortex-cortex) are given
the same magnitude, specified in scem_input as stiffness_factor. This component also
vanishes as an input parameter when we consider that all components scale together, and thus
we can set it to be equal to one and treat all other components as ratios thereof. Meanwhile,
inter-cell repulsive components are simply given magnitudes high enough to reliably prevent
cells from overlapping in space. Finally, the interesting components are those three related
to inter-cell cortex-cortex adhesion. The 3 components relate to epiblast-epiblast, epiblast-
primitive endoderm, and primitive endoderm-primitive endoderm adhesion. By considering
that adhesion magnitude is related to the density of cadherin molecules on the surface of a
cell, we make the assumption that the epiblast-primitive endoderm adhesion has the same
magnitude as the weakest of epiblast-epiblast and primitive endoderm-primitive endoderm
adhesion. Thus we need only focus on two parameters, epi_adhesion and pre_adhesion.
Given experimental evidence concerning adhesion of epiblasts and primitive endoderm, we
can make the further assumption that both cell types have the same mutual adhesion, and
thus reduce the parameters further to only a single adhesion magnitude.

4.4 Defining a Cortex

The actomyosin cortex is one of the crucial structures that allow a cell to interact with its
environment; in Chapter 1 we discussed differential interfacial tension as a mechanism
that could drive cells to self-organise and its potential importance in the inner cell mass.
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type element
integer :: label
integer :: parent
integer :: stage
integer :: type
integer :: DIT_factor
real :: adhesion_factor
real*8 :: age
real*8 :: strength
real*8, dimension(3) :: position
real*8, dimension(3) :: velocity
real*8, dimension(3) :: polar

end type element

Code Block 4.5 New element data structure definition.

Furthermore, we also proposed that creation of new cortex in cell division and variation in
tension due to blebbing could be significant factors in perturbing the system to facilitate
rearrangement. In order to include these mechanisms in our model, it is vital that there
be some force acting over the surface of SEM cells. This force must also allow for local
variation in its magnitude according to the local context. We decided to model the cortex as
an additional force acting between surface elements in each SEM cell.

The first step towards the objective of a cell cortex is to identify surface elements within
each cell, which is not entirely trivial. We require a distinct outer layer of elements with
different properties in each cell. For this we begin by using the type component of the
element data structure to define a type that labels the elements that make up the actin cortex.
This component can take values of 1, corresponding to cytoplasm or bulk elements, or 2,
corresponding to cortex elements. Once these elements have been suitably labelled, we
can distinguish them from other elements to alter their behaviour. Thus, the element data
structure is updated as shown in Code block 4.5. Note that there are a number of other new
components here to which we will return later.

After considering a number of possibilities for algorithms to identify cortex elements,
we settled on the procedure outlined below. We begin by calculating the spherical polar
coordinates of each element in each cell relative to the centre of mass of the parent cell. For
this we created a module ScEM_2_polar.f90 to apply this calculation to all elements in the
system whenever subroutine scem_polar is called [Code block 4.6]. These polar coordinates
are stored as a 3 vector in the newly defined polar component of the element data structure
[Code block 4.5].
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do i=1, ne
r_vector(:) = elements(i)%position(:) -

cells(elements(i)%parent)%position(:)↪→

r_squared = r_vector(1)**2 + r_vector(2)**2 + r_vector(3)**2
elements(i)%polar(1) = sqrt(r_squared)
cos_theta = r_vector(3)/elements(i)%polar(1)
elements(i)%polar(2) = ACOS(cos_theta)
elements(i)%polar(3) = pi+ATAN2(r_vector(2),r_vector(1))

end do

Code Block 4.6 Loop over all elements in the system to calculate and store their
polar coordinates relative to the cell centre of mass of their parent cell, from
ScEM_2_polar.f90

Fig. 4.2 Sequence demonstrating the algorithm for allocating cortex elements.

Once polar coordinates have been found, it is straightforward to divide the cell into 32
bins - 4 in the polar angle and 8 in the azimuthal angle - and allocate each element to a bin.
The element radially furthest from the cell centre of mass in each bin is allocated cortex type
(elements(n)%type=2). Any other elements in the bin with a radius greater than 80% are
also given cortex type. This radius corresponds to roughly 50% of the volume of the cell.

In order to store information about the cortex elements in each cell, we updated the cell

data structure as shown in Code block 4.7 by adding the cortex_elements array as a new
components of the data structure. cortex_elements is similar to the original c_elements
array in that the 0th components stores the number of cortex elements in the cell, and the
remaining elements of the array store the labels of the cortex elements within the SEM cell.
Note that there are other new additions to the cell data structure, to which we will return
later.

Cortex allocation is performed at each timestep by the subroutine scem_cortex in module
ScEM_4_cortex.f90. The main section of this subroutine is shown in Code block 4.8. The
subroutine begins by calling subroutine scem_polar [Code block 4.6] to calculate the polar
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type cell
integer :: label
integer :: fate
integer :: triplet_count
real*8 :: rad_gyration
real*8 :: age
real*8 :: volume
real*8, dimension(3) :: position
real*8, dimension(3) :: original_position
integer, dimension(0:4*ne_cell) :: c_elements
integer, dimension(0:2*ne_cell) :: cortex_elements
integer, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: triplets

end type cell

Code Block 4.7 Updated definition of the cell data structure, from
ScEM_1_types.f90.

coordinates of each element relative to the centre of mass of its parent cell. We then set the
type component of each element in the cell to 1. This refreshing of the state at each element
prevents a net accumulation of cortex elements over time. Subsequently, there is a loop over
all cells nc, within which the cortex elements for each cell are allocated. Within this loop
we introduce three new arrays, defined within module ScEM_0_arrays.f90: bin_counters,
bin_contents, and bin_max_radius. For each of these arrays, the first dimension has 32
elements, corresponding to the 32 pyramid bins of the cell. Arrays bin_counters and
bin_max_radius store the number of elements and the maximum radius of those elements
for each corresponding pyramid bin. Array bin_contents has a second dimension of size
100, and stores the full list of element labels within each bin. These three arrays are used in a
loop over all elements within a cell to determine the contents and maximum radius of each
polar bin. Finally, another loop over all polar bins determines which elements within the
corresponding slice of bin_contents have a radius greater than 80% of the maximum radius.
All such elements are allocated cortex type. This algorithm is summarised in Figure 4.2 and
an example of a single cell with cortex elements highlighted is shown in Figure 4.3

4.5 Introducing Tension in Cortex

Once the set of cortex elements has been established, it is necessary to introduce a force
that acts only between these elements. This will allow us to model cortical tension as a
tangential tension force acting throughout the boundary of each cell. The first attempt to do
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call scem_polar
FORALL(n=1:ne) elements(n)%type = 1
do i=1, nc

cells(i)%cortex_elements(:)=0
bin_counters(:) = 0
bin_contents(:,:) = 0
bin_max_radius(:) = 0
do l=1, cells(i)%c_elements(0)

n = cells(i)%c_elements(l)
j = int(elements(n)%polar(2)/(pi/4)) + 1
k = int(elements(n)%polar(3)/(pi/4))
bin_counters(j+k) = bin_counters(j+k) + 1
bin_contents(j+k,bin_counters(j+k)) = n
bin_max_radius(j+k) = MAX(bin_max_radius(j+k), elements(n)%polar(1))

end do
do k=1,32

do m=1, bin_counters(k)
n=bin_contents(k,m)
if (elements(n)%polar(1).GT.(0.8*bin_max_radius(k))) then

elements(n)%type = 2
cells(i)%cortex_elements(0)=cells(i)%cortex_elements(0)+1
cells(i)%cortex_elements(cells(i)%cortex_elements(0)) = n

end if
end do

end do
end do

Code Block 4.8 Algorithm for allocating cortex elements, forming the first
section of subroutine scem_cortex in module ScEM_4_cortex.f90.
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Fig. 4.3 Cutaway PovRay image of one SEM cell showing cortex elements as
red spheres and cytoplasm elements as green spheres.

this involved simply identifying existing nearest-neighbour interactions that happen to act
between elements that are identified as cortex elements, and then increasing the magnitude of
these interactions. This did not work well at all, as it quickly became clear that the spacing
between cortex elements was such that very few were within the minimum distance for
standard nearest-neighbour interactions. This problem can be seen in Figure 4.4, which
shows the inter-element interaction pairs of one typical SEM cell. Those interactions acting
between two cortex elements are coloured red; all others are blue. Clearly this network of
cortex-cortex interactions is not adequate to span the surface of the cell.

This algorithm was particularly problematic immediately after division. A crucial factor
in our model is the introduction of energy by the creation of new cortex during division.
However, under this protocol, the separation of cortex elements over the flat cell surface
at the interface between the two daughter cells was significantly too large to produce any
cortex-cortex interactions across the surface. Thus, no energy could be introduced following
division, inhibiting the ability of the system to rearrange. Furthermore, occasionally boundary
elements could become detached from a cell. If they happened to move far enough away from
the other elements in the cell, they could exceed the maximum distance for inter-element
nearest neighbour interactions, and thus have no forces keeping them attached to the cell. An
example of this is shown in Figure 4.5, in which cortex elements are shown as red spheres,
cytoplasm elements are shown as green spheres, and nearest neighbour interactions are shown
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Fig. 4.4 Visualisation of a single SEM cell, showing all nearest-neighbour el-
ement interactions as cylinders, with those acting between cortex elements
coloured red. It can clearly be seen that the standard interactions between cortex
elements are insufficient to span the surface.

as blue cylinders. One highlighted element has no nearest neighbour interactions and is at
risk of being separated from the cell.

4.5.1 Delaunay Triangulation Over Cortex Elements

The issues with existing interactions as a means of producing cortical tension can be solved
by introducing a new set of interactions that act between cortex elements regardless of their
separation from one another. Thus the cortex network is guaranteed to span the surface of the
cell and it will be impossible for elements to be lost as there will always be a returning force.
To achieve this, we perform a Delaunay triangulation [197] over the set of cortex elements.
The triangulation identifies a network of nearest neighbour connections within the set of
cortex elements by dividing the elements into a network of triangles whilst maximising the
value of the minimum angle within each triangle. Thus the triangulation favours roughly
equilateral triangles with no unusually long edges, which produces a smooth surface across
the whole of the cell. Any nearest neighbour connection between cortex elements - an edge
of any triangle in the Delaunay triangulation - is used to introduce a constant force acting
between those two cortex elements, parallel to the triangle edge [Figure 4.6].

To implement this method, we began by introducing a new data structure, defined within
the module ScEM_1_types.f90: the cortexpair data structure [Code block 4.9], which
is used to store information about all cortex-cortex interactions defined by the Delaunay
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Fig. 4.5 One SEM cell, showing an element that has moved too far from other
elements and lost its nearest neighbour interactions.

Fig. 4.6 Two dimensional diagram of cortical tension forces as defined by a
Delaunay triangulation in one SEM cell. Cytoplasm elements are green and
cortex elements are red; the Delaunay triangulation over the cortex elements is
shown, with one set of cortex forces indicated by arrows.
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type cortexpair
integer :: label1
integer :: label2
real*8 :: cortex_factor

end type cortexpair
type(cortexpair), allocatable, dimension(:) :: pairs_cortex

Code Block 4.9 Definition of the cortexpair data structure, and the
pairs_cortex array to store the newly defined data structures.

triangulation. This data structure has 3 components: the labels of the two elements involved
in the cortex-cortex interaction, and the cortex_factor value, to which we will return later.
We also added two components to the cell data structure: the triplet_count component
is an integer that stores the number of triangles in the Delaunay triangulation of this cell,
and the triplets array stores the labels of all three elements within each triangle of the
Delaunay triangulation [Code block 4.7]. So for example, cells(n)%triangles(3,i) is the
3rd element in the ith cortex triangle of the nth cell.

Having defined this new data type, the Delaunay triangulation is performed by calling
subroutine scem_delaunay in subroutine scem_cortex [Code block 4.10]. Thus the Delaunay
triangulation is refreshed at each timestep. Subroutine scem_delaunay [Code block 4.11]
performs the Delaunay triangulation with a loop over all cells in the system, for each cell
setting up a number of data arrays using the cortex_elements data from that cell. The x, y,
and z arrays store the x, y, and z Cartesian coordinates of all cortex elements relative to the
cell centre of mass, with the radius normalised to unity from the centre of mass, thus ensuring
that all values fall on a sphere. The fundamental calculations that produce the Delaunay
triangulation are performed using subroutines from the Stripack algorithm published by
Robert Renka [198]. These routines were tidied into several separate modules, and the
scem_delaunay subroutine acts as an interface between the SEM program and the Stripack
routines, passing data from the SEM in the format required by the Stripack subroutines. For
our purposes the significant subroutines are trmesh and trlist2. When these two subroutines
are called back to back, they produce two objects that are of use to us: the first is nt, which
is the number of triangles used to span the surface of the cell, and is immediately stored in
cells(j)%triplet_count=nt; the second is ltri, which is a two dimensional array listing
the elements in all triangles. So for example, ltri(1,i) gives the label of the 1st cortex
element in the ith surface triangle. However, the labels used in ltri are simply the indices of
these elements within the cells(j)%cortex_elements array, so in order for these to be useful
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call scem_delaunay
if (allocated(pairs_cortex)) deallocate(pairs_cortex)
allocate(pairs_cortex(np_cortex))
pair_counter=0
do i=1, nc

do j=1, cells(i)%triplet_count
pair_counter = pair_counter+1
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label1 = cells(i)%triplets(1,j)
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label2 = cells(i)%triplets(2,j)
pair_counter = pair_counter+1
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label1 = cells(i)%triplets(2,j)
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label2 = cells(i)%triplets(3,j)
pair_counter = pair_counter+1
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label1 = cells(i)%triplets(3,j)
pairs_cortex(pair_counter)%label2 = cells(i)%triplets(1,j)

enddo
enddo
pairs_cortex(:)%cortex_factor = 1
if (.NOT.intro) call scem_dit

Code Block 4.10 Algorithm for creating the pairs_cortex arrary, forming the
second part of subroutine scem_cortex.
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we must convert them to the global labels of these elements. So for example, the global label
of the element referenced by ltri(1,i) would be cells(j)%cortex_elements(ltri(1,i)).

Once the Delaunay triangulation has been performed, the final step of the scem_cortex

subroutine is to fill the pairs_cortex array with details from the Delaunay triangulations of
all cells. This array is of data type cortexpair [Code block 4.9], meaning that each element
of the array is a 3 component data structure. For each cell, a loop over all triplets array
components fills the label1 and label2 components of 3 elements of the pairs_cortex

array with the two element labels for each edge of each surface triangle. In other words, each
surface triangle in each cell has 3 edges corresponding to 3 cortex-cortex interactions and thus
takes up 3 components of the pairs_cortex array. Thus, the pairs_cortex array contains
all cortex pairs from all cells, and the value of pair_counter tells us exactly how many such
edges there are across all cells. Note that because each cortex element pair defined by the
triangulation forms an edge of precisely two triangles, each pair is counted twice. In practice
this does not matter since we can simply compensate with a smaller tension magnitude,
which is easier and quicker than preventing double counting. The third component of each
element of the pairs_cortex array is the cortex_factor component, to which we will return
in Section 4.6.

Figure 4.7 shows the result of this algorithm: one SEM cell in which the edges of the
Delaunay triangulation over the surface elements are shown by red cylinders.

4.5.2 Applying Tension Forces Within Triangulation

Now that there is more than one inter-element interaction to consider, we need to
restructure the element velocity calculations previously handled by scem_integrate.
The machinery for calculating velocities due to nearest-neighbour inter-element
forces, as originally defined in the basic SEM, was moved into subroutine
scem_near_neighbour_update in module ScEM_3_near_neighbour_update.f90 [Code
block 4.15]. A new subroutine, scem_cortical_tension_update, was created in module
ScEM_3_cortical_tension_update.f90 to handle calculations related to cortical tension
forces. Due to the linearity of the overdamped Langevin equations used in SEM, we can
calculate velocity components due to these forces separately and then sum the components to
calculate a final velocity. Thus scem_integrate now contains nothing but 3 subroutine calls
to scem_near_neighbour_update, scem_cortical_tension_update, and scem_background,
the three subroutines that each calculate a velocity component for every element in the system
due to nearest neighbour interactions, cortical tension, and boundary pressure respectively.

The important details of the newly created subroutine scem_cortical_tension_update

are shown in Code block 4.12. The subroutine is built around a loop over all cortex-cortex
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allocate(x(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
allocate(y(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
allocate(z(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
do i=1, cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)

k = cells(j)%cortex_elements(i)
r_vector = elements(k)%position-cells(j)%position
radius_squared = DOT_PRODUCT(r_vector,r_vector)
radius = sqrt(radius_squared)
x(i) = r_vector(1)/radius
y(i) = r_vector(2)/radius
z(i) = r_vector(3)/radius

end do
allocate(list(6*(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)-2)))
allocate(lptr(6*(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)-2)))
allocate(lend(6*(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)-2)))
allocate(near(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
allocate(next(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
allocate(dist(cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)))
allocate(ltri(3,(2*cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)-4)))
call trmesh ( cells(j)%cortex_elements(0), x, y, z, list, lptr, lend,

lnew, near, next, dist, ier )↪→

call trlist2 ( cells(j)%cortex_elements(0), list, lptr, lend, nt, ltri,
ier )↪→

if (allocated(cells(j)%triplets)) deallocate(cells(j)%triplets)
allocate(cells(j)%triplets(3,(2*cells(j)%cortex_elements(0)-4)))
do i=1, nt

cells(j)%triplets(1,i)=cells(j)%cortex_elements(ltri(1,i))
cells(j)%triplets(2,i)=cells(j)%cortex_elements(ltri(2,i))
cells(j)%triplets(3,i)=cells(j)%cortex_elements(ltri(3,i))

end do
cells(j)%triplet_count = nt
np_cortex = np_cortex + 3*nt

Code Block 4.11 Procedure within scem_delaunay for finding the Delaunay
triangulation over the cortex elements of one cell. This block is contained within
a loop over all cells, in module ScEM_3_delaunay.f90, and contains subroutines
trmesh and trlist2 from modules trmesh_module.f90 and trlist2_module.
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do m=1,np_cortex
n=pairs_cortex(m)%label1
nn=pairs_cortex(m)%label2
dx(:)=elements(n)%position(:)-elements(nn)%position(:)
sep_sq=dot_product(dx,dx)
dx(:)=dx(:)/sqrt(sep_sq)
if(cells(elements(n)%parent)%fate.EQ.1) then

elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) -
dx(:)*cortex_constant1*pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor↪→

elements(nn)%velocity(:)= elements(nn)%velocity(:)+
dx(:)*cortex_constant1*pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor↪→

else
bleb_factor_n = 1.0
bleb_factor_nn = 1.0
if (flag_pre_blebbing.EQ.1.AND..NOT.intro) then

if (elements(n)%DIT_factor.EQ.0) bleb_factor_n = 1.0 +
bleb_amp*SIN(10*2.0*pi*elements(n)%age/cell_cycle_time)↪→

if (elements(nn)%DIT_factor.EQ.0) bleb_factor_nn= 1.0 +
bleb_amp*SIN(10*2.0*pi*elements(nn)%age/cell_cycle_time)↪→

endif
elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) -

dx(:)*cortex_constant2*
pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor*bleb_factor_n

↪→

↪→

elements(nn)%velocity(:)= elements(nn)%velocity(:)+
dx(:)*cortex_constant2*
pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor*bleb_factor_nn

↪→

↪→

endif
end do

Code Block 4.12 Algorithm for calculating element velocity component due to
cortical tension, from module ScEM_3_cortical_tension_update.f90.
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Fig. 4.7 PovRay image of one SEM cell, with elements shown as green spheres
and the Delaunay triangulation, and hence cortical tension forces, shown as red
cylinders.

interaction pairs stored in the previously defined pairs_cortex array. For each such pair,
first the label1 and label2 components are used to find the global labels of the two elements
involved, and then the unit vector parallel to the line between them. For cells of type 1, a
component is then added to the velocity of each element in the direction of the normalised
displacement vector between the two elements. The magnitude of this velocity component is
given by the value of cortex_constant1, a user-specified parameter for the cortical tension
of cell type 1, multiplied by the cortex_factor of the pair, to which we will return in
Section 4.6. A similar calculation is performed to find a velocity component for the two
elements if they are in cells of type 2, but this is complicated by the introduction of blebbing,
and will be discussed further in Section 4.7.

4.6 Differential Interfacial Tension

Once a cortex has been introduced into the system, we have the capacity to model differential
interfacial tension, another important hypothesis that we want to test as a mechanism of
self-organisation. The objective is to have the cortical tension of a cell vary locally over the
cell surface. The variation in local tension should be influenced by the surface with which
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Fig. 4.8 Diagram outlining algorithm for implementing differential interfacial
tension between two cells. The cell-cell interface is defined by inter-cell inter-
actions, and those elements at the interface are labelled with a black dot. The
tension is altered for any cortex interaction between two elements both labelled
in this way.

it forms an interface. Changes in the local tension at interfaces can reduce or increase the
surface area of those interfaces, which effectively changes the mutual affinity for the two
objects and draws them together or forces them apart [Chapter 1]. Within our SEM system,
local changes in the cortical tension can be implemented by changing the value of the force
in some cortex interaction pairs within the cortical tension network defined by the Delaunay
triangulation. This is the purpose of the cortex_factor component of the cortexpair data
structure - allowing a different factor to be applied to the tension force in each cortex pair
interaction.

The first problem in introducing differential interfacial tension is to define an interface for
an SEM cell, and thus to identify which interactions within the cortical tension network will
have their tension magnitude changed. To do this, we added a new DIT_factor component
to the element data structure [Code block 4.5]. This component is used to label cortex
elements according to the type of interface at which they lie. We identify 3 different kinds
of interface: DIT_factor=0 for an external medium (not cell-cell) interface is the default
value; for homotypic interfaces, in which both cells at the interface are of the same type,
DIT_factor=1; for heterotypic interfaces, in which the cells at the interface are of different
types, DIT_factor=2. An interface is defined where the cortex elements of one cell share
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standard nearest-neighbour interactions with the cortex elements of another cell. So cortex
elements are labelled according to whether they share nearest neighbour interactions with
elements in another cell, and by what the fate of that other cell is. For example, for a given
element in a cell of type 1, if this element shares a nearest neighbour interaction with a cortex
element in another cell of type 1, the DIT_factor for this element is set to 1. The cortical
tension magnitude is changed for any interaction pair in which both elements have the same
DIT_factor value.

This algorithm is summarised in Figure 4.8, in which elements at the cell-cell interface
are labelled with black dots. In Figure 4.8 there are two cortex elements in each cell labelled
in this way. This is because these elements share nearest neighbour interactions with elements
in another cell. An interface interaction is then defined between any two elements that both
have the black dot label. Such an interaction is seen in Figure 4.8 as a dotted black line. This
interaction is then given a different force from the other cortex interactions. Reducing the
force in this interaction will reduce the local tension at the interface between the two cells
and increase their mutual affinity; increasing the force will increase the local tension in the
interface and decrease their affinity.

The DIT algorithm described above is implemented as subroutine scem_dit in module
ScEM_2_dit.f90 [Code block 4.13]. The subroutine begins by refreshing the DIT_factor

for all elements in the system. There is then a loop over all standard nearest-neighbour
interactions. If both elements in the pair are within the same cell, the DIT_factor values
for the elements are not changed. If the two elements within the pair are in different cells,
the elements are considered part of an inter-cell interface. We then change the DIT_factor

values for both elements to a value of 1 if both parent cells are of the same fate, or a value
of 2 if the parent cells have a different fate. Once this loop has finished, all elements are
allocated a DIT_factor value that indicates what sort of interface they lie at. Note that this
loop can also change the DIT_factor for internal cortex elements, but this is irrelevant since
the DIT_factor is only used for cortex elements.

Subsequently a loop is performed over all cortex-cortex interaction pairs in the
pairs_cortex array as previously defined in subroutine scem_cortex. The pairs_cortex

array is of type cortexpair as defined in module ScEM_1_types.f90 [Code block 4.9]. The
cortexpair data structure contains not just the labels of both elements in the pair, but also
the cortex_factor component, which controls the magnitude of the force between the two
elements. The value of the cortex_factor component is the factor by which the baseline
cortical tension is multiplied for this interaction. The default value is 1, but if the DIT_factor

component is the same for both elements in the pair, the value is updated according to the
DIT_response array. This array introduces new user-specified parameters, and is defined in
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FORALL(j=1:ne) elements(j)%DIT_factor = 0
do j=1,np

cell_1 = elements(pairs(j,1))%parent
fate_1 = cells(cell_1)%fate
cell_2 = elements(pairs(j,2))%parent
fate_2 = cells(cell_2)%fate
if (cell_1.EQ.cell_2) then

CYCLE
elseif (fate_1.EQ.fate_2) then

elements(pairs(j,1))%DIT_factor = 1
elements(pairs(j,2))%DIT_factor = 1

else
elements(pairs(j,1))%DIT_factor = 2
elements(pairs(j,2))%DIT_factor = 2

endif
enddo
do j=1, np_cortex

if (elements(pairs_cortex(j)%label1)%DIT_factor.EQ.
elements(pairs_cortex(j)%label2)%DIT_factor) then↪→

DIT_index1 = cells(elements(pairs_cortex(j)%label1)%parent)%fate
DIT_index2 = elements(pairs_cortex(j)%label1)%DIT_factor
pairs_cortex(j)%cortex_factor = DIT_response(DIT_index1,DIT_index2)

else
pairs_cortex(j)%cortex_factor = 1.0

endif
enddo

Code Block 4.13 Differential interfacial tension algorithm as implemented in
subroutine scem_dit.
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subroutine scem_input. The array has 2 dimensions: the first dimension divides the compo-
nents into those for cell type 1 and those for cell type 2; the second dimension allows different
values for different interface types. Thus for a given cortex interaction pair, the corresponding
component of the DIT_response array is obtained by passing the fate of the parent cell as the
first index, and the DIT_factor of the two elements in the pair (remember that they must have
the same value) as the second index. These two indices are calculated in Code block 4.13 as
DIT_index1 and DIT_index2 before setting the corresponding cortex_factor value of this
pair to equal DIT_response(DIT_index1,DIT_index2).

Once we see how cortex_factor is defined in this way for all cortex-cortex interac-
tion pairs in the system, we can refer back to the use of pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor
in subroutine scem_cortical_tension_update [Code block 4.12] to understand how the
cortex_factor value is used to change the magnitude of the force applied to both elements
in the pair according to the type of interface at which those elements are located.

4.6.1 Decoupling Tension From Adhesion

Care is required when implementing the DIT algorithm described in Section 4.6 because
changes to the local cortical tension magnitude in cortex-cortex interaction pairs will change
the distance between elements in the pairs and thus result in changes to the local density
of elements. Since adhesion between cells is mediated by these elements, a change in the
element density will affect the local adhesion strength between neighbouring cells. This
could act to counteract the expected effects of differential interfacial tension. For example,
increasing the local tension at an interface, which should reduce the affinity between two cells,
will result in a higher density of elements and thus a stronger local adhesion between the
cells, thus increasing their affinity in opposition to the effect of the change in tension. In real
cellular systems, the density of adhesion molecules per unit surface area is constant regardless
of the tension in, or surface area of, the interface, so this problem must be addressed.

To solve this problem, we devised an algorithm to normalise the adhesion magnitude of
an element by the local element density. We begin by calculating the total area of all triangles
in the Delaunay triangulation of cortex elements that have the element under consideration
as one of their vertices. This is shown in Figure 4.9, where the local area around the element
labelled with a black dot is highlighted with grey shading. An interface between cells is
labelled with white dots on the corresponding cortex elements. The subfigure on the left
shows how the arrangement of these interface elements changes when interfacial tension is
reduced, and the subfigure on the right shows a possible orientation for increased interfacial
tension. We can see how the shaded area is inversely proportional to the local density of
elements. Thus, by making the adhesion magnitude of the element labelled with a black dot
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Fig. 4.9 Diagram to explain how local area around an element is calculated to
produce a normalisation factor that decouples the local adhesion magnitude from
the local element density, and hence from the local cortical tension magnitude.

proportional to the grey area, the adhesion magnitude is normalised to a constant adhesion
per unit area.

The algorithm outlined above is handled by subroutine scem_decouple_adhesion [Code
block 4.14] in module ScEM_2_decouple_adhesion.f90, which is called from subrou-
tine scem_near_neighbour_update prior to calculating element velocities due to nearest-
neighbour interactions. For this routine, we introduce a new adhesion_factor component
to the element data structure [Code block 4.5]. This is used to store the total area of all
Delaunay triangles surrounding the element in question, divided by the equilibrium value,
area_normalisation_factor, which is calculated before the simulation begins [Section 4.8].

Subroutine scem_decouple_adhesion begins by refreshing the adhesion_factor com-
ponent of all elements in the system. There is then a loop over all cells in the system, and
within that a loop over all cortex elements within each cell. For each cortex element, there
is a loop over all triangles in the Delaunay triangulation for that cell. For each triangle,
we find the labels of all 3 of its vertex elements, given by cells(i)%triplets(:,k). If
any one of these labels is the same as the label of the cortex element under consideration,
given by element_label = cells(i)%cortex_elements(j), then we add the area of this
triangle to the local area of the cortex element under consideration. This area is found using
a cross product of displacement vectors between the triangle vertices: A = 1

2 |a×b|. The
adhesion_factor component of the element is then set to equal this local area sum divided
by a constant area_normalisation_factor. This area_normalisation_factor is the mean
baseline value of the local area around cortex elements of a single cell in a steady state. The
value can vary according to the parameters of the system, but is found to be constant as a cell
grows, justifying the use of a single value. This value is calculated before a run, as discussed
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FORALL(i=1:ne) elements(i)%adhesion_factor=1
do i=1, nc

do j=1, cells(i)%cortex_elements(0)
element_label = cells(i)%cortex_elements(j)
local_area = 0
do k=1, cells(i)%triplet_count

t1 = cells(i)%triplets(1,k)
t2 = cells(i)%triplets(2,k)
t3 = cells(i)%triplets(3,k)
if (t1.EQ.element_label.OR.t2.EQ.element_label.OR.

t3.EQ.element_label) then↪→

a = elements(t1)%position - elements(t2)%position
b = elements(t1)%position - elements(t3)%position
c = CROSS_PRODUCT(a,b)
local_area = local_area + 0.5*SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(c,c))

else
CYCLE

endif
enddo
if (nc.GT.1) then

elements(element_label)%adhesion_factor =
local_area/area_normalisation_factor↪→

else
area_normalisation_factor = area_normalisation_factor+local_area

endif
enddo
if (nc.EQ.1) area_normalisation_count =

area_normalisation_count+cells(i)%cortex_elements(0)↪→

enddo

Code Block 4.14 Algorithm for decoupling adhesion magnitude from local
cortical tension, as implemented in scem_decouple_adhesion.
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in Section 4.8. This normalisation allows adhesion magnitudes to be comparable across
parameter sets; otherwise an adhesion magnitude of, say, 1.0, would be relatively stronger
in a system with a cortical tension magnitude of 0.05 than a system with cortical tension of
0.20, due to the smaller local areas expected around cortex elements with a higher tension.

Once the adhesion_factor value has been found for all cortex elements within each
cell, it is used within scem_near_neighbour_update to normalise the magnitude of inter-cell
forces for changes in cortex element density. Code block 4.15 shows the main part of the
scem_near_neighbour_update subroutine. This is a loop over all elements of the nearest-
neighbour pairs array. After first checking that the separation of the two elements in the pair
are within the maximum interaction range, the first step is to find the relevant prefactors for
the attractive and repulsive components of the interaction potential according to the type of
elements and cells, and whether the pair is inter- or intra-cell. These prefactors are found
from the rel_strength array [Section 4.3]. Subsequently there is a test for whether the pair is
intra-cell, and whether either element is of type 1 (cytoplasm). If either of these criteria is met,
no update is applied to the adhesive component between the two elements. However, if both
elements are cortex elements (type 2) and are in different cells, the adhesive component of the
potential is updated in the potential_deriv_interp1 calculation. Note that the value used in
the calculation is MIN(elements(n)%adhesion_factor,elements(nn)%adhesion_factor),
meaning the minimum value of the adhesion_factor components for each of the two
elements. Since the adhesion strength between cells depends upon the density of cadherin
molecules that mediate the adhesion, it seems logical that the adhesion strength should depend
on whichever cell has the lowest density, corresponding to the lowest adhesion_factor
component. Finally, the values from these calculations are used to update the velocities of
both elements in the pair.

4.7 Dynamic Tension and Blebbing

As discussed in Chapter 1, it has been observed that primitive endoderm cells undergo
significant blebbing during the period over which self-organisation occurs in the inner cell
mass. This blebbing is not observed in epiblasts so it seems reasonable to ask whether it has
some effect on the self-organisation of the two cell types. Models of blebbing have been
proposed before [154], but for our purposes the exact mechanisms of the blebbing are less
important than the fact that it involves a local change in the cortical tension resulting in a
protrusion from the cell surface. To achieve this we devised a simple algorithm demonstrated
in Figure 4.10. For each cortex element on the surface of a primitive endoderm cell, the
cortical tension forces experienced by this element are varied sinusoidally in time, causing
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if (sep_sq.le.r_interaction_max_sq) then
fadein_amp = elements(n)%strength*elements(nn)%strength
bin = int(sep_sq*d_r_sq_recip)
if (intro) then

r_s1 = fadein_amp*intro_rel_strength(1,cells(k)%fate,cells(kk)
%fate,elements(n)%type,elements(nn)%type,index_intra)↪→

r_s2 = fadein_amp*intro_rel_strength(2,cells(k)%fate,cells(kk)
%fate,elements(n)%type,elements(nn)%type,index_intra)↪→

else
r_s1 = fadein_amp*rel_strength(1,cells(k)%fate,cells(kk)%fate,
elements(n)%type,elements(nn)%type,index_intra)↪→

r_s2 = fadein_amp*rel_strength(2,cells(k)%fate,cells(kk)%fate,
elements(n)%type,elements(nn)%type,index_intra)↪→

endif
if (index_intra.EQ.1.OR.elements(n)%type.EQ.1

.OR.elements(nn)%type.EQ.1.OR.intro) then↪→

pot_deriv_interp1 = r_s1*(sep_sq*potential_deriv1(bin,1) +
potential_deriv1(bin,2))↪→

pot_deriv_interp2 = r_s2*(sep_sq*potential_deriv2(bin,1) +
potential_deriv2(bin,2))↪→

else
pot_deriv_interp1 = r_s1*MIN(elements(n)%adhesion_factor,
elements(nn)%adhesion_factor)*(sep_sq*potential_deriv1(bin,1) +
potential_deriv1(bin,2))

↪→

↪→

pot_deriv_interp2 = r_s2*(sep_sq*potential_deriv2(bin,1) +
potential_deriv2(bin,2))↪→

endif
elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) +

dx(:)*(pot_deriv_interp1 + pot_deriv_interp2)↪→

elements(nn)%velocity(:)= elements(nn)%velocity(:) -
dx(:)*(pot_deriv_interp1 + pot_deriv_interp2)↪→

endif

Code Block 4.15 Algorithm in scem_near_neighbour_update for calculating
velocities due to nearest-neighbour interactions, updated to include normalisation
of inter-cell adhesion for local element density.
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Fig. 4.10 Diagram demonstrating our model of blebbing in primitive endoderm.
Focussing on the cortex element labelled with a black dot, the cortical tension
forces experienced by this element from its neighbours are varied in magnitude
sinusoidally in time, causing the element to protrude from the cell surface before
being pulled back in.

the tension it experiences to oscillate and resulting in the element protruding from the cell
surface - modelling a bleb - before being pulled back in.

To implement the algorithm outlined in Figure 4.10, a few simple changes were made
to the code. We introduced flag_pre_blebbing to control the blebbing behaviour. If this
variable is equal to 1, blebbing occurs, otherwise it does not. Secondly we created the
user-specified parameter bleb_amp, which controls the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation
in cortical tension experienced by PrE cortex elements. So for example, if bleb_amp=0.1, the
cortical tension experienced by each PrE cortex element varies by factors between 0.9 and
1.1 of the baseline value. The time variation of this change in tension is controlled by the age
of the element. This required an update to scem_aging such that any newly created element
has a randomly determined phase added to its age [Code block 4.16]. Thus the age of the
element becomes the phase of the sinusoidal variation in cortical force that it experiences,
and increasing the age of the element corresponds to incrementing the phase. This variation
is calculated in the section of scem_cortical_tension_update shown in Code block 4.17.

The cortical tension force applied to each element n and nn in the cortex pair is multiplied
by bleb_factor_n and bleb_factor_nn respectively. These factors are calculated by adding
a sinusoidal component to 1.0. This sinusoidal component uses the age of the element as its
phase, with a period of cell_cycle_time/10.
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do n=1,ne
elements(n)%age=elements(n)%age+dt
if (elements(n)%stage.eq.0) then

elements(n)%strength=(elements(n)%age/establishment_time)**2
if (elements(n)%age.gt.establishment_time) then

elements(n)%stage=1
elements(n)%strength=1.0
CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(age_ran)
elements(n)%age=elements(n)%age+age_ran*cell_cycle_time/10.0

end if
endif

end do

Code Block 4.16 Update to scem_ageing to show how when an element is newly
established its age is updated with a random phase.

bleb_factor_n = 1.0
bleb_factor_nn = 1.0
if (flag_pre_blebbing.EQ.1.AND..NOT.intro) then

if (elements(n)%DIT_factor.EQ.0) bleb_factor_n = 1.0 +
bleb_amp*SIN(10*2.0*pi*elements(n)%age/cell_cycle_time)↪→

if (elements(nn)%DIT_factor.EQ.0) bleb_factor_nn= 1.0 +
bleb_amp*SIN(10*2.0*pi*elements(nn)%age/cell_cycle_time)↪→

endif
elements(n)%velocity(:) = elements(n)%velocity(:) - dx(:)*

cortex_constant2*pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor*bleb_factor_n↪→

elements(nn)%velocity(:)= elements(nn)%velocity(:)+ dx(:)*
cortex_constant2*pairs_cortex(m)%cortex_factor*bleb_factor_nn↪→

Code Block 4.17 Application of a sinusoidal blebbing factor to cortical tension
for PrE cells in scem_cortical_tension_update.
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if (flag_random_init.EQ.1) then
call RANDOM_SEED
call RANDOM_SEED(size=seedarraylength)
allocate(seed_array(seedarraylength))
call RANDOM_SEED(get=seed_array)
print*, "seed_array", seed_array

else
allocate(seed_array(2))
seed_array(1) = 1591826533
seed_array(2) = 497
call RANDOM_SEED(PUT=seed_array)

endif

Code Block 4.18 Setting up random number sequence in scem_input.

4.8 Creating a Random Initial System

In the inner cell mass, differentiation of the cell aggregate into two cell types does not begin
until about 3.5 days after fertilisation, at which point the inner cell mass is formed from
at least 10 cells. Thus we require our systems to have many cells before parameters that
might drive sorting are introduced. To do this we made updates to the system initialisation
routines to grow an introductory system randomly to a predetermined number of cells. This
predetermined number of cells is specified by the user as nc_initial in scem_input, and
the new protocol is used so long as flag_create=1, otherwise the original protocol for
initiating a system from stored data is used. The creation of a new cell, and all aspects
of the code that require randomness, are controlled by the sequence of random numbers
generated within scem_input by an updated random number generator [Code block 4.18].
If flag_random_init is set to 1, the system creates a new random seed and a new random
number sequence for each run. This random number seed is stored and output to the user
so that in the event of a problem, we can set flag_random_init=0 to apply a user-specified
random number seed and exactly repeat a previous run.

The subroutine scem_initial_create for creating one random new cell at the very
beginning of a run was significantly streamlined. An important aspect of the redesigned
scem_initial_create subroutine is the line intro = .TRUE., which introduces the new
logical variable intro. This variable tells the system that it is currently running as an
introductory period to create a random initial system, from which the real simulation is then
started.
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The value of intro controls a number of system operations within the scem_iterate

subroutine. This can be seen in Code block 4.19. Whilst intro is .TRUE., the system time
is not updated, meaning that the timer only starts once the system has grown to the pre-
specified size. Element velocities are calculated as normal, and in situations where growth
and division are turned off for the simulation itself, they are forced to be on while intro is
.TRUE. so that the intro system will still grow to the correct size. Subroutines related to data
output are not called whilst intro is .TRUE.. The intro variable also controls the behaviour
of other subroutines such as scem_cortical_tension_update [Code block 4.12], in which
blebbing does not occur whilst intro is .TRUE., scem_cortex, in which scem_dit is not called
whilst intro.EQ..TRUE., and scem_division, in which division is forced to be symmetric
whilst intro.EQ..TRUE.. Furthermore, within scem_near_neighbour_update, when intro

is .TRUE. the algorithm is altered to ensure that both cell types have the same adhesion, and
scem_decouple_adhesion is not called unless nc.EQ.1. This is because removing DIT from
the intro system removes the need to perform adhesion normalisation, and thus we can save
computation time by skipping this step. However, the routine is still called when there is only
one cell in the system because it allows us to calculate the area_normalisation_factor.

Within scem_decouple_adhesion, when intro.EQ..TRUE., rather than calculating the
adhesion_factor component for elements, the local area calculations are used to find the
mean value in this single steady state cell by summing areas and dividing by the total
number of cortex elements. This value is then used as the area_normalisation_factor

when intro.EQ..FALSE..
Thus setting intro.EQ..TRUE. removes all distinctions between cells, preventing dif-

ferential adhesion, differential interfacial tension and so on, and prevents the system from
outputting data or starting the timer until intro=.FALSE.. This switch from intro.EQ..TRUE.

to intro=.FALSE. occurs when the systems reaches the specified initial cell number, and
is handled by Code block 4.20 within scem_iterate. This algorithm begins with a test to
see whether the number of cells at which the simulation proper should be started has been
reached. If not, or if intro.EQ..FALSE. already, the whole block is skipped. If the current
number of cells nc has reached this value, and intro is still equal to .TRUE., this block is
accessed and we begin the process of initiating the simulation proper. Within the block, there
is first a line to set intro=.FALSE., thus allowing sorting parameters and differences between
cells to be implemented from this point onwards. There is then a loop to randomly reassign
fates to the cells within the newly created system, with a check to ensure that although the
fates are assigned randomly, only systems in which the number of epiblasts and primitive
endoderm cells are equal are accepted. Once this criterion is met, an update is printed to the
command line and the full simulation begins.
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if (.NOT.intro) time=time+dt
forall(n=1:ne) xe_prev(n,:)=elements(n)%position(:)
call scem_integrate
forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%position(:) =

elements(n)%position(:)+0.5*dt*elements(n)%velocity(:)↪→

forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%velocity(:) = 0.0
call scem_integrate
forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%position(:) =

xe_prev(n,:)+dt*elements(n)%velocity(:)↪→

if (flag_diffusion.eq.1.OR.intro) call scem_diffusion
if (flag_conserve.eq.1) call scem_volume_conserve
call scem_flag_relist
if (flag_relist.eq.1) then

call scem_relist(1)
call scem_pairs

end if
call scem_ageing
if (flag_growth.eq.1.OR.intro) call scem_growth
if (flag_division.eq.1.OR.intro) call scem_division
if (flag_growth.eq.1.or.intro) call scem_resize
call scem_com
call scem_cortex
if (flag_volume_output.EQ.1.OR.flag_conserve.EQ.1

.OR.flag_background.NE.0) call scem_volume_calculate↪→

if (mod(time,output_interval).LT.dt.AND..NOT.intro) then
call SYSTEM_CLOCK(current_time)
total_system_time = (current_time-start_time)/count_rate
write(*,"(*(G0,:,1X))") time,total_system_time,ne,nc,n_snapshots

endif
if (mod(time,output_interval2).LT.dt.AND..NOT.intro) then

n_snapshots=n_snapshots+1
call scem_output_system
if (flag_povray.EQ.1) call scem_output_povray

end if
forall(n=1:ne) elements(n)%velocity(:)=0.0

Code Block 4.19 Updated routine of scem_iterate, showing how the value of
intro controls various aspects of the simulation.
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if (intro.AND.nc.GE.nc_initial) then
write(*,’(A21,I2,A41)’) "Grew intro system to ",nc_initial," cells.

Initiating simulation parameters."↪→

intro = .FALSE.
fatesnotbalanced = .TRUE.
do while (fatesnotbalanced)

epi_counter = 0
pre_counter= 0
do n=1, nc

CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(fate_decider)
if (fate_decider.GE.0.5) then

cells(n)%fate = 1
epi_counter = epi_counter+1

else
cells(n)%fate = 2
pre_counter = pre_counter+1

endif
enddo
if (MOD(nc,2).EQ.0) then

if (epi_counter.EQ.pre_counter) fatesnotbalanced = .FALSE.
else

if (ABS(epi_counter-pre_counter).EQ.1) fatesnotbalanced = .FALSE.
endif

enddo
write(*,’(A29,I2)’) "Initial number of epiblasts: ", epi_counter
write(*,’(A30,I2)’) "Initial number of primitive endoderm: ",

pre_counter↪→

call scem_output_system
if (flag_povray.EQ.1) call scem_output_povray

endif

Code Block 4.20 Algorithm from scem_iterate controlling the transition from
introductory system growth to simulation proper.



Chapter 5

Measures and Analyses

In order to analyse the results of our model, several analytical measures were defined, and
routines developed to collect relevant data from simulations as they ran. In addition, routines
were included for outputting data in a form that allowed the systems to be visualised.

5.1 Quantitative Measures of Sorting

In order to objectively assess the effects of various mechanisms on the extent and speed
of self-organisation in a cell aggregate, we require numerical measures of sorting. To
achieve this objective, we created a number of subroutines to output information about the
cell aggregate as an SEM simulation progresses. Each of these subroutines is called from
the subroutine scem_output_system [Code block 5.1]. Subroutine scem_output_system is
called from scem_iterate at time intervals determined by some fraction of the total system
run time.

Subroutine scem_output_system performs 3 main tasks, each controlled by a flag whose
value is set in scem_input. Within the subroutine itself there are two simple measurements:
cell count and cell volume. The former outputs the number of each cell type in the system at
that time to file cell_count.txt, which is calculated as a global variable within scem_com

whilst calculating centres of mass [Code block 5.2]. The latter outputs the volume com-
ponent of the cell data structure for each cell in the system to the file cell_volumes.txt.
These volumes are calculated in subroutine scem_volume_calculate [Appendix A]. The
scem_output_system subroutine also contains calls to a number of other subroutines that
handle the quantitative sorting measures. Each of these is discussed independently in the
sections that follow.

It is worth noting that self-organisation can take more than one form. For example,
Figure 5.1 shows two ways in which a system of cells could sort. These two resulting arrange-
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if (flag_count_output.EQ.1) then
open(unit=28,file=output_folder//’/system_data/cell_count.txt’,

status=’unknown’)↪→

write(28,*) real(time), epicellcount, (nc-epicellcount) !epicellcount
calculated in scem_com↪→

close(28)
endif
if (flag_volume_output.EQ.1) then

open(unit=27,file=output_folder//’/system_data/cell_volumes.txt’,
status=’unknown’,position="append")↪→

do n=1, nc
write(27,*) time, cells(n)%label, cells(n)%volume

end do
close(27)

endif
if (flag_measure_radius.EQ.1) call scem_measure_radius
if (flag_measure_neighbours.EQ.1) call scem_measure_neighbours
if (flag_measure_surface.EQ.1) call scem_measure_surface
if (flag_measure_randomised.EQ.1) call scem_measure_randomised
if (flag_measure_displacement.EQ.1) call scem_measure_displacement
if (flag_measure_velocity.EQ.1) call scem_measure_velocity
if (flag_measure_com.EQ.1) call scem_measure_com

Code Block 5.1 Subroutine scem_output_system to take measurements of simu-
lations and output data.

Fig. 5.1 Diagram demonstrating different patterns of self-organisation.
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if (.NOT.intro) then
epi_com(:) = 0
pre_com(:) = 0
sys_com(:) = 0
epielementcount = 0
epicellcount = 0
do n=1, nc

sys_com = sys_com + cells(n)%position(:)
if (cells(n)%fate.EQ.1) then

epielementcount = epielementcount + cells(n)%c_elements(0)
epicellcount = epicellcount + 1
epi_com(:) = epi_com(:) + cells(n)%position(:)

else
pre_com(:) = pre_com(:) + cells(n)%position(:)

endif
enddo
epi_com = epi_com/epicellcount
pre_com = pre_com/(ne-epicellcount)
sys_com = sys_com/nc

endif

Code Block 5.2 Code block added to scem_com to calculate epiblast, primitive
endoderm, and system centres of mass, as well as epiblast and primitive endoderm
cell counts.

ments would both be described as sorted, but have quite different properties. Using more
than one sorting measure allows us to better distinguish between such different arrangements.

5.1.1 Radius Sorting Measure

Since we will mostly be working with spherical aggregates, one option for measuring
sorting is to consider the average radius of each cell type from the centre of mass. This was
applied both relative to the system centre of mass, to give a measure of in-out sorting for the
system as a whole, and for each cell type relative to the centre of mass of that cell type alone,
giving a sense of whether each cell type tends to move closer together or not. So for example,
what is the mean radius of epiblast cells relative to the centre of mass of those epiblast cells?
A decrease in this value should indicate epiblast aggregation [Figure 5.2]. This measure
is handled by subroutine scem_measure_radius, shown in Code block 5.3. The centres of
mass for epiblast cells, primitive endoderm cells, and the sytem as a whole are calculated in
scem_com [Code block 5.2]. From these values, scem_measure_radius performs a loop over
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epimeanradius = 0
premeanradius = 0
sysepimeanradius = 0
syspremeanradius = 0
do i=1, nc

if (cells(i)%fate.EQ.2) then
cell_vector = cells(i)%position - pre_com
premeanradius = premeanradius + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(cell_vector,

cell_vector))↪→

cell_vector = cells(i)%position - sys_com
syspremeanradius = syspremeanradius + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(cell_vector,

cell_vector))↪→

else
cell_vector = cells(i)%position - epi_com
epimeanradius = epimeanradius + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(cell_vector,

cell_vector))↪→

cell_vector = cells(i)%position - sys_com
sysepimeanradius = sysepimeanradius + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(cell_vector,

cell_vector))↪→

endif
enddo
premeanradius = premeanradius/(nc-epicellcount)
epimeanradius = epimeanradius/epicellcount
syspremeanradius = syspremeanradius/(nc-epicellcount)
sysepimeanradius = sysepimeanradius/epicellcount
if (randomising) then

random_values_radius(ran_loop,:) = (/epimeanradius, sysepimeanradius,
premeanradius, syspremeanradius/)↪→

else
open(unit=35,file=output_folder//’/sorting_data/radius.txt’,

status=’unknown’,position="append")↪→

write(35,"(*(G0,:,1X))") time, epimeanradius, sysepimeanradius,
premeanradius, syspremeanradius↪→

close(35)
endif

Code Block 5.3 Algorithm for radius sorting measure.
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Fig. 5.2 Diagram demonstrating the radius sorting measure, in which the mean
radius of epiblast cells (shown in green) is calculated from the system centre of
mass or epiblast cells centre of mass. This mean value is lower for the sorted
system on the right than the mixed system on the left.

all cells to calculate the mean radius of each cell type from both its centre of mass and the
system centre of mass. These values are written to file radius.txt in folder sorting_data.
Note the code block that is only accessed if the variable randomising is true. This will be
explained further in Subsection 5.1.4.

5.1.2 Neighbour Sorting Measure

In a self-organising system, we would expect a higher probability for the neighbours of any
given cell to be of the same type as that cell [Figure 5.3]. We decided to use this as another
sorting measure, implemented as subroutine scem_measure_neighbours [Code block 5.4].
For the purposes of this measure, we consider two cells to be neighbours if nearest-neighbour
inter-element interactions exist between an element in one cell and an element in the other.
Thus neighbouring cells are those that apply forces directly to one another. The algorithm
uses a loop over all np nearest-neighbour element-element pairs in the pairs array to create
a neighbours array that stores cell neighbour pairs. For each element-element interaction
pairs, if the parent cells of the two elements in the pair are different then the two parent cells
are added to the neighbours array. This array is of logical type, and for any pair of cells a
and b, if a and b are neighbours as defined above then neighbours(a,b)=.TRUE..

Once the neighbours array has been fully defined, there is a loop over all cells in the
system, and for each cell, there is another loop over all remaining cells in the system that
have a higher label value than the first cell, so that all possible combinations are tested
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neighbours(:,:) = .FALSE.
do n=1, np

parent1 = elements(pairs(n,1))%parent
parent2 = elements(pairs(n,2))%parent
dx(:) = elements(pairs(n,1))%position - elements(pairs(n,2))%position
if (parent1.NE.parent2.AND.DOT_PRODUCT(dx, dx).LT.r_interaction_max_sq)

then↪→

neighbours(parent1,parent2) = .TRUE.
endif

enddo
neighbour_counts(:,:) = 0
do i=1,nc

do j=i+1,nc
if (neighbours(i,j)) then

fate1 = cells(i)%fate
fate2 = cells(j)%fate
neighbour_counts(fate1,fate2) = neighbour_counts(fate1,fate2) + 1

endif
enddo

enddo
if (randomising) then

random_values_neighbours(ran_loop,:) = (/neighbour_counts(1,1),
neighbour_counts(2,2)/)↪→

else
open(unit=36, file=output_folder//’/sorting_data/neighbours.txt’,

status=’unknown’, position="append")↪→

write(36,"(*(G0,:,1X))") time, neighbour_counts(1,1),
neighbour_counts(2,2), neighbour_counts(2,1)+neighbour_counts(1,2)↪→

close(36)
endif

Code Block 5.4 Algorithm for neighbour sorting measure from
scem_measure_neighbours.
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Fig. 5.3 Diagram demonstrating neighbour sorting measure. White arrows
indicate PrE-PrE neighbours, black arrows indicate Epi-Epi neighbours, and blue
arrows indicate Epi-PrE neighbours. The sorted system on the right shows more
black Epi-Epi pairs than white PrE-PrE pairs, compared to the mixed system on
the left.

without double counting. For each combination, if the corresponding component of the
neighbours array is .TRUE. we know that these two cells are neighbours. We then find the
fates of these two cells and update the corresponding components of the neighbour_counts

array. This is a 2 dimensional array with 4 components: neighbour_counts(1,1) stores the
number of epiblast-epiblast neighbour pairs, neighbour_counts(2,2) stores the number of
PrE-PrE pairs, and the sum of neighbour_counts(1,2) and neighbour_counts(2,1) gives
the number of unlike pairs. These pair counts are written to file neighbours.txt in folder
sorting_data, giving the total number of Epi-Epi, PrE-PrE, and Epi-PrE counts at every
output interval.

5.1.3 Surface Sorting Measure

In spherical inside-outside sorting, we would expect one cell type to occupy a greater
percentage of the external surface of the cell aggregate than the other [Figure 5.4]. We
used this as a measure of sorting, implemented in subroutine scem_measure_surface [Code
block 5.5]. To implement this technique, we relied upon the DIT_factor component of the
element data structure, introduced in Chapter 4. Recall that this component is set to equal
1 or 2 for any element that lies at a like-like or unlike cell-cell interface, but is otherwise
set to 0. Thus in a densely packed aggregate we can consider any region of a cell that has
cortex elements with DIT_factor components set to 0 to be part of the external surface of
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epi_area = 0
pre_area = 0
do i=1, nc

do j=1, cells(i)%triplet_count
factor1 = elements(cells(i)%triplets(1,j))%DIT_factor
factor2 = elements(cells(i)%triplets(2,j))%DIT_factor
factor3 = elements(cells(i)%triplets(3,j))%DIT_factor
if ((factor1.EQ.0).AND.(factor2.EQ.0).AND.(factor3.EQ.0)) then

a = elements(cells(i)%triplets(1,j))%position -
elements(cells(i)%triplets(2,j))%position↪→

b = elements(cells(i)%triplets(1,j))%position -
elements(cells(i)%triplets(3,j))%position↪→

c = CROSS_PRODUCT(a,b)
area = 0.5*SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(c,c))
if (cells(i)%fate.EQ.1) then

epi_area = epi_area + area
else

pre_area = pre_area + area
endif

else
CYCLE

endif
enddo

enddo
if (randomising) then

random_values_surface(ran_loop) = pre_area/(epi_area+pre_area)
else
open(unit=43,file=output_folder//"/sorting_data/surface.txt",

status="unknown",position="append")↪→

write(43,"(*(G0,:,1X))") time, pre_area/(epi_area+pre_area)
close(43)

endif

Code Block 5.5 Algorithm for surface sorting measure, from
scem_measure_surface.
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Fig. 5.4 Diagram demonstrating the surface sorting measure. The dotted red line
shows the amount of external surface occupied by PrE, whereas the dotted green
line shows the amount of external surface occupied by Epi. It is clear that in the
sorted system on the right, more of the external surface is occupied by PrE than
Epi.

the aggregate. Some regions within the aggregate will also meet this criterion, but we expect
the effect to be dominated by the external boundary of the system.

The surface sorting measure calculation is performed beginning with a loop over all
cells in the system, and then for each cell a loop over all surface triplets as defined by the
Delaunay triangulation of cortex elements. For each triplet, the DIT_factor is found for all
three elements in the triplet. If all three of these DIT_factor values is equal to 0, the triangle
is considered part of the external surface, and the area of the triangle is calculated. This value
is added to epi_area or pre_area depending on the fate of the parent cell. These final values
are written to file surface.txt in folder sorting_data as the primitive endoderm surface as
a proportion of the total surface.

5.1.4 Randomised Control Systems

It quickly became clear that interpreting raw data from the measures described above was
challenging without context. Thus it became necessary to have some controls against which
results could be compared. We also wished to present results as a "sorting index" that could
fall within a limited possible range, such as 0 to 1 or 0 to 100. Both of these objectives were
achieved by the introduction of randomised measures. The premise of this method is that at
every data output interval, the fates of all cells in the system are randomly reassigned (whilst
maintaining the same number of each cell type) and sorting measures are calculated again
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Fig. 5.5 Diagram showing how system fates are reassigned to produce mean,
standard deviation, maximum, and minimum values of each measure for a given
spatial configuration and epiblast-primitive endoderm ratio.
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on this new system orientation. It is found that this procedure produces an approximately
Gaussian distribution of sorting measure values [Figure 5.6].

By repeating the fate reallocation procedure a large number of times, we are able to
calculate a mean value, maximum value, minimum value, and standard deviation of possible
values for any sorting measure given the current distribution of cell sizes and number of each
cell type. However, a 40 cell system with 20 cells of each type has almost 1.6×108 possible
different combinations of fates, and it is impossible to sample all such systems without
increasing the run time of a simulation beyond what is computationally feasible. Fortunately,
we were able to show that values quickly tend towards a limit over a much smaller number
of repetitions. Figure 5.7 shows how the mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum
values found vary with the number of random reallocations tested for typical systems of 10
and 30 cells. It can be seen that the mean and standard deviation values are found with very
little variation over fairly small numbers of reallocations, whilst the maximum and minimum
values have roughly found their limits after about 104 reallocations. Thus we chose to use
104 reallocations in our simulations.

Having found the mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of a sorting measure
across these random reallocations, we are able to normalise a sorting measure as its difference
from the mean relative to a multiple of the standard deviation. Thus the sorting index for a
system, Si, is found from Equation 5.1, where X is a the value of a sorting measure for the
current system, E(X) is the mean of that measure across all random fate reallocations, and σ

is the standard deviation of all such random systems.

Si =
X −E(X)

3σ
(5.1)

By taking the range between the mean and 3σ , anomalously high maximum or minimum
values do not affect the index. However, in cases where the range between the mean and
maximum is smaller than the value of 3σ , this maximum range is used instead of 3σ .

To implement this algorithm, we created subroutine scem_measure_randomised,
which is called from scem_output_system at every data output interval if
flag_measure_randomised.EQ.1. Subroutine scem_measure_randomised begins with
the routine shown in Code block 5.6. The first step is the fill the stored_fates array,
which was defined in module ScEM_0_arrays.f90, with the fates of all nc cells in the
system. Storing this data will allow us to revert the system back to its original state at
the end of the randomised measures. It is then necessary to set the number of possible
random fate reallocations to be tested. We have already set a maximum value of 10000
tests, but for some small numbers of cells this may be larger than the total number of
possible combinations, so we use Stirling’s approximation for factorials [199] to calculate
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(a) Distribution of mean epiblast radius.

(b) Distribution of epiblast-epiblast neighbour pair count.

(c) Distribution of epiblast external surface proportion.

Fig. 5.6 Distributions of sorting measure over fate reallocations for 10 and 30
cells.
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(a) 10 cell system

(b) 30 cell system

Fig. 5.7 Mean value of mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of
epiblast-epiblast neighbour count found against number of random fate realloca-
tion tests.
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the number of possible combinations, given by n!
k!(n−k)! , where n is the number of cells

and k is the number of epiblasts. Whichever value is smallest is used as the number of
random reallocations to test. We then set randomising=.TRUE., which changes the behaviour
of the sorting measure subroutines. For example, in [Code block 5.3], we see that when
randomising=.TRUE., the subroutine does not write data to file, but instead stores the values
in the array random_values_radius. There are 3 such arrays, for the radius, neighbour, and
surface sorting measures. These are defined in ScEM_0_arrays and have a 0th dimension of
the same size as the total number of random reallocations. Thus they can be used to store
the result of each sorting measure at each random reallocation. The contents of each of
these arrays are refreshed at each output interval [Code block 5.6]. At this point we also
refresh the tested array, which also has a component for each random reallocation. This
array prevents testing the same orientation of fates more than once. To do this it stores an
integer representing the fate orientation of each reallocated system tested. For example, if we
have a 3 cell system in which cell 1 is of fate 2, cell 2 is of fate 2, and cell 3 is of fate 1, we
would add 221 as a component of the tested array. For any subsequent randomly produced
orientation we would then test whether its integer code, like 221, already exists in the tested

array, and if so we will not test this orientation again.
After the initial setup of necessary arrays, a loop is performed over values of ran_loop

from 1 to n_random [Code block 5.6]. The first part of this loop is similar to the routine for
setting an initial system configuration in scem_iterate. Logical variable fatesnotbalanced

is set to .TRUE., and is used to control a loop in which fates of all cells are randomly
reallocated until a configuration is found for which the number of each cell type matches the
original system and which does not already occur in the tested array. If these criteria are met,
fatesnotbalanced is set to .FALSE., the loop stops and the current configuration is tested.
The current configuration is stored in the tested array as an integer, as described above,
and sorting measure subroutines are called to calculate values for the current configuation.
Because randomising=.TRUE. these subroutines do not output their data directly but instead
store their results in arrays as described above. Whilst it would be possible to write all data
from all random tests to file and find the maximum, mean, and σ values in later processing of
the data, FORTRAN is slow to write to file, so it is vastly more efficient to find these values
within the routine and output only these values to file.

After all random reallocations have been measured, the next step is to calculate mean,
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation values. Code block 5.7 shows how this is
performed for radius sorting measures. The radius sorting measure has 4 components,
corresponding to the mean distance of each cell type from both the system centre of mass
and that cell type’s centre of mass, so we use the means array to calculate the mean of each
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do n=1,nc
stored_fates(n) = cells(n)%fate

enddo
random_values_surface = 0
random_values_radius = 0
random_values_neighbours = 0
if (n_random.LT.n_random_max) n_random = MIN(n_random_max,

INT(0.95*(nc**(nc+0.5))/(SQRT(2*pi)*epicellcount**(epicellcount +
0.5)*(nc - epicellcount)**(nc - epicellcount + 0.5))))

↪→

↪→

randomising = .TRUE.
tested(:) = 0

do ran_loop=1, n_random
fatesnotbalanced = .TRUE.
do while (fatesnotbalanced)

epi_ran_counter = 0
do n=1, nc

CALL RANDOM_NUMBER(fate_decider)
if (fate_decider.GE.0.5) then

cells(n)%fate = 1
epi_ran_counter = epi_ran_counter+1

else
cells(n)%fate = 2

endif
enddo
if (epi_ran_counter.EQ.epicellcount) fatesnotbalanced = .FALSE.
configuration = 0
do n=1,nc

configuration = configuration + (2**(n-1))*(cells(n)%fate-1)
enddo
do n=1,ran_loop

if (configuration.EQ.tested(n)) then
fatesnotbalanced = .TRUE.
EXIT

else
CYCLE

endif
enddo

enddo
tested(ran_loop) = configuration
if (flag_measure_radius.EQ.1) call scem_measure_radius
if (flag_measure_neighbours.EQ.1) call scem_measure_neighbours
if (flag_measure_surface.EQ.1) call scem_measure_surface

enddo

Code Block 5.6 Randomly allocating fates and calling sorting measure routines
in the algorithm for randomised control measures.
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do n=1,4
means(n) = (1.0*SUM(random_values_radius(:n_random,n)))/n_random
squaremeans(n) =

(1.0*SUM(random_values_radius(:n_random,n)**2))/n_random↪→

maximums(n) = MAXVAL(random_values_radius(:n_random,n))
minimums(n) = MINVAL(random_values_radius(:n_random,n))

enddo
do n=1,4

stds(n) = SQRT(squaremeans(n) - means(n)**2)
enddo
open(unit=44, file=output_folder//’/randomised_data/radius.txt’,

status=’unknown’, position="append")↪→

WRITE(44,"(*(G0,:,1X))") time, means(1), minimums(1), maximums(1),
stds(1), means(2), minimums(2), maximums(2), stds(2), means(3),
minimums(3), maximums(3), stds(3), means(4), minimums(4),
maximums(4), stds(4)

↪→

↪→

↪→

close(44)

Code Block 5.7 Outputting data from the algorithm for randomised control
measures.

component by summing values in the random_values_radius array and dividing by the
number of reallocations, n_random. At the same time, we calculate the mean of the squares
of these values in squaremeans. These values are used, with the sorting measure means, to

calculate the standard deviation of each component using σ =

√
E (x2)−E (x)2. Maximum

and minimum values can easily be calculated by passing array slices to the intrinsic MAX

and MIN functions. Once all of these components have been calculated they are written to
a file within the randomised_data folder, leaving one line of data for each set of random
reallocations. This whole process is repeated for the surface and neighbour sorting measures,
but only the radius measure is shown in Code block 5.7 for simplicity.

The final step of scem_measure_randomised is to restore the fate configuration of the
original system from the stored_fates array with a loop over all cells, setting cells(n)%fate

= stored_fates(n), and to set randomising=.FALSE.. The simulation can then continue as
normal.

5.1.5 Displacement Measure

As a further test of our SEM systems, we decided to measure the displacement of cells
from their original position in order to compare the extent of rearrangement for different
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open(unit=41,file=output_folder//"/sorting_data/displacement.txt",
status="unknown",position="append")↪→

do n=1, nc
displacement_vector(:) = cells(n)%position(:) -

cells(n)%original_position(:)↪→

displacement = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(displacement_vector,
displacement_vector))↪→

write(41,*) MIN(cells(n)%age,time), cells(n)%fate, displacement
enddo
close(41)

Code Block 5.8 Algorithm for displacement measurement, from
scem_measure_displacement.

parameters. For this we introduced a new original_position component in the cell data
structure [Code block 4.7], which stores the location of any cell at its original position
after division. We are then able to measure the displacement between each cell’s initial
location and its current location at every data output interval. The measurement is performed
by subroutine scem_measure_displacement [Code block 5.8]. This subroutine, called from
scem_output_system, performs a loop over all cells in the system, calculates the displacement
vector between the cells current position and original position, and then outputs this to
file displacement.txt along with the fate and current age of the cell in question. This
measurement will be useful for testing the extent of rearrangement in systems.

5.1.6 Alternative Measures

A number of other sorting measures were considered for our simulations. One such example
was the use of clustering analysis, as applied in astronomy to galaxies and so on [200].
However, it was eventually determined that such analysis was ineffective for a system on the
scale of our systems. Additionally, we considered alternative uses of the neighbour measure,
attempting to incorporate the counts for Epi-Epi, PrE-PrE, and Epi-PrE neighbour pairs into
one measure. For example, we could define M = NEE−NPP

NEP
, where NEE , NPP, NEP are the 3

neighbour counts respectively, producing values for M that include information from all 3
counts. However, despite the additional information in the calculation, this measure was not
found to produce any more stable results than the neighbour measure discussed above, and
was thus not developed further.
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5.2 Visualisation of Simulation Results

In order to help make sense of the output of the SEM code, it was necessary to find some
means of visualising the systems. With this achieved, it is possible to see growth, division
and movement occurring over time and clearly demonstrate how changing parameters in the
system affect its evolution and final state. These images of the evolution of a system will
complement the objective measures described in Section 5.1. After a brief attempt to use
Gnuplot [201] and a c++ routine implementing a Voronoi tessellation of elements within
a cell [202], we decided to visualise our systems using the freely available POV-Ray ray
tracing software.

5.2.1 POV-Ray

POV-Ray, or “Persistence of Vision Ray Tracer”, is an advanced visualisation method that
can create beautiful images [203]. The program uses ray-tracing to create shapes and surfaces
that allow 3 dimensional objects to be visualised in great detail with shadows and reflections.
Once it became clear that our Gnuplot visualisations were unsuitable, we began to implement
POV-Ray visualisations. We utilised the UberPov command line version of POV-Ray [204]
in our work.

In order to visualise SEM systems with POV-Ray, the first step was to output SEM data
in POV-Ray format. POV-Ray reads data files with a specific syntax for defining objects,
locations, colours, and so on. We decided to implement a routine within the SEM simulations
to produce these POV-Ray commands automatically from element, cell, and interaction
pair data. At each output interval, if flag_povray.EQ.1, the program calls new subroutine
scem_output_povray. The first part of this subroutine is shown in Code block 5.9. The
subroutine begins by opening a file of the form snap_xx.pov within folder povray_data.
This file is used to store POV-Ray commands to visualise a snapshot of the system at this
point in time. The subroutine writes commands to the beginning of this file in order to set up
the POV-Ray scene by importing necessary libraries, positioning the camera and creating
light sources. We then add a translucent shape to represent the system boundary, for example
a sphere with radius determined by the radius of the system boundary. The FORTRAN code
used to produce these initial scene-setting commands in each POV-Ray file is shown in Code
block 5.9.

After this initial setup, the remaining sections of the subroutine are controlled by a set
of flags in scem_input. Each of these flags switches a given type of output on or off. The
first possible visualisation is referred to as “volumes”, and draws a translucent sphere with
the same volume as a each SEM cell at the centre of mass of that SEM cell [Figure 5.9d].
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write(povray_filename,"(A18,I2.2,A4)") "/povray_data/snap_", n_snapshots,
".pov"↪→

open(unit=30, file=output_folder//povray_filename,status=’unknown’)
write(30,*) ’#version 3.5;’
write(30,*) ’#include "colors.inc"’
write(30,*) ’#include "textures.inc"’
write(30,*) ’background {White}’
write(30,*)
write(30,*) ’camera {’
write(30,*) ’ location <500, 0, 0>’
write(30,*) ’ angle 12’
write(30,*) ’ sky <0,0,1>’
write(30,*) ’ look_at<0,0,0>}’
write(30,*)
write(30,*) ’light_source { < -60, 60, 0 > color White }’
write(30,*) ’light_source { < 60, -60, 0 > color White }’
write(30,*) ’light_source { < 0, 0, 60 > color White }’
write(30,*) ’light_source { < 0, 0, -60 > color White }’
write(30,*)
if (flag_background.EQ.1) then

write(30,’(A16,F18.9,A77)’) ’ sphere {<0,0,0>’,
spherical_boundary_radius, ’ texture { pigment { color Blue transmit
.85}finish{phong .8} } } // boundary’

↪→

↪→

elseif (flag_background.EQ.4) then
write(30,’(A18,F18.9,A2,F18.9,A77)’) ’ sphere
{<0.2,0.2,’,(-cap_radius+h/2.0),’> ’, cap_radius, ’ texture { pigment
{ color Blue transmit .85}finish{phong .8} } } // boundary’

↪→

↪→

endif

Code Block 5.9 First section of subroutine scem_output_povray.
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Fig. 5.8 POV-Ray visualisation of an SEM cell, cut away to show internal green
cytoplasm elements and external red cortex elements.

This is useful for getting a simple overview of relative movement of cells. However, the
information about underlying cell behaviour that it provides is limited. The next visualisation
is “elements”, in which a small solid sphere is drawn at the location of each SEM element
[Figure 5.9b]. Cortex (type 2) elements are drawn as red; cytoplasm (type 1) elements are
made green [Figure 5.8. This visualisation is useful for a detailed demonstration of cell
behaviour, but becomes overwhelming to look at for more than one or two cells. We also
created the “triangles” visualisation that utilises the POV-Ray smoothed triangle object to
create a surface around an SEM cell [Figure 5.9c]. This utilises the Delaunay triangulation
over the cell’s cortex elements, using each triangle in the triangulation to specify a smoothed
triangle object in the POV-Ray output. For this visualisation, cells of type 1 (epiblasts) are
coloured green and those of type 2 (primitive endoderm) are coloured red. This visualisation
is perhaps the most useful since it gives a broad sense of the changing shapes of cells and their
relative motion, without overwhelming detail. Also using the Delaunay triangulation, the
“cortex pairs” visualisation creates a red cylinder wherever there is a cortex-cortex interaction
pair defined by the triangulation [Figure 5.9a]. This visualisation allows a detailed analysis
of cortical tension behaviour, but can be overwhelming for more than a couple of cells.
Additionally, we included a reference to differential interfacial tension in this visualisation
by colouring any cortex-cortex interaction pair for which the cortex_factor of the pair is
not equal to 1, and is thus part of an cell-cell interface, green rather than red [Figure 5.10].
This allows for detailed analysis of cell doublets. Finally, the “pairs” visualisation draws a
black cyclinder for each inter-cell adhesive interaction [Figure 5.10].

Code block 5.10 shows an example of how the system is transcribed to POV-Ray code,
in this case for the surface triangle visualisation. It can be seen how the loop over all
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surface triplets in all cells is used to draw each triangle separately, and that after writing all 3
dimensions of all 3 element position, a colour is added according to whether the cell is of
type 1 or type 2. For the sake of avoiding repetition we will not include the code for other
visualisations, but all exists within the same subroutine scem_output_povray.

Figure 5.9 shows the same system of 4 identical cells visualised with cortex pair [a],
element [b], surface triangle [c], and volume [d] POV-Ray visualisations. Figure 5.10 shows
the cortex interaction network of one cell isolated from a cell doublet in which the cortical
tension is reduced at the interface; interactions with this reduced tension are drawn in green
rather than red, and thus the green area shows the interface between the two cells. Such
visualisations allow us to better understand the effects of the differential interfacial tension
routine described in Chapter 4.

In order to simplify the FORTRAN routine, all POV-Ray commands for all visualisations
are written to the same file. Each command for each object in the POV-Ray file is labelled
with a comment containing the type of object and the cell to which it belongs. For example,
a surface triangle could be specified with a single-line command ending with // triangle

cell01 . This is a comment and is not read by the POV-Ray program, but labels the command
as a component of cell 1 and a surface triangle. Thus, such comments can be used to
manipulate the data produced by the simulations. In order to visualise exactly what we want
to see, we can process the original povray files to extract only the components we require,
identified by the labels within the comments at the end of each line. For example, this is
how Figure 5.10 was produced, isolating the data for one cell from files containing data for
two cells. To manipulate the data in this way we created Perl script extractor.pl [Code
block 5.11].

extractor.pl is called with arguments specifying the location of povray data on which to
operate and the components to be extracted. For example, to isolate the cortex pairs of cell 2 in
a simulation whose data is stored at path, one would call perl extractor.pl path cortex

cell02. This command would produce a new folder called extracted_cortex_cell02 within
the main data folder for the simulation. This folder would contain the same number of POV-
Ray files as the original set, but only containing those cortex interaction objects from cell
2.

The protocol outlined here allows the FORTRAN program to write all data for different
visualisations to the same file, since opening and closing multiple files would slow the
simulations down significantly, and to produce a large number of different files would be
confusing. Extracting different components by label allows us to, for example, visualise the
positions and movements of each cell type separately, or investigate the shape changes of a
single cell within a system.
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if (flag_povray_triangles.EQ.1) then
do i=1, nc

do j=1, cells(i)%triplet_count
write(30,’(A17)’,advance=’no’) "smooth_triangle {"
do k=1, 3

corner_element = cells(i)%triplets(k,j)
corner(:) = elements(corner_element)%position(:)
normal(:) = corner(:)-cells(i)%position(:)
write(30,’(A1,F18.9,A1,F18.9,A1,F18.9,A2)’,advance=’no’) "<", &

corner(1), ’,’, corner(2), ’,’, corner(3), ’>,’
write(30,’(A1,F18.9,A1,F18.9,A1,F18.9,A1)’,advance=’no’) "<", &

normal(1), ’,’, normal(2), ’,’, normal(3), ’>’
if (k.LT.3) then

write(30,’(A1)’,advance=’no’) ","
else

EXIT
endif

enddo
write(30,"(A23)",advance=’no’) " texture{pigment{color "
if (cells(i)%fate.EQ.1) then

write(30,’(A25,I2.2)’) "Green}}} // triangle cell",
cells(i)%label↪→

else
write(30,’(A23,I2.2)’) "Red}}} // triangle cell", cells(i)%label

endif
enddo

enddo
endif
write(30,*) ""

Code Block 5.10 Code from scem_output_povray that writes surface triangle
data to file in POV-Ray format.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5.9 The same 4 cell system visualised with 4 different povray outputs. a, cor-
tex pair visualisation. b, element visualisation. c. surface triangle visualisation,
d,volume visualisation.
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Fig. 5.10 Visualisation of cortical tension network of one cell isolated from a
doublet. Green area demonstrates the region in which an interface is defined and
cortical tension is altered.

Fig. 5.11 POV-Ray visualisation of a cell doublet showing cortex pair interactions
in red, or green for those with updated tension at an interface, and inter-cell
adhesive interactions in black.
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use strict;
use warnings;
defined($ARGV[0]) or die "No arguments - provide folder path in which to

find data and at least one criterion for extraction";↪→

defined($ARGV[1]) or die "Missing second argument - provide folder path
and at least one criterion for extraction";↪→

my $originalfolder = shift(@ARGV);
my $directoryname = join("_",$originalfolder."/extracted",@ARGV);
my @expressions = @ARGV;
system "mkdir $directoryname";
my $file_name_in;
my $file_name_out;
my $i = 0;
while ( -e $originalfolder."/povray_data/snap_"

.sprintf("%02d",$i).".pov") {↪→

$file_name_in =
$originalfolder."/povray_data/snap_".sprintf("%02d",$i).".pov";↪→

$file_name_out = $directoryname."/snap_".sprintf("%02d",$i).".pov";
open(my $file_handle_out, ’>’, $file_name_out) or die "can’t open

output data file";↪→

open(my $file_handle_in, ’<’, $file_name_in) or die "can’t open input
data file";↪→

while (my $line = <$file_handle_in>) {
if (($line =~ /sphere/) or ($line =~ /cylinder/) or ($line =~

/smooth_/)) {↪→

if ($line =~ /boundary/) {
print $file_handle_out $line;

}
else {

my $switch = 1;
foreach my $expression (@expressions) {

if ($line =~ /$expression/) { next; }
else { $switch=0; }

}
if ($switch==1) { print $file_handle_out $line; }
else { next; }

}
}
else { print $file_handle_out $line; }

}
$i++; }

Code Block 5.11 Contents of extractor.pl for isolating specific components
from POV-Ray data.
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We also created a script to quickly compile all POV-Ray files produced by these proce-
dures, and thus produced an efficient workflow for visualising in detail any aspect of an SEM
system.



Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Testing Doublet Interface Area

A critical question of this project is how changes in cortical tension at cell interfaces can affect
the self-organisation of tissues. We expect this self-organisation to be driven by changes in
relative affinity due to changes in equilibrium interface area (or, analogously, contact angle).
Therefore, the first step in testing our simulations was to investigate how interface area varies
with differential interfacial tension factor, as handled by the differential interfacial tension
routines discussed in Chapter 4.

In order to straightforwardly compare experimental results to the results of these simula-
tions, we tested cell doublets with our simulations by growing a system to 2 cells, forcing
both cells to be of the same type, and then allowing the system to reach equilibrium with
growth and division switched off, thus creating doublets of two cells adhered to one another
and forming an interface [Figure 6.1]. The three relevant parameters to these systems are the
adhesive magnitude between the two cells, α , the baseline cortical tension for the cells, γm,
and the ratio of the tension at the interface to the baseline tension, β . For example, if the
interfacial tension is half of the baseline tension, β = 0.5.

For in vitro experiments, the measurement taken for such cell doublets is the contact
angle between the two cells, θ [Chapter 1]. In our simulations, this contact angle is relatively
difficult to measure. However, it is fairly trivial to measure the area of the cell-cell interface
by implementing a change to the scem_measure_surface subroutine [Chapter 5]. This
subroutine calculates surface exposed to the external environment by finding the area of
regions with DIT_factor=0. By instead calculating the total area of surface occupied by
those elements whose DIT_factor component is equal to 1, meaning they lie at a like-like
cell interface, we immediately obtain a measurement of the interface area between the two
cells. Using some straightforward trigonometry [Figure 6.2], it is fairly easy to relate the
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(a) γm = 0.01, β = 0.50 (b) γm = 0.01, β = 0.75 (c) γm = 0.01, β = 1.00

(d) γm = 0.10, β = 0.50 (e) γm = 0.10, β = 0.75 (f) γm = 0.10, β = 1.00

(g) γm = 1.20, β = 0.50 (h) γm = 1.20, β = 0.75 (i) γm = 1.20, β = 1.00

Fig. 6.1 Phase space of cell doublet visualisations showing variation of interfaces
for β and γm values.
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Fig. 6.2 Diagram to demonstrate how interface area (B) as a fraction of total cell
surface area (A+B) can be calculated from contact angle θ in a cell doublet.
B = πa2 = π (r sin(θ/2))2, A = 4πr2 −2πr (r−b) = 2πr2 (1+ cos(θ/2)).

interface areas obtained in simulations as a proportion of the total cell surface area, I, to the
contact angles obtained in experiments, θ [Equation 6.1].

I =
B

A+B
=

sin2 (θ/2)
2(1+ cos(θ/2))+ sin2 (θ/2)

(6.1)

We can further extend this relationship by taking the theoretical linear force balance model
of cell interfaces discussed in Chapter 1 to find a theoretical prediction of the relationship
between interfacial tension factor, β , and interface area [Equation 6.2], which can then be
compared to the relationship between these two factors in simulations [Subsection 6.1.2].

I =
sin2 (arccosβ )

2(1+β )+ sin2 (arccosβ )
=

1−β

3−β
(6.2)

6.1.1 Exploring Phase Space of Interface Proportion

The interface between two cells, I, in a doublet is a function of 3 variables: the adhesion
magnitude between the two cells, α , the cortical tension magnitude of the cells, γm, and the
cortical tension at the interface between the cells, γc. For simplicity we will refer in future to
the ratio, β , of the interfacial tension to the baseline cortical tension, γc/γm = β , rather than
the absolute interfacial tension.

Given the dependence of these 3 variables, we can construct phase spaces to investigate
the interface area of a cell doublet at different values of β , which is fundamentally the
parameter of interest. We produce the data for these phase spaces by simulating cell doublets
as described above, testing a wide range of values of α and γm for 3 noteworthy values of
β , specifically 0.5, 0.75, and 1.00. The linear force balance model predicts corresponding
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interface areas for these value of β of 0.20, 0.11, and 0. Phase spaces of simulation results
are shown in the following figures. Figure 6.3a shows the results for β = 0.50, Figure 6.3b
shows the results for β = 0.75, and Figure 6.3c shows the results for β = 1.00.

It is clear from these phase spaces that the highest I value achieved for any parameter set is
around 0.32, compatible with the theoretical limit for the interface between two hemispheres,
which is exactly 1/3 [Equation 6.3]. This is an encouraging first validation. The phase
spaces also clearly show that for each value of β , the measurement of I drops sharply with
increasing γm, tending to some limit. This limit is determined by the adhesion magnitude,
with very low adhesions producing little to no interface. Slightly higher interfaces produce
a sharp increase, and beyond a threshold adhesion the increase of interface with adhesion
magnitude has a much lower gradient.

Imax =
Acircle

Ahemisphere
=

πr2

(4πr2)/2+πr2 =
1
3

(6.3)

The results become clearer if we take slices through the phase space as shown in Fig-
ures 6.4 and 6.5. When considering variation of interface with adhesion magnitude, we can
roughly break the phase space into the low tension regime [Figure 6.4a] and the high tension
regime [Figure 6.4b].

As expected, in the low tension regime, all interfaces tend to around the theoretical limit
for two hemispheres - 0.33, and there is very little variation with β . Meanwhile, in the high
tension regime [Figure 6.4b], we see two regimes of adhesion magnitude. The low adhesion
regime has low interface values, and interface increases sharply with increasing adhesion.
In the higher adhesion regime, we see much shallower increase of interface with adhesion,
producing an approximately stationary phase. For each value of β , the value to which this
stationary phase tends is just slightly above the linear force balance model prediction for
that value. At the lowest adhesion point of the high adhesion regime, the fit between the
theoretical model and simulations is particularly good, as demonstrated in Figure 6.4b, which
shows a slice of the phase space across cortical tension magnitude for α = 0.15. We propose
that small difference between the simulations and theoretical model at higher interfaces are
due to the theoretical model’s neglection of adhesion. It is worth noting that for β = 1.0
the theoretical model predicts zero interface between cells, whereas in reality it is clear that
for anything but hard spheres the adhesion between the cells will produce some non-zero
interface. Therefore we suggest that differences between simulation results and theoretical
model predictions are due to the assumuption that adhesion can be completely ignored.

A visualisation of this phase space testing can be seen in Figure 6.1, showing a range of
doublet interfaces across γm and β values. Note that in our simulations, α is the peak value
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(a) β = 0.50.

(b) β = 0.75.

(c) β = 1.00.

Fig. 6.3 Phase space plots showing interface proportion variation in tension and
adhesion space. Linear force balance model predicts I = 0.20 for β = 0.50,
I = 0.11 for β = 0.75, I = 0.00 for β = 1.00.
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of adhesive inter-cell forces, γm is the value of linear tension force acting between cortex
elements in the Delaunay triangulation, and β is the factor by which this value is changed at
inter-cell interfaces. We also note that these phase diagrams demonstrate some noise due to
interpolation of a limited dataset. It is difficult to establish an interpolation that can smooth
over the noise without washing out structure from the phase diagrams, but we believe in the
absence of additional data the diagrams as shown are sufficient to demonstrate interesting
patterns in the results. This caveat applies similarly to all phase diagrams used in subsequent
results sections.

6.1.2 Variation of Interface with Interfacial Tension Factor β

After testing the full phase space of interface areas in tension and adhesion at 3 values of
β , we now investigate the variation of interface proportion I with interfacial tension factor
β in more detail. Once again the doublet method described above was used to simualate
systems and obtain measurements of I for values of β between 0.25 and 1. These tests were
performed for a representative set of adhesion, α , and tension, γm, values selected from the
phase spaces explored previously. The resulting I values were plotted and compared to the
theoretical predictions of the linear force balance model, remembering that the linear force
balance prediction is of the form shown in Equation 1.1.

Figure 6.6 demonstrates how in the high tension regime, the simulation results fit well
to the linear force balance theoretical model across all reasonable values of β , while in the
low tension regime interfaces are consistently higher. Within the moderate adhesion regime -
high enough to produce any interface at all - at no tension magnitude is is possible to produce
interfaces lower than those predicted by the theoretical model, which fits with our expectation
given the assumption that adhesion can be neglected in the theoretical model. Figure 6.7
shows how the adhesion magnitude can alter the interface area measurement, increasing or
decreasing it by a roughly constant value across β values, but not change the form of the
variation with β , which is instead dependent on tension magnitude, γm.
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(a) Low tension regime. γm = 0.01.

(b) High tension regime, γm = 1.20.

Fig. 6.4 Plots of interface area against adhesion magnitude at β = 0.5,0.75,1.00
in high and low tension regimes. Solid lines show simulation results; dotted
lines show linear force balance model predictions for comparison. Differences
between the linear force balance model and simulation results are proposed to
arise from the linear force balance model neglecting adhesion.
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Fig. 6.5 Plots of interface area against tension magnitude at α = 0.15 and β =
0.5,0.75,1.00. Solid lines show simulation results; dotted lines show linear
force balance model predictions for comparison. α = 0.15 is roughly the lowest
adhesion above the regime in which no significant interface is produced.

Fig. 6.6 Plots of interface proportion against β , varying γm in the low adhesion
regime, α = 0.17.
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Fig. 6.7 Plots of interface proportion against β , varying α in the high tension
regime, γm = 1.40.
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Fig. 6.8 Sequence showing how cortical tension drives the separation of daughter
cells immediately after division. 5 time points shown with time post-division
shown in units of cell cycle time.

6.2 Testing Energetic Mechanisms Driving Dynamics

In order to investigate the effect of simulation parameters on cell rearrangement we used the
displacement measurement described in Chapter 5 to investigate the mean displacement of
cells from their initial position for a range of different values of α , γm, and ε . We expect
cortical tension at the interface between daughter cells to force the daughter cells apart after
division [Figure 6.8] and thus predict that higher cortical tension, γm, should lead to increased
rearrangement. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 1, we propose that blebbing observed in
primitive endoderm cells may assist in system rearrangement, and thus expect displacement
to increase with increasing dynamic tension amplitude, ε .

For each set of parameters, we ran simulations from 10 to 30 cells and collected data on
all cells in each system to find the mean displacement of a cell over one full cell cycle from
birth at the division of the parent cell until eventual division into two daughter cells.

Figure 6.9 shows the mean displacement of cells after one full cell cycle in the space
of reasonable adhesion and tension values. It is clear that whilst there is little variation
with adhesion. This is to be expected since cells can move by sliding past one another
without necessarily being pulled apart. However, displacement, and hence rearrangement,
depends strongly on cortical tension, with systems below a threshold tension exhibiting little
displacement, and systems above the threshold tension reaching a stationary phase in which
further increasing tension has little effect. This limit may be due to system size.

We next investigated the effect on displacement of introducing dynamic tension into
primitive endoderm cells. To do this we simulated systems in the same space of tension and
adhesion values as for Figure 6.9, but with all systems having dynamic tension amplitude,
ε , not equal to zero. Since we showed in Figure 6.9 that there is almost no variation with
adhesion magnitude, we were able to neglect this parameter by averaging over all adhesions.
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Fig. 6.9 Phase space of mean cell cycle displacement in α and γm space.

Fig. 6.10 Plot of cell cycle displacement against tension magnitude for ε =
0.0,0.1,0.2. Separate plots for the mean displacement over all cells and the mean
displacement over only PrE cells indicate that the effect of dynamic tension on
displacement is more significant for PrE cells than for the system as a whole.
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Figure 6.10 shows the results of this testing. Cell cycle displacement/typical cell radius,
D, is plotted against cortical tension magnitude for ε = 0.0, ε = 0.1, and ε = 0.2. This is
repeated for an average displacement over all cells, and for the average displacement over
primitive endoderm cells alone. These results indicate that dynamic tension does increase the
mean cell cycle displacement, albeit not dramatically, but isolating only the displacements of
primitive endoderm cells shows a more significant effect than for the mean displacement of
all cells.

6.3 Testing Sorting By Differential Interfacial Tension

The final step in this project was to put these pieces together to investigate how the parameters
of the system influence the self-organisation of two cell types within the system.

6.3.1 Exploring Extent of Sorting in Adhesion and Interfacial Tension
Space

The first test performed was to explore the variation of sorting in cell aggregates with adhesion
magnitude and interfacial tension factor. We selected a cortical tension, γm = 1.4, within the
high tension regime identified in Section 6.1, and ran simulations with this tension for a range
of parameters in the space of adhesion, α , and epiblast interfacial tension, β , values. Note
that in an aggregate of 2 cell types we can define 3 interfacial tension factors: for like-like
interfaces between both cell types (β1,1, β2,2) and unlike interfaces (β1,2). For simplicity in
all simulations we set β1,2 = β2,2 = 1.0 and vary β1,1, the interfacial tension factor between
epiblasts, henceforth simply referred to as β . The results of Section 6.1 indicated that a range
for α between 0.17 and 0.40 and a range for β between 0.5 and 1.0 should suffice to capture
interesting dynamics.

Each simulation ran from 10 cells the 30 cells, roughly the same range that occurs within
the inner cell mass between 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation, calculating radius, neighbour,
and surface sorting measures at regular intervals. 4 separate simulations were performed for
each pair of α and β values in the parameter space, and the results from each set of four were
averaged. Each test was performed in systems with both symmetric division, meaning each
cell can only give rise to daughter cells of the same type, and asymmetric division, meaning
each cell has a 50% change of producing two daughter cells of the same type as the parent,
and 50% change of producing two daughter cells of different types. For simplicity, both
cell types were given the same cortical tension and the same adhesion magnitude, both to
themselves and to each other. Furthermore, differential interfacial tension was applied only
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to epiblast cells. This assumption is a reasonable first approximation since in experiments
performed within our lab the area of PrE-PrE interfaces is approximately equal to that of
PrE-Epi interfaces, whereas Epi-Epi interfaces have a significantly larger interface area,
indicating that the difference in mechanics arises in epiblast interfaces.

Simulations were performed on the University of Cambridge Darwin HPC facility,
running one simulation per core independently, using the Intel FORTRAN compiler.

Having collected data for the full parameter space, we were able to take the mean value of
the sorting indices defined in Chapter 5 (sorting measures normalised by standard deviation
of randomised tests) at the end of each simulation, and plot these values in phase spaces
to show the variation of these final states within the α and β space. Any sorting index
calculated as greater than 1 was normalised to 1, indicating complete sorting. The resulting
phase spaces are shown in Figure 6.11.

It is immediately clear from the results of Figure 6.11 that there is good agreement
between sorting measures about the behaviour of the systems. In addition, we note that
symmetric division [Figures 6.11b, 6.11d, 6.11f] produces consistently more robust sorting
throughout the parameter space, although still retaining the same general pattern with respect
to α and β as for asymmetric division. This is to be expected since symmetric division
will produce a natural aggregation, whereas asymmetric division can introduce cells of the
opposite type into a region that has self-organised to a high density of one type.

Most importantly, these phase spaces show an interesting pattern with respect to α and
β . As predicted, the extent of sorting increases as β is reduced. However, it is clear that a
minimum adhesion is required in order for the β parameter to have any effect. For values
of α below about 0.25, little to no sorting is observed regardless of the value of β . This is
interesting for two reasons. Firstly, α = 0.25 is a larger adhesion than produced the best fit to
the linear force balance model, as tested in Subsection 6.1.2. Secondly, α = 0.25 corresponds
to α = 0.18× γm, which is in line with experimental observations of adhesion magnitude
around 0.2-0.25 times cortical tension magnitude in ICM cells.

6.3.2 Variation of Sorting with Interfacial Area

Having studied the variation of sorting in adhesion and tension space, we can go one step
further by combining the results of Section 6.1 with our sorting results to test the variation
of sorting with epiblast doublet interface area. In all simulations, only epiblast-epiblast
interfaces have altered interfacial tension, so we expect the interface of these doublets to be a
primary driver of the dynamics. Each set of parameters tested in the sorting phase space has
a corresponding epiblast doublet interface proportion as found by cell doublet testing. By
plotting the final sorting index values against these corresponding interface proportions we
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division (b) Radius measure, symmetric division

(c) Neighbour measure, asymmetric division (d) Neighbour measure, symmetric division

(e) Surface measure, asymmetricdivision (f) Surface measure, symmetricdivision

Fig. 6.11 Phase space plots of final sorting index for 30 cell systems in α and
β space. All cells have the same γm and all cell types adhere with the same
magnitude α . The tension at Epi-Epi interfaces is altered by factor β . Epi-PrE
and PrE-PrE interfaces are unchanged. Plots on each row show the values of a
different sorting measure, for systems with asymmetric and symmetric division.
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produce a scatter plot with which to look for a relationship. The results of this testing are
shown in Figure 6.12.

The plots in Figure 6.12 clearly show a strong positive correlation between epiblast
interface area and final sorting index for all sorting measures. This correlation is especially
strong for systems with symmetric division.

6.4 Effect of Dynamic Tension on Sorting in Adhesion and
Interfacial Tension Space

Having investigated the variation of sorting in α and β space, we can now introduce ε , the
final parameter of the model. ε is the amplitude of dynamic tension, allowing us to model
blebbing in primitive endoderm cells. We begin testing the effect of ε on sorting by running
the same α and β parameter space used in Section 6.3, again running each parameter set 4
times, from 10 to 30 cells. However, in this case, the full set of parameters was repeated
with different values of epsilon. As before, both cell types have the same cortical tension
and adhesion magnitudes, and differential interfacial tension is applied only to epiblasts.
However, dynamic tension is not applied to epiblasts since these are not seen to undergo
blebbing in experiments.

As in Section 6.3, the resulting data were used to construct phase spaces in α and β

space, with a different value of ε for each phase space. Figure 6.13 shows the set of these
phase spaces for the radius sorting measure, with ε increasing down the page. Similarly,
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show the set of phase spaces for the neighbour and surface
measures respectively. It is immediately clear that the action of dynamic tension increases
the extent of sorting throughout the α and β parameter space. The extent of this increase
in sorting is seen to increase with increasing values of ε . In most cases variation of sorting
extent with interfacial tension retains a similar pattern regardless of ε value, but for high
values, such as ε = 0.3 and symmetric division, near complete sorting is obtained for the
entire parameter space.

We note also that for high values of β , meaning that the effect of differential interfacial
tension is minimal, the extent of sorting with ε is reduced for higher adhesion magnitudes,
suggesting that the adhesion of cells together to some extent counteracts the effects of
dynamic tension.

Additionally, we constructed phase spaces in β and ε , taking α such that α = 0.2× γm,
in line with experimental observations. These phase spaces are shown in Figure 6.16. These
phase spaces indicate that for this ratio of tension and adhesion, without dynamic tension
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division (b) Radius measure, symmetric division

(c) Neighbour measure, asymmetric division (d) Neighbour measure, symmetric division

(e) Surface measure, asymmetricdivision (f) Surface measure, symmetricdivision

Fig. 6.12 Plots of final sorting index for 30 cell aggregates against the correspond-
ing epiblast doublet interface proportion found in doublet testing [Section 6.1]
for the same parameter set. Each row of plots shows values of a different sorting
measure for both symmetric and asymmetric division.
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sorting is unreliable unless the interfacial tension factor, β , is extremely low. However,
adding dynamic tension quickly makes this sorting far more robust.

Finally, we repeated the process of plotting final sorting index against interface area
obtained in doublet testing with sorting data obtained from systems with ε > 0. Although the
new results, shown in Figure 6.17, show a greater spread than those in Figure 6.12, we can
see how complete sorting can now be achieved with much lower interface areas than were
possible without dynamic tension.
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division,
ε = 0.1

(b) Radius measure, symmetric division,
ε = 0.1

(c) Radius measure, asymmetric division,
ε = 0.2

(d) Radius measure, symmetric division,
ε = 0.2

(e) Radius measure, asymmetricdivision,
ε = 0.3

(f) Radius measure, symmetricdivision,
ε = 0.3

Fig. 6.13 Phase spaces of final sorting index from radius measure for 30 cell
aggregates in α and β space. Dynamic tension is included in primitive endoderm
cells with amplitudes ε = 0.1,0.2,0.3. Plots on each row show the results for a
different ε value, for systems with asymmetric and symmetric division.
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(a) Neighbour measure, asymmetric
division, ε = 0.1

(b) Neighbour measure, symmetric
division, ε = 0.1

(c) Neighbour measure, asymmetric
division, ε = 0.2

(d) Neighbour measure, symmetric
division, ε = 0.2

(e) Neighbour measure, asymmetric
division, ε = 0.3

(f) Neighbour measure, symmetric
division, ε = 0.3

Fig. 6.14 Phase spaces of final sorting index from neighbour measure for 30 cell
aggregates in α and β space. Dynamic tension is included in primitive endoderm
cells with amplitudes ε = 0.1,0.2,0.3. Plots on each row show the results for a
different ε value, for systems with asymmetric and symmetric division.
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division,
ε = 0.1

(b) Surface measure, symmetric division,
ε = 0.1

(c) Surface measure, asymmetric division,
ε = 0.2

(d) Surface measure, symmetric division,
ε = 0.2

(e) Surface measure, asymmetricdivision,
ε = 0.3

(f) Surface measure, symmetricdivision,
ε = 0.3

Fig. 6.15 Phase spaces of final sorting index from surface measure for 30 cell
aggregates in α and β space. Dynamic tension is included in primitive endoderm
cells with amplitudes ε = 0.1,0.2,0.3. Plots on each row show the results for a
different ε value, for systems with asymmetric and symmetric division.
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division (b) Radius measure, symmetric division

(c) Neighbour measure, asymmetric division (d) Neighbour measure, symmetric division

(e) Surface measure, asymmetric division (f) Surface measure, symmetric division

Fig. 6.16 Phase space of final sorting index of 30 cell aggregates in β and ε space
at α = 0.2γm, corresponding to the adhesion magnitude observed in experiments.
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(a) Radius measure, asymmetric division,
ε = 0.30

(b) Radius measure, symmetric division,
ε = 0.30

(c) Neighbour measure, asymmetric
division, ε = 0.30

(d) Neighbour measure, symmetric
division, ε = 0.30

(e) Surface measure, asymmetricdivision,
ε = 0.30

(f) Surface measure, symmetricdivision,
ε = 0.30

Fig. 6.17 Plots of final sorting index for 30 cell aggregates with ε = 0.3 against
the corresponding epiblast doublet interface proportion found in doublet testing
[Section 6.1] for the same parameter set. Each row of plots shows values of a
different sorting measure for both symmetric and asymmetric division. Compare
to Figure 6.12 to see the impact of dynamic tension.
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Fig. 6.18 Time series plot of neighbour sorting index in a system running from
10 to 30 cells with symmetric division and α = 0.2γm.. 4 curves are shown,
each with different β and ε values, with each parameter set averaged over 4
runs. Horizontal dotted line shows the 3σ threshold, beyond which sorting is
considered complete.

6.5 Sorting Kinetics

Having studied the behaviour of systems by comparing final sorting indices, we will now
examine the time series of sorting index data as simulations progress. Figure 6.18 shows a
plot of neighbour sorting index against time for 4 parameter sets, each averaged over 4 runs.
What we see is that whilst 3 of the 4 systems are capable of reaching the 3σ threshold, the
introduction of dynamic tension allows the systems to reach this threshold much more quickly.
To better understand these systems, a time series visualisation is shown in Figure 6.19.
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0.00τc

0.66τc

1.32τc

2.00τc

Fig. 6.19 Time sequence showing sorting in a system from 10 to 30 cells with
β = 0.7,ε = 0.3 and asymmetric division. Time since system initialisation shown
in units of τc. Moderately low β and moderately high ε lead to complete sorting
despite asymmetric division. Left column shows full cell aggregate. Epiblasts
coloured green, primitive endoderm coloured red. Middle and right columns
show each cell type visualised independently to highlight their relative positions.
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Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis describes the first steps taken in an effort to form a comprehensive model
of tissue self-organisation in the early mammalian embryo, and in doing so introduce a
new computational model of cell sorting. We have discussed the basics of mammalian
embryogenesis as they are currently understood, highlighting gaps in our understanding of
development between 3.5 and 4.5 days after fertilisation [Chapter 1]. After explaining this
phase of development in the context of blastocyst formation and the formation of embryonic
and extra-embryonic tissues, we focussed in more detail on the inner cell mass of the
blastocyst over this E3.5-E4.5 period. We discussed how at 4.5 days after fertilisation, the
inner cell mass is seen to contain two spatially separate tissue layers, which were originally
assumed to differentiate in situ, but that more recent observations suggest that two cell types
differentiate in a mixed “salt and pepper” distribution throughout the inner cell mass. The
subsequent self-organisation of these two cell types is not well understood, and it is this
self-organisation we set out to study.

Before discussing our model, we introduced other techniques that have been used to
model cellular systems in the past, focussing in particular on the lengthscales and number
of dimensions to which each model was adapted, the integration of intra- and inter-cellular
mechanisms, and whether or not the method relied on a global Hamiltonian [Chapter 2].
We established that many techniques applied to cellular systems had significant drawbacks
that rendered them unsuitable for modelling the inner cell mass, and that the best option
for our purposes was the subcellular element method [Chapter 3]. The advantages of this
technique include the integration of intra- and inter-cellular mechanisms, ease of extension
to 3 dimensions, suitability for a scale of tens of cells, and focus on local forces rather than
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global energy. Furthermore the technique was simple enough to make extending it fairly
straightforward.

We composed our model by defining a set of cortex elements at the boundary of each
cell. We introduced a tensile force tangential to the cell surface by performing a Delaunay
triangulation over this set of cortex elements and introducing a tension force between
all neighbouring elements in the triangulation, thus modelling cortical tension. This was
extended with an algorithm to locally vary the cortical tension between cortex elements
at interfaces between cells according to the types of cells involved, allowing us to model
differential interfacial tension. We also added dynamic tension to one cell type, varying the
tension forces experienced by cortex elements randomly across the surface of each cell to
model blebbing in primitive endoderm cells [Chapter 4].

With the model implemented, we created a further set of routines to calculate quantitative
measures of sorting based on the number of nearest neighbours of the same type, the radius of
each type from the centre of mass, and the proportion of each cell type at the system external
surface. These measures were contextualised relative to the mean and standard deviation
across a large number of random reorientations of the system in order to produce a sorting
index [Chapter 5].

Having defined this set of measures, we began to test the model. Our first test was
to simulate cell doublets, calculating the interface area formed between the two cells in a
doublet as a proportion of the total cell surface area [Chapter 6, Section 6.1]. We established
that these interface proportions depended on 3 variables of the model: baseline cell tension,
γm, adhesion magnitude, α , and the ratio of interfacial tension to baseline cortical tension, β .
By measuring interface proportions for a range of values in the space of these 3 variables, we
were able to show that interface decreases sharply with tension before reaching a stationary
phase in the high tension regime. We also showed that below some threshold value of
adhesion, no interface is formed at all, but above this threshold interface increases slowly
with increasing adhesion magnitude, with the gradient of this interface sharpest for low values
of β . We showed that in the high tension regime, and with adhesion at the low end of this
interface-forming adhesion regime, the variation of interface with β showed remarkably good
fit to the predictions of the previously proposed linear force balance model of cell interfaces,
which assumes low adhesion relative to tension. This was an extremely promising validation
and indicated that the model was capturing important aspects of the underlying mechanics.
We also showed, using the mean displacement of cells from their original position over one
full cell cycle as a proxy for cell rearrangement and hence energetic mechanisms driving the
system kinetics, that rearrangement is heavily dependent upon a minimum cortical tension,
but only weakly dependent on the amplitude of dynamic tension [Chapter 6, Section 6.2].
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Having performed tests to validate that the model is capturing cell dynamics, and using
the quantitative measures defined previously, we tested the effect of model parameters on
self-organisation. We simulated systems growing from 10 to 30 cells, with both symmetric
and asymmetric cell division. Initially, we tested systems in adhesion, α , and interfacial
tension factor, β , space, with no dynamic tension. To do this we took the final values
of sorting indices to represent the final state of the system at 30 cells, and plotted these
values in phase spaces against α and β . These phase spaces demonstrated that differential
interfacial tension alone was sufficient to produce complete sorting for systems with low
β . The extent of sorting was greater for systems with symmetric division than asymmetric
division, but even in the case of symmetric division, little to no sorting occurred for systems
with α < 0.2γm. This is interesting since this adhesion is greater than that which produces
the best fit to the linear force balance model predictions, but is in line with the experimentally
observed adhesion magnitude in real cells. However, even with sufficient adhesion, quite low
values of β are required to produce sorting, lower than the value of about 0.75 observed in
measurements in our group. This is best exemplified when we plot the final sorting index for
these 30 cell systems against the corresponding interface proportion found in doublet testing
with the same parameters. Whilst we do observe an extremely strong correlation between
final sorting index and the interface proportion measured in doublets, these plots suggest that
the interface areas observed experimentally in our group are insufficient to reliably produce
complete sorting.

The next step in our testing was to introduce dynamic tension in primitive endoderm cells,
with the amplitude of this dynamic tension, ε , forming another variable of the model. We
reproduced the same set of simulations in α and β space, repeating each set with a different
value of epsilon. Plotting each of these phase spaces separately, we see that the effect of
dynamic tension in primitive endoderm is to increase the extent of sorting throughout the
parameter space. Apart from cases of very high values of ε and symmetric division, in
which case dynamic tension appears to produce sorting for all values of α and β , the extent
of sorting retains a similar pattern of dependence on adhesion and interfacial tension, but
complete sorting is more robustly achieved at a greater range of the parameter space. The
extent of this increase in sorting is seen to scale with the magnitude of ε . We also produced
phase spaces of final sorting index in ε and β space for systems with α = 0.2γm, as observed
in experiments, which further confirmed the pattern of dependence on β and ε .

Thus, in summary, we find that differential interfacial tension is sufficient to drive systems
to self-organise given high enough adhesion and low enough interfacial tension, but find that
this self-organisation is not robust for the parameters found experimentally in inner cell mass
cells. Furthermore, we find that the introduction of blebbing in primitive endoderm cells
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produces far more robust sorting throughout the tension and interfacial tension parameter
space. We thus propose that whilst differential interfacial tension may have some role to play
in self-organisation in the inner cell mass, the blebbing observed in primitive endoderm cells
will have just as significant a role. The introduction of blebbing into a model of cell sorting,
and finding that it has a significant impact on the extent and speed of sorting is a novel result
and an important conclusion from this project.

7.2 Remaining Questions

Although we have tested our model extensively, the technique shows great promise and
warrants further work in future. In the first instance, we hope to acquire additional data
for the parameter spaces already tested in order to validate the patterns observed in phase
diagrams.

In all of the testing of sorting we performed in this project, both cell types were given
the same cortical tension and adhesion magnitudes. This is a worthwhile first assumption
but it may be interesting to test further differences between the two cell types. Furthermore,
we have assumed throughout that the tension at primitive endoderm-primitive endoderm
and primitive endoderm-epiblast interfaces is unchanged. As discussed previously, in any
multicellular aggregate there are 3 possible interfacial tension factors: β11, β12, β22. In our
systems β12 = β22 = 1 and only β11 is varied. Whilst this was also a valid assumption for
initial testing, it will be interesting in future to explore the effects of changing interfacial
tensions in both cell types, not just epiblast cells. It would also be worth testing systems to a
greater number of cells to investigate the effects, in principle, of the parameters on aggregates
of this size, even though they are larger than the inner cell mass.

All testing performed so far has been done on spherical cell aggregates. However, in
the inner cell mass in vivo, the cells are arranged in a geometry closer to that of a spherical
cap, with primitive endoderm cells organising to the flat edge of the cap and epiblast cells
organising to the curved edge. A natural extension would be to apply this geometry to the
simulations, restricting cells to move within a spherical cap-shaped boundary and analysing
the effects of parameters on the relative final positions of the two cell types.

Finally, the model could prove useful for other multicellular systems in which shape
changes, tension, and adhesion are important. For example, the metastasis is a critical process
in the development of dangerous cancers, and involves the movement of cancerous cells
through crowded multicellular environments. Such a system could potentially be investigated
using our model, as the movement of cancerous cells requires significant shape changes,
and is likely to be affected by tension and adhesion magnitudes. Furthermore, outside of
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the realm of biological systems, our method could be used to study the sedimentation of
deformable colloids when centrifuged from syspension. Such systems are extremely difficult
to study with analytical methods or standard granular physics, so our method could provide
useful insights.
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Appendix A

Volume Conservation

In early iterations of our model, we were concerned at the possibility that cells could become
compressed by forces applied to them, rather than retaining their volume and transmitting
those forces to their neighbours. This could result in dissipation of energy introduced into
the system by division. Therefore, we decided to investigate how the simulations could be
updated to conserve the volume of cells in the system. However, once cortical tension was
introduced using a Delaunay triangulation, it became clear that compression and volume
variation was not a problem. Furthermore, the volume conservation routine discussed below
dramatically slowed the simulation run times. It was thus deemed unnecessary for the main
results of this thesis, but its implementation is discussed here for completeness.

Conservation of volume in a deformable object is a difficult problem best treated with
fluid dynamics or finite element modelling [205, 206]. Indeed, some work has been done
in the past using fluid dynamics to model cellular systems, notably the immersed boundary
method [Chapter 2]. Otherwise, mathematical models of cellular volume regulation have
focussed on how cells achieve this regulation [207], which is unsuitable for our purposes.

Fortunately, one method for conserving volume in particulate systems has been identified
in the literature. Promayon et al. [208] detailed their method in a 1996 paper, referencing
the possibility for modelling a system such as the effect of varying lung volume on the shape
of the chest cavity. The particle-based nature of this method made it suitable for application
to SEM cells. What follows is a description of their method and its implementation in SEM
simulations.

The volume of the system - in our case a cell - is defined by the position of a set of
n boundary particles. Changing the position of any one of these particles can change the
volume of the system. These particle positions define a state vector for the system. The state
vector has 3n components, each corresponding to one of 3 spatial dimensions for one of n
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(a) State vector on the surface of constant volume.

(b) System perturbed by external forces; shifts the state vector off the surface of constant
volume.

(c) Find perpendicular from surface of constant volume to position of perturbed state vector.

(d) Move the system state vector along the perpendicular onto the surface of constant volume.

(e) Displacement of system now a combination of perturbation and adjustment to conserve
volume.

Fig. A.1 Diagram demonstrating the Promayon volume conservation algorithm.
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(a) Vector perpendicular to surface of constant volume at original position is approximately
equal to that at the nearest point on the surface to the perturbed system position.

(b) By shifting system state by a vector found by projecting the original perturbation along
the gradient at the original position, the system is moved back approximately to the surface
of constant volume.

Fig. A.2 Diagram demonstrating streamlined approximation of Promayon algo-
rithm.

particles. With the state vector thus defined, there must be a surface in the state space upon
which all system states with a given volume lie [Figure A.1a].

When forces act upon the system, the resulting deformation changes the positions of
the boundary particles and can shift the state vector away from the surface of constant
volume [Figure A.1b]. The hypothesis of Promayon et al. is that from this point, the most
appropriate approximation to introduce in order to conserve the volume of this system whilst
allowing deformation is to artificially move the state vector back to the surface of constant
volume with the smallest possible adjustment. The smallest possible adjustment is that
which is perpendicular to the surface of constant volume in state space [Figure A.1]. Thus
we can find the final state of the system, Q after an adjustment to conserve the volume
by formulating a set of differential equations such that the 3n vector between Q and the
perturbed position P is some multiple of the gradient of the surface of constant volume at Q,
a∇Φ

(
Q
)

[Equation A.1].

Q−P = a∇Φ
(
Q
)

(A.1)

Unfortunately this algorithm is computationally heavy, and to apply it to a large number
of cells over an even larger number of time steps is not feasible, so we decided to try an
approximation. If we assume that curvature of the surface of constant volume is minimal,
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D(:)=0
do i=1, cells(c)%cortex_elements(0)

P_1(3*(i-1)+1) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(i))%position(1)
P_1(3*(i-1)+2) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(i))%position(2)
P_1(3*(i-1)+3) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(i))%position(3)

end do
do i=1, cells(c)%cortex_elements(0)

do j=1, cells(c)%triplet_count
do k=1, 3

if(cells(c)%triplets(k,j).EQ.cells(c)%cortex_elements(i)) then
if(k.EQ.1) then

P(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(1,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
Q(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(2,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
R(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(3,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)

elseif(k.EQ.2) then
P(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(2,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
Q(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(1,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
R(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(3,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)

else
P(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(3,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
Q(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(1,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)
R(:) = xe_prev(cells(c)%triplets(2,j),:) - cells(c)%position(:)

end if
QcrossR = CROSS_PRODUCT(Q,R)
volume_fragment = DOT_PRODUCT(P,QcrossR)
D(3*i-2:3*i) = D(3*i-2:3*i) + SIGN(1.0,volume_fragment)*QcrossR
EXIT

else
CYCLE

endif
end do

end do
enddo
do l=1, cells(c)%cortex_elements(0)

F(l*3-2) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(1) -
xe_prev(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l),1)↪→

F(l*3-1) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(2) -
xe_prev(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l),2)↪→

F(l*3) = elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(3) -
xe_prev(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l),3)↪→

enddo

Code Block A.1 Identifying state vector and perturbation vector from cortex
element positions and calculating gradient vector.
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D_magnitude_sq=0
do l=1, 3*cells(c)%cortex_elements(0)

D_magnitude_sq = D_magnitude_sq + D(l)**2
enddo
D_magnitude = SQRT(D_magnitude_sq)
E_magnitude = DOT_PRODUCT(F,D)/D_magnitude
E(:) = E_magnitude*D(:)/D_magnitude
P_2(:) = P_1(:) + E(:)
do l=1, cells(c)%cortex_elements(0)

elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(1) = P_2(3*(l-1)+1)
elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(2) = P_2(3*(l-1)+2)
elements(cells(c)%cortex_elements(l))%position(3) = P_2(3*(l-1)+3)

end do

Code Block A.2 Projecting gradient vector along perturbation.

then to first order the gradient of the surface of constant volume at the position closest to
that of the perturbed system, as found in the original method, is approximately equal to
the gradient of the surface of constant volume at the original position of the system. By
projecting the original perturbation vector along this direction, the system can be shifted to a
position close to that found by the original algorithm, approximately conserving its volume.

This method was implemented in the SEM program with subroutine
scem_volume_conserve. This subroutine performs a loop over all cells in the sys-
tem, and for each cell begins by constructing the 3n state vector of the cell, P_1, where n is
the total number of cortex elements in the cell on which the routine is currently operating.
Subsequently, a loop over all cortex elements in the cell and all triplets identifies non-zero
components of the gradient of the surface of constant volume, which are stored in vector D
[Code block A.1]. The code then calculates the perturbation vector, F from the difference
between previous and current element positions

Finally, the last part of the volume conservation routine [Code block A.2] projects F along
the direction defined by D, resulting in vector E. This vector E is then added to the perturbed
position P_1, to produce the state of the system after volume conservation, P_2. From this
state vector, the new positions of all cortex elements are extracted.

This routine ran quickly enough to be feasible, but still significantly slowed all simulations.
It seemed to perform volume conservation reasonably well, but it was quickly eventually
decided that this was unnecessary for the purposes of our model. However, the routine may
have some use in other systems, such as in modelling sedimentation in colloidal suspensions.
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Fig. A.3 Diagram of one tetrahedron used to calculate the volume of a cell

volume_cell = 0
do i=1, cells(j)%triplet_count

volume_triplet=0
P = elements(cells(j)%triplets(1,i))%position - cells(j)%position
Q = elements(cells(j)%triplets(2,i))%position - cells(j)%position
R = elements(cells(j)%triplets(3,i))%position - cells(j)%position
volume_triplet = DOT_PRODUCT(P,CROSS_PRODUCT(Q,R))/6.0
volume_cell = volume_cell + ABS(volume_triplet)

end do
cells(j)%volume = volume_cell

Code Block A.3 Cell volume calculation from scem_volume_calculate

In addition to the routine for conserving volume, we also created a routine for simply
calculating the volume of each cell, scem_volume_calculate [Code block A.3]. This routine
uses all Delaunay triangles defined over the surface of each cell, for each triangle creating
a tetrahedron with the centre of mass of the cell [Figure A.3]. Taking 3 edge vectors of
this tetrahedron, P, Q, and R, the volume of the tetrahedron is then given by 1

2P · (Q×R).
Summing the volumes of each tetrahedron in the cell gives the volume of the cell, which can
then be stored in the volume component of the cells data structure.
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